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Preface
In 1989 the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted a provisional
performance Standard for ECDIS (MSC/Circ. 515). This standard
defines an electronic chart display and information system (ECDIS)
that is the legal equivalent of a paper chart, and that fulfills
the requirement imposed on all vessels (reg. V/20 of SOLAS 1974) to
carry up-to-date nautical charts covering intended voyages.
The U. S. Electronic Chart Display and Information System
(ECDIS) Test-Bed Project began as a collaborative effort between
the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services (RTCM) and the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) in 1990. The project
responds to the International Maritime Organization (IMO) call to
member states to evaluate its Provisional Performance Standards for
ECDIS. Since 1990 the U.S. ECDIS Test-Bed Project has grown in
participation through sponsorship and in-kind contributions from
government and private organizations, through collaboration with
organizations in other nations, and through contractual
arrangements with private companies.
The central objective of the ECDIS Test-Bed Project is to
assemble an experimental ECDIS unit that meets or exceeds the IMO
standard, for evaluation on ships at sea. The first part of the
proj ect focussed on translating the IMO Provisional Performance
Standard into an ECDIS system requirement specification, describing
in an engineering context what an ECDIS must do to meet the
standard. This task began with a document written by Mr. Mortimer
Rogoff, of Digital Directions Co., and was carried to full detail
and documentation by Ms. Carolyn K. Ocel and Mr. David J. Scott, of
Intergraph Corporation. Their work was reviewed by members of the
Consultative Group, the advisory body to our Project. The result
of this process is contained in this report.
Details of this ECDIS System Requirement Specification (SRS)
will no doubt be disputed, as ambiguities, inherent contradictions,
and priorities of various interested parties become manifest. This
is an expected part of the standard setting process and we welcome
it. written comments on this SRS are particularly welcome and
should be addressed to me. Subsequent stages of the proj ect
involve preparation of the system design document; software
development and hardware integration; system testing and
acceptance; and sea trials.
Introduction of ECDIS technology into maritime transportation
represents a breakthrough in maritime safety, environmental
protection and, probably, cost savings in ship operation.
Applications of this enabling technology will reach into vessel
traffic monitoring and control, maritime law enforcement (e.g.,
fisheries), marine resources survey and management, ocean research,
and other applications.
i
The ECDIS Test-Bed Project is funded by the U.s. Coast Guard,
the American Petroleum Institute, American Telephone and Telegraph,
Exxon Shipping Company, and the Marine Spill Response Corporation.
In-kind contributions are coming from the National Ocean Service
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I. Int;ucton
A.1 Scpe
The Electronic Char Display and Information System (ECDIS) System Reuirements
Speification (SRS) fulfills the following functions within the Unite State ECDIS Test-Bed
Project:
o Enumerate reirements that desibe functionality reire within the U.S. ECDIS Test-
Be System to tet all critical elements of the IMO Provisional ECDIS Standard
("Provisional Performance Standar for Elecronic Char Display Systems (ECDIS"),
Maritime Safety Committ Circlar 515, International Maritime Organization, date April
13, 1989.)
o Enumerate reuirements that desribe functionality desire within the U.S. ECDIS Test-
Be System to tet elements of ECDIS sytems not emboied within the above mentioned
IMO standar but considered critical to the U.S. evaluation of their potential to support
safe navigation.
o Support the design and development of the U.S. ECDIS Test-Bed System.
o Support multi-organization U.S. cordination of the speification.
o Traces ECDIS reuirements to their source.
o Provides commentar on requirements as appropriate.
A. Audience
The intended usrs of this SRS ar:
o Organizations and individuals cordinating the U.S. evaluation of the ECDIS standard
o Organizations and individuals conducting the evaluation of this docment
o Organizations developing the U.S. ECDIS Test-Be System
o Organizations supporting the U.S. tet of ECDIS standard
o Intereste U.S. and international parties
A.3 Ortion
This SRS is organized, structre, and maintained as desribe in the following paragraphs.
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A3.1 Ilent Oration
The ECDIS SRS is organized into five (5) seions as desribe below:
o Setion I contains introuctry material for the ECDIS SRS.
o Setion II lists docments utilzed in the development of the ECDIS SRS.
o Setion III provides an exective summary of the ECDIS program and the U.S. ECDIS
Test-Bed Projec.
o Setions IV details U.S. ECDIS Test-Be System functional, interface, and performance
reuirements.
o Seion V prdes a chronological docment history.
A3.2 Rement Defition
The requirements contained in seion IV of this SRS are a collaborative effort involving many
different organizations and individuals involved in the speification and definition of ECDIS.
Requirements have been construct by gathering statements frm thes source and previous
boies of ECDIS work. In addition, reuirements are drawn frm the supporting standards as
appropriate. All source utilzed in development of the SRS ar detailed in setion II.
A3.3 Rement Strct
ECDIS Test and Demonstration System requirements are defined in this SRS in a hierarhy
represnting levels of abstraction or detail. Reuirements are broken down until the system is
defined at the lowest level of abstraction and highest level of speificity reuired to support
development.
To asure the complete capture of ECDIS requirements, each requirement is tracked to its
source. This is done by annotating each requirement as follows:
o For requirements extracte directly from the IMO ECDIS standard or other applicable
ECDIS relate standards and docments, the requirement is referenced to its speific
source docment by utilzing the annotation "(2.X, page N, paragraph M)" following the
requirement statement. In this construct, ''X'' is the poition of the docment in the
"Applicable Docments" setion of the SRS, "N" is the pag number of the sorce
docment from which the requirement was extracte, and "M" is the paragraph number in
which the requirement appeared. In cas when a speific SRS reqirement may be traced
to multiple sorce docments, all references are included in the annotation and separate
by semi-clons. (e.g. - (2.1, pag 5, paragaph 3.6; 2.2, pag 10, paragaph 4.5)
o In cas when a requirement is directly derived from a statement made in a source
docment, the same annotation desribed above is use, with the addition of term
"derived," as follows: "(Derived, 2.X, page N, paragraph M)".
o For thos requirements derived in the proces of developing this SRS without the benefit
of an explicit source, no annotation is provided.
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A.3.4: Not on Tebe TBRs
During the development of the SRS, there were ocasions in which the authors or 8valuators
felt it necary to provide an explanatory comment or clarification regarding a particular U.S.
ECDIS Test-Bed System requirement. Thes comments and clarifications are included in
Appendix A to this SRS and reference within the boy of the SRS using the notation "(se
note M )"; where M denote the note number as it appear within appendix A.
A.3.5 Items "T Be Relve" (TR)
During the development of the SRS, circumstance ar in which the exact 
speification detail
reuired to complete a requirement statement is unknown or unavailable. In thes
circmstance, items are marked as "(TR)" indicating they are "to be relve" at later date.
A.3.6 Rements Inch
Appendix B contains an index to all ECDIS reuirements state in seion IV.
A.3.7 Glæs of Te
Appendix C contains a glosary of terms relevant to the material contained in this docment.
A.3.8 Reirments Comment For
Appendix D contains a form that may be use to provide comments on reuirements
enumerate this docment.
A.3.9 Mapping ofJ:fault Diplay Objec to IMO Default Diplay Items
Appendix E contains the mapping of default display items liste in the IMO Provisional
Standard to the IHO objec catalogue to the extent poible. .
A.3.10 Doent Reion
Revisions to this docment are annotate with a two level version numbering scheme (N.M); N
represnting the major number and M represnting the minor number. Addition of new
material or change wil be note as follows:
o New material wil be indicate by a vertical "change bar" in the left margin of 
the text.
o Material to be delete wil show a "strike through" in version N.M+l and wil be removed
completely in version N.M+2 of the SRS.
Seion V contains a revision history of the SRS.
ll. Applicable Ilents
The following docments were utilzed in the development of the requirements detailed in this
SRS.
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2.1 "Provisional Performance Standard for Electrnic Char Display Systems (ECDIS),"
Maritime Safety Committ Circular 515, International Maritime Organization, date April13, 1989. "
2.2 "Provisional Speifications for Char Content and Display 
of ECDIS," Speial Publication
No. 52, International Hydrographic Organization - COE Working Group, May 1990.
2.3 "Report ofthe IHO (COE) Working Group on Updating the Elecronic Char," Speial
Publication No. 52, Appendix 1 International Hydrographic Organization, Committe on
ECDIS Working Group, June, 1990.
2.4 "Provisional Prentation Standar for ECDIS," Appendix 2 to IHO Speial Publication No.
52, International Hydrographic Organization - COE Working Group on Colours and
Symbols, June 1990, Revi Octber 1990.
2.5 "RTCM Proviional Standard For Elecronic Char Display and Information Systems,"
RTCM Paper 120-89/SC 109-71/BD-190, undate.
2.6 "The ECDIS Test and Demonstration Project in the Unite State," Mortimer Rogoff,
August 9,1990.
2.7 "Provisional Test Plan for the Unite State ECDIS Test and Demonstration Project,"
Mortimer Rogoff, Decmber, 1990.
2.8 "Statement of Work for ECDIS Test and Demonstration Projec," Draft for Comment,
Mortimer Rogoff, January 29, 1990.
2.9 "U.S. ECDIS Test Be Project Guidance Docment," Mortimer Rogoff, January, 1991.
2.10 "RTCM Remmended Standard for Updating Electronic Char," First Draf, June 1 7,
1988.
2.11 "IHO DX-90: Speifications for the Exchange of Digital Hydrographic Data. 1990,"
Version 1.3, Working Draf as of September 19, 1990, Committe on the Exchange of
Digital Data; International Hydrographic Organization.
2.12 "IHO DX-90: Object Catalog, Releas 1.0, Working Draft as of May, 1990, Committe on
the.Exchange of Digital Data; International Hydrographic Organization.
2.13 "International Chart Series INT 1 Symbols, Abbreviations, Terms Use on Chart,"
Deutshes Hydrographisches Institut, Hamburg, 1989.
2.14 "Standard for Interfacing Marine Electronic Navigational Devices," Version 1.5, Dember
1987, January 1990 printing, National Marine Electronics Asiation.
2.15 "Amendments of March 1991 to 'Proviional Presntation Standards for ECDIS' (Appendix
2 to IHO SP 52)", IHO Colours and Symbols Working Group.
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2.16 Note by the Government of Canada on "MSC/Circ 515 (13 April 1989) Provisional
Perform anceStandard for ECDIS", presnte atmeetingoflMOIIHOHGE,March 1991.
2.17 "Updating for the Elecronic Char Display System" crate for Speial Committ 109
ofRTCM by the Working Group on Updating, undate.
2.18 "System Reirements Speification (SRS) Comments on "TO BE RESOLVED" (TR)
items", Memorandum by Mortimer Rogoff, July 1, 1991.
ID. Extive Suar
The Maritime Safety Committ (MSC) of the International Maritime Organization UMO)
adopte a provisional performance standar for ECDIS in 1989 (MSC/Circ. 515). This standard
defines an elecnic char and display system (ECDIS) that is the legal eqivalent of a paper
chart, thus fulfillng the reuirement impo on all vels (regulation V120 of SOLA 1974)
to car up-toate nautical char(s) that cover the route of intended voag.
Among the provisions of the IMO Proviional Standard is one that asks member governments
to make trials and asses its proviions in preparation for the ise of a final version of the
standard, tentatively set for 1993.
The U.S. ECDIS Test-Be Project is a cordinate activity, Cùrrently underway in the Unite
State, that wil lead to the construction and operation of an ECDIS tet facilty. This
projec is being performed in repons to direction from the IMO. The facilty wil be us
in trials conducte in a number of gegraphic areas on boar government and other vels.
The equipment and computer programs utilzed in the tet facilty are intended to have
suffcient capacity and levels of performance to be able to tet all of the ECDIS feature
reuired by the Provisional Standard for ECDIS, and to tet additional feature not speified
in the standar, but which may prove to be usefuL. A report and recmmendations wil be
ised at the end of the trials, partly to supply an evaluation to IMO, and to asist in the
preparation of national rules concerning the us of ECDIS in the Unite State.
The approach being taken to faciltate the ECDIS trials in the Unite State is bas on the
philosphy that existing ECDIS or ECDIS-like equipment wil not be us; rather, a system is
being constructe frm graphics workstation and digital radar components whos performance
excee the requirements of the Provisional Standard. The goal is not to prouce a new
production prototype, but to provide an experimental facilty that tets the features displayed
to the user without paricular regar to the producibilty of the system that crate the
displays (or prematurely defined performance requirements).
The U.S. ECDIS Test-Bed Project in the Unite State was first desribed in a propoal
prepared by the Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Servce (RTCM) during 1989. The
Woo Hole Oceanographic Institution (WOI) joined with RTCM in this matter and ag to
serve as the Projec Administrator for purpo of asmbling financial contributions frm
government and industry, and to provide project management and administration.
During 1989 and 1990, a Statement of Work and propo budget for the project was prepared,
and beame the basis for its funding and for the selection of vendors to Sll pply the necesary
eqipment and computer programs. Contributions were sought, and are being received from
both government and industry sourc. Thes include the Unite State Coast Guard, the
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National Ocean Servce, the American Petroleum Institute, American Telephone and Telegraph,
and the Exon Shipping Company.
The objectives of the Test and Demonstration Project can be state as follows: ..
o To construct and install a facilty placed on board ship for teting, demonstrating and
evaluating the proviions of the IMO Provisional Standar for ECDIS. In addition, to tet,
demonstrate and evaluate ECDIS feature not contained in the IMO Provisional Standar,
or which are mentioned as options.
o To us as obsrvers and paricipants in the trials, various members of the maritime
community so as to obtain broad expore of the us of ECDIS in varous locations and
under various type and conditions of maritime operations. Paricipants wil include
masters, mate, pilots, hydrographers, Coast Guar offcers and other goernment
offcial, reprentative of shipping companies, yachtsmen, fisherman, insrance
underwters, etc.
o To provide the National Ocean Servce (NOS) with a facilty to evaluate the elecronic
chart displays prouced from their char databas, and to asses change that might be
desirable in the content or format of that databas to meet the nee of ECDIS.
o To provide the Coast Guard with data, tet results, and report from which
remmendations can be create and comments written concerning the Unite State
evaluation of the IMO Provisional ECDIS Standard.
o To provide the Coast Guard with data and at-sea experience useful in preparing
regulations for the us of ECDIS in Unite State waters by foreign and domestic
shipping.
o To provide the maritime elecronics industry with an ECDIS model that demonstrate
features of the IMO Provisional Standar; also, to provide the industry with copies of the
software for use in their own demonstrations.
o To provide shipping companies with the abilty to replicate the shipboard tet facilty and
to install a similar system on their own vesls.
o To provide the basis for future simulation, tet, and training operations concerning the
use of ECDIS in maritime operations.
The tentative program schedule calls for completion of the shipboard system before the end of
1991, with trials taking place in a number of harbors during much of 1992. Report wil be
written in time for submission to IMO for evaluation of the Proviional Performance Standard
due for final issue in 1993. (Rference 2.6)
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IV. Reents Defition
This setion of the SRB contains functional, interface and performance requirements for theECDIS system. ..
NOT
REQUI TI WICH AR UNER IDEN REQUIME
WICH AR TO BE INCLUDED IN TH PHAE IT DELY OF ECDIS.
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1. ELCTONIC NAVIGATION CH (EC) DATA MAGEM
1.1 ENC Long
1.1.1 Input frm Dibution Meda
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to read ENC data frm 5 114" dike frm the
Hydaphic Authorty and conve it to the inteal stag foat. (Dve 2.10, pa 7,
paagaph 2.2)
"
(s no 194:)
1.1.2 Use ofmO DX-90 Exan Stada
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to tranlate ENC data stct and foatt 88
debe in.mo DX-90 stdar to inteal foat, and then bac to HO foat.
1.1.3 FeatuAttbute Data Load
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ ENC data consisng of feature and attbute
88 speed in the mo Objec Cataoge. (Dve 2.2, pag 9, paagaph 5.3; pa 10,
paagaph 5.5)
1.1.4 ENC Data Dictonar Lo
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ ENC data dictonares 88 debe in the mo
Objec Cataoge. (Dve 2.2, pag 9, paagaph 5.3; pag 10, paagph 5.5)
1.1.5 Meta-Data Load~
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ ENC met-data (deptve data) 88 desbe in
the mo DX-90 specation. (Dve 2.2, pag 9, paagph 5.3; pag 10, parph 5.5)
1.1.6 Verification Mechanism
1.1.6.1 Load Verification
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to verify that ENC data has been loaded into the system.
(2.1, page III, paragraph 3.6)
1.1.6.2 Display Verification
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to verify that ENC data is being displayed without
corrption on the EC display. (2.1. page III. paragraph 3.6)
1.1.7 Validation of Translations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to validate that ENC data has been translated to internal
format, and then back to the HO format with no los of precision and no change in
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information content ofthe original data. (Drived, 2.2, pag 12, paragaph 6.2.5; 2.10, pag 7,
paragaph 2.2)
1.1.8 Maintenance ofENC Acc II
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to ac the original ENC data at any time afr the
initial load and proing of the data to aid in verification and validation. (Drived, 2.2, pag
12, paragaph 6.2.5)
1.1.9 Conformance ofENC to HO Standard
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to ensre that a convert data set is certified to meet the
same HO standar as the data contaned on the master EC dik.(2.10, pag 7, paragaph 2.2)
1.2 Use or mo Ce Str
ECIS shall prde the capailty to p~ and manag HO supplied ENC data in thefollow ce stct (TR): (Dve 2.2, pa 14:, paph 6.5)
Lel: Cell si:
World
GeneralCoasApproHabo
Plan
(se not 212)
1.2.1 Use ormo Cell NumbelZ Sysm
8 de x 8 de
4: de x 4 de
1 de x 1 de
30 min x 30 min
15 min x 15 mi
7.5 min x 7.5 min
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to addr inde and manag ENC cell referce via
the mo cell numbeg sym. (Dve 2.2, pag 14, paagaph 6.6)
1.2.2 Maitenance ormo Cell Characcs
If the 1l0 cell stctre is moded inteally, ECDIS shall mainta al cell dependent
characcs of the ENC data (Dve 2.2, pag 12 paragaph 6.2.4:)
1.3 ENC Coate Sysm
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ poitional data in the ENC st in latitude and
longtude coate.
1.4: ENC Horzonta Datu
ECIS shal provide the capabilty to pro ECDIS ENC data adju to the WGS datum.
(Drive 2.2, pag 5, paragaph 3.1)
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1.6 ENC Verca Datu
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ ECDIS ENC data ad to multiple vecadatu. (Dve 2.2, pa 5, paaph 3.2)
1.6 (delete)
1.6.1 (reirement combined with reqirement 1.1.7)
1.6.2 (reuirement move to 1.1.9)
1.7 ENC Ac (mov frm Par 5. Se 3.1)
ECDIS shal be capable or mee the ao reents or th mo with repe to ENC
data (2.1, pa W, paaph 7.3)
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2. GEN REQUI FOR ECIS UPDATIG
2.1 Ty orupdte
ECDIS shal be capable or pi-ing update ror the ENCs, as debe in seo~ 3, and fo
supplementa inrmation relate to the ENCs. Supplementa ination include navigation
publications inational arcles and general notce not reate to a navition doent,
as debe in seon 4:.
2.2 So or Updte
ECDIS shal be caable or acpt updte frm th so: global NT loc NT, and
rao br.
2.3 Mod orupdte
A p:on or the global update shal be peored automaticay; huw",y",.., the bu of the
updtig pt 8 B! shal be inteve.
2.3.1 Automatic Updte Prin
2.3.1.1 Forat orNT Corron Files
ECIS shal be capale or reg dita NT fies in mo DX-90 foat and conve them
tD inteal st foat. (2.1, pa V, paagaph 11.2; Deve 2.10, pa 9, paaph 2.4.3)
2.3.1.1.1 Tration Vercation
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to trlate the ENC update data to inteal foat, and
then bac to the HO foat without any change in the retat data (Dwd 2.2, pa 12
paaph 6.2.5)
2.3.1.2 In~ation or Dbrita Update
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to fuly inteate correcons, prde in dita fo, with
the HO prde ENC data whie not OYl:.. ft..itig the ENe data The sy shal us the
mas EC files and the mas change files to prouce a single file or char data in inteal
foat (Sysm Elecnic Navigation Char) for ea char afec by the corrons. (2.10,
pa 10, paragaph 2.4:.3; 2.1, pa V, paragaph 11.2)
2.3.1.3 Automatic Application ofDiJrta Updte
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to inteate dita corrons with no opeato
intention. (2.10, pa 8, paagaph 2.4.1)
2.3.1.4 Application or DiJrta Update to the SENC Diplay
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to automaticaly pr and apply ENC update to the
SEC diplaye ination. (2.1, pa V, paragaph 11.2)
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2.3.1.5 Tiii or Automatic Updte
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to Jlcfurw automatic update at the apprprate time and
Co the apprpriate inteal to prde an up-tote SENC lie to suppo the ECDS dilay.(2.10, pa 10, paph 2.4:.3) .
2.3.1.5.1 Derault Tie or Application Co Automatic Updte
ECIS shal by derault implement an automatic updte when reive. (2.3, pag 16, parph
7.7; 2.10, pa 10, paaph 2.4:.3)
2.3.1.6 (deet)
2.3.2 Inteve Updte Pring
2.3.2.1 Aplication orUpdte Inteacvely
ECIS shal prde the capailty to ente ENC updte intevely. (2.1, pa V, paph
11.3; 2.3, pa 11, paph 6.2.3.2)
2.3.2.2 Inteve Updte Ovlay
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to ovlay inteve corrons with ENC data to prde
an up-tote SEe ECIS dilay. The ovlay mus be dihable frm the oral ENC
data and the coil:~-tons ente automaticay by elecnic mean. (2.4:, pa 28, paagaph
4.2.2; 2.10, pa 10, paragaph 2.4.3; 2.10, pa 8, paaph 2.4.1)
2.3.2.2.1 (Combined with 2.3.2.2)
2.3.2.3 Vercation or Inteacve Updte
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to ve inteacvely ente ENC update pror to the
fial acptace or the data (2.1, pag V, paagaph 11.3; 2.8, pa 16, paagaph 7.11)
2.3.2.4 Interactive Update User Interface
ECDIS shall provide speial feature (TBR) to asist the mariner in ensuring that the data is
entere correctly. (2.3, page 16, paragaph 7.11)
2.3.2.5 (mov to 3.8.6)
2.3.2.6 Stoas or Inteve Updte
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to st inteacve update separate frm the inteate
SENC contanig automatic updte. (2.10, pa 10, paragaph 2.4.3)
2.4 Update Disbution Meda
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ECDIS shal prde the capailty to input, st, and p~ 001 ~ons reive via the
follow communcation meda (Dve 2.3, pag 11, paagaph 6.2.7):
2.4:.1 HO Dibution Mea II
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to re'V and pr pr HO-ENC updte frm
author char agt or offcial agncy reiwd via 5 1I4:ft di.
(s not 3)
2.4.2 Harpy
ECIS shal pr the cailty to p~_ HO-ENC corecns rewd on pape (e.g.,
Notce to Maer)
2.4:.3 Cas or Dike (reent delet be it was ased that P:TTat wi notbe us di is Cuy~ by reent 2.4:.1)
2.4:. Telecmmuncations
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to l'~ HO-ENC oort&tions tritt in an ag
lBO-forat by any mea of telecmmuncation (TR).
(s note 5)
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3. ELONIC NAVIGATION CH (EC) UPDATE
3.1 ENC Update Catees
3.1.1 Stada Notce to Maer (N)
ECIS shall prde the capailty to p~ updte inatin reve as stda NT
char ~ma'toDB. (Dve 2.10, pa 8, pah 2.4:.1)
.,
3.1.2 PreliminarlPasive NT
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to pro update information consisting of change known
in advance (e.g. planned change of buoyag in an area) to be applied at a spefied date in
the future. Thes may be reCeived in the form of preliminar NT char coions or
included in the original ENC (and thus the SENC) as "pasive corrions." For an update
which is to ocr 'on or about' some time, the sytem shall prompt the marner for
instructions at that time. (Drive, 2.10, pag 8, paragaph 2.4.1; 2.10, pag 6, paragaph 1.4;
2.3, pag 10, paragaph 5.10; 2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.7)
3.1.3 Temporar NT's
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro update information reive as temporar NT
char corrtions, consisting of corrtions, such as adding or deleting certain feature and/or
attribute temporarily, which must be applied and subseuently removed at a speified date or
at a date to be announce in the future. (Derived 2.2, pag 16, paragraph 7.2; Derived, 2.10,page 8, paragaph 2.4.1; 2.10, page 6, paragaph 1.4)
3.1.4 Charlets
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro update information reive as graphic chart
correcions, consisting of extensive graphic corrions which combine several change into
one rempiled file of corrtion data. (Drived, 2.10, page 8, paragraph 2.4.1; 2.10, page 6,
paragraph 1.4)
3.2 ENC Updte Ty
3.2.1 Featu Updte
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to p~ ENC update that ad delet or replac ce
point, lie, ar fetu and/or attbute. (Dve 2.2, pag 16, paagaph 7.2)
3.2.1.1 Point Featu Updte
3.2.1.1.1 Ad Point Featu
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to add a point fetu.
3.2.1.1.2 Delet Point Feature
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to delete a point feture.
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3.2.1.1.3 Replac Point Featu
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to replac a point feture.
3.2.1.1.4 Mod Point Feature
ECDIS shal prde the capailty to mod a point fetu. .
3.2.1.2 Lie Featu Uplte
3.2.1.2.1 Ad Lie Featu
ECIS shal prde the cailty to ad a lie fetu.
3.2.1.2.2 Deet Lie Featu
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to deet a lie fetu.
3.2.1.2.3 Replac Lie Featu
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to replac a lie fetu.
3.2.1.2.4 Mod Lie Featu
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to mod a lie featu.
3.2.1.3 Ar Featu Update
3.2.1.3.1 Ad Ar Featu
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to add an ar fetu.
3.2.1.3.2 Delet Ara Featu
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to delet an ar fetu.
3.2.1.3.3 Replac Ar Featu
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to replac an ar feture.
3.2.1.3.4 Mod Ar Featu
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to mod an ar fetu.
..
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3.2.1.4 Attbute Data Updte
3.2.1.4.1 Point Featu Attbute
3.2.1.4.1.1 Ad Point Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capailty to ad attbute Co a point fetu.
3.2.1.4.1.2 Deet Point Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capailty to delet att'bte Co a point fetu.
3.2.1.4.1.3 Replac Poit Featu Att'bte
ECIS shal prde the cailty to relac attbu Co a point fetu.
3.2.1.4.1.4 Mod Point Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to mod attbute Co a point fetu.
3.2.1.4:.2 Lie Featu Attbute
3.2.1.4.2.1 Add Lie Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to add attbute for a lie featu.
3.2.1.4.2.2 Deet Lie Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to delet attbute for a lie feture.
3.2.1.4.2.3 Replac Lie Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capailty to replac attbute Co a lie featu.
3.2.1.4.2.4 Modfy Lie Feature Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capailty to mod attbute Co a lie fetu.
3.2.1.4.3 Ar Featu Attbute
3.2.1.4:.3.1 Add Ara Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to ad attbute for an ar fetu.
3.2.1.4.3.2 Delete Ar Feature Attbute
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to delet attbute for an ara featu.
..
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3.2.1.4.3.3 Repiac Ar Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the cailty to replac attbute fo an ar feture.
3.2.1.4.3.4 Mod Ar Featu Attbute
ECIS shal prde the cailty to mod attbute fo an ar fetu.
3.2.2 ENC Ar Uixte
ECIS shal prde the capailty to updte ENC data cons or a relacent or ne
edtion of one or mor ENC data cell. (Dve 2.2, pa 16, paph 7.2)
..
3.2.3 Tempo Updte (rement combined with reent 3.1.3)
3.3 Acc to ENC Data for Update
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to acc the original ENC data at any time afr the
initial load and procing of the data to support ENC update. (Drived, 2.2, page 12,
paragaph 6.2.5)
3.4 ENC Integrity Maintenance
3.4.1 Update Integrity Checking
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to check the integrity of the ENC update data on reipt
at the ECDIS for all data transfer method. (2.3, page 14, paragaph 7.1; 2.3, page 14,
paragaph 7.2)
3.4.2 Accracy Prervation
3.4.2.1 Precision
ECDIS shall ensure that conversion of the HO provided corrections is performed with no ice
of preision. (2.10, page 10, paragaph 2.4.3)
3.4.2.2 Information Content
ECDIS shall ensre that conversion of the HO provided corrections is performed with no los
of information content. (2.10, pag 10, paragraph 2.4.3)
3.4.3 Conformance to Standards
ECDIS shall provide a capabilty to ensure that the resultant converte correction is certified
to meet the same HO standards as the original fies received. (2.10, page 10, paragraph 2.4.3)
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3.4.4 ENC Sety
ECDIS shall as that HO supplied ENC data is saared in its orginal ror and
pr frm being ov6nnittn (i.e., physicay chan) by any ECIS ENC upcate fucton
or acvity. (Dve 2.1, pa V, paagaph 11.2 2.3, pag 4, paragaph 3.1; Deve 2.2 pa
11, paph 6.2.1; 2.2, pa 16, paagaph 7.1)
3.5 Updte Data Maitenance
3.5.1 Maiteance orENC Chai Data Se
ECIS shal maita the ENC, the automatic update data and the inteacve updte data as
separte data se. (2.3, pag 14, paaph 7.1; Deve 2.1, pa V, paph 11.3; Deve
2.1, pa V, paaph 11.2 2.2, pa 16, paraph 7.1; 2.2, pa 17, paph 7.4.1)
(s not 211)
3.5.2 Uixate Matenance Lie
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to maita NT and inteacve change data on bo Co
the lie or the EC edtion or unti a COLa.1e copy iæed by the HO is reive. (2.10, pa
11, paragaph 2.4.5)
3.6 Uixte Identication Ch~innJZ
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to chec edtion and identication numbe ag the
inoration aly in the SENC and not the us if they di. (2.3, pa 14:, paph
7.5)
3.7 Update Conversions, Adjustments, Translations
3.7.1 Update Conversions
3.7.1.1 Update Cordinate Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert update poitional data to latitude and longitude
cordinate as desibe in setion 13.
3.7.1.2 Update Unit Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert update units to conform to IHO ECDIS
standards as desribe in setion 13.
3.7.1.3 (delete due to duplication of requirement 3.7.3.2)
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3.7.2 Update Adjustments
3.7.2.1 Update Horizontal Datum Adjustment "
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to adjust ENC update data to the WGS-84 datum as
desribe in setion 13. (DrivedJ 2.2J pag 5J paragaph 3.1)
3.7.2.2 Update Horizontal Datum Adjustment Verification
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to verify horizontal adjustment performed to convert
update data to WGS-84. (Drive 2.2J pag 12J paragaph 6.2.5)
3.7.2.3 (delete due to statement of non. reuirement)
3.7.3 Update Tranlation (delete)
3.7.3.1 DX-90 Translation (reuirement combined with requirement 2.3.1.1)
3.7.3.2 Translation Verification (reuirement move to 2.3.1.1.1)
3.8 Update Re
3.8.1 Uixte Re File
ECIS shal maitan a peanent update fie to se 88 a mas data se or HO prde
eoi"on data (2.10, pag 9, paagph 2.4.2)
3.8.2 Update Re Content
ECIS shall rerd the followng deptve inroration reng al update applied to the
ENC: (Dve 2.3, pa 14:, paragaph 7.4; 2.1, pa V, paraph 11.4:; 2.2, pa 17,
paagph 7.4:.3; 2.3 pa 16, paragaph 7.5)
o Identification numbe
o Pas or future effve datee
o Acal implementation
o Char or cell numbe af
o Identication numbe or the prou updte applicale to the char or cell
3.8.3 Update Re Soir
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to so update fies by the follow ination: (2.3, pag
14:, paraph 7.4:)
o Update numbe
o Char or cell numbe
o Implementation dateime
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3.8.4 Uixte Re Maitenance Lie
ECDIS shal maintan update re for all update applied since the las new edion of the
ENC. (Dve 2.3, pa 14:, paaph 7.4:; 2.1, pa V, paragaph 11.4:,2.2 pag 17, paragaph
7.4.3)
3.8.5 (combined with 3.8.2)
3.8.6 Inteacve Uixte Tranon LoIZ (mov frm 2.3.2.5)
ECIS shal include the capabilty to re the followg deptve ination reng
inteve and automatic coreons to ENe data (Dve 2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.11)
o Dateme chan data was reve
o Datee chan was mado So il of chan
o Name/ or individual mak change
o Update mod (automatic, inteacve)
o Ty or chan (A Mod, Delet, Replac)
o Name/ orENC cell updte
o Effecve date or change
3.9 Update Re
3.9.1 Use Notcation
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to inrm the us or al updte that have ben applied to
an ENC. (2.3, pa 16, paragaph 7.7)
3.9.2 ENC Diplay Update Repo
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to view ENC coon data files on the ECDIS Diplay
scn as bo teal and graphic inroration and include inrormation on when the notice
was applied and when it was remov if it has ben subsently supeed. (Dve 2.10,
pa 11, paaph 2.4.4)
3.9.3 Harpy Uixte Repo
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to pruce alphanumerc repo or update to the ENC
data using an on-lie sym prte and to include inormation on when the notice was
applied and when it was remov if it has ben subsently supeed. (Drive 2.1, pag V,
paagaph 11.4:; Deve 2.10, pag 11, paragaph 2.4:.5; Deve 2.10, pag 11, paragaph 2.4.4)
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3.10 Af ofENC Updte on ECDIS Opations
ECIS shall prde the capabilty fo automaticay updatig the databas withobt inteng
with the diplay, expt for an "updti-in-plu" note to be show in dictve let
and color in one coer of the acve dilay. (2.3, pa 14, paaph 7.3; 2.18)
(s not 95)
3.11 ENC Updte Volume (mov frm Par 5. 4:.1)
ECIS shaI suppo the rept and pt__ing of global HO coi~-iion on the or of 30
kb pe we (2.17, pa 15, paaph 9.2.6)
3.12 Maagent of Ampli Teal Not
3.12.1 Amii Tex Data ~nlZ
ECIS shaI prde the capabil to p~, st, and li any amplifyng teal not
include with NT corrons to point fetu ar featu lie fetu te tables.
(Dve 2.10, pa 11, paragaph 2.4.4)
3.12.2 Amp1i Tex Data LoIZ
ECIS shaI prde the sae capabilty to loa NT te data as debe fo oter NTdata debe in paph1.1.
3.12.3 Amp1i~ Tex Not Maitenance
ECIS shaI prde the capabilty to maitan and updte amplig te not in the sae
maner as the NT data to which they ar JinkP-.
3.12.4: Amplifrnii Tex Not Re~
ECDIS shall prde the sae reing capailties for Amplig Tex Not as ar prded
fo the NT data to which they ar link~.
3.12.5 Ampliii Tex Not ReJ)
ECDIS shall prde the sae repog capailties for Ampli Tex Note as ar prde
fo the NT data to which they ar linkRd,
3.13 Use of Paper Chart Update Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to proc update information that support both paper
chart and ECDIS users as desribed in the following paragraphs. (Derived, 2.10, page 6,
paragaph 1.4)
3.13.1 Proing of Paper Char NTM Data
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3.13.1.1 Proing of Textual Paper Char NT Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store teal paper chart NT information so that it
may be realled and viewed on a diplay sceen. (Derived, 2.4, pag 5, paragaph 1'.2.3)
3.13.1.2 Proing of Graphic NT Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store graphic (i.e. chartlet) paper chart NT
information so that it may be recalled and viewed on a display sceen. (Drived, 2.4, pag 5,
paragraph 1.2.3)
3.13.2 Paper Char NT Data Loading
3.13.2.1 Load Texal and Graphic Paper Char NT Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load teal and graphic paper char NT Data in IHO
DX-90 format. (TR)
3.13.2.2 Load Textual Paper Char NT Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load tetual paper chart NT Data in ASCII text format.
(TBR)
3.13.3 Correlation of Paper Chart NTM Data to ENC Cells
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to correlate paper char NT data to the appropriate ENC
cells such that the user may identify and pro all paper chart NTM relate to a speific
ceil. -
3.13.4 Printing of Textual Paper Chart NT Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print out paper char NT information.
3.13.5 Maintenance Life of Paper Chart NT Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to maintain paper chart NTM Data on board for the life of
the chart edition or until a correction is issued by the HO is recived.
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Note: Original Setion 3. Managment of Amplifying Textual Note has ben moved to new
paragaph 3.12.
"
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4:. MAGEM OF SUPLEARY DATA
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to p~ supplementa infation contaned in the
wekly global or loc notce, such as u.c~tions which apply to navition publications,
inorational arcles and general notice which do not pert to any spc nautica
doent. £2.10, pa 8, paagaph 2.4.1; 2.10, pa 5, paagph 1.2.3)
(s note 210)
4:.1 Gener Notce Managment
4:.1.1 Gener Notce Prine:
ECIS shal prde the capailty to p~ geeral notce data as debe in the followgpaphs.
4:.1.2 Gener Notce Loade:
ECDIS shal prde the sae capabilty to load General Notice Data as debe for oter
NT data debe in paagaphs 2.3 and 2.4.
4:.1.3 I.nIrARB of Geer Notice Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to li General Notce Data to ENC feature or SEC
sybols as approprate for pIIn and diplay.lDve 2.4:, pa 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (b))
4:.1.4 Prtie: of General Notice Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to prt out general notice inormation. £2.10, pag 8,
paagph 2.4.1)
4:.1.5 Maintenance Lie of General Notice Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to stre general notice infoation for the life of the ENC
and char maitaed on boar. (A aveag lie-cle of five ye is BBmed for sizg
pu) £Drive 2.10, pag 8, paph 2.4.1)
(s note 6)
4:.2 Co Pilot Data Managment
4:.2.1 Co Pilot Data Prine:
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to st (teal and graphic feature data) Coas Pilot
(Sailig Direons) inforation so that it may be reled and view on a diplay scn.
(2.10, pag 5, paagph 1.2.3)
4:.2.2 Coas Pilot Data Loadg
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4:.2.2.1 (delet)
(s not 96)
4:.2.2.2 Coas Piot Data in ASCI Forat
"
ECIS shal prde the cailty to loa teal Coas Pilot Data in ASCI te foat.
(s not 97)
4.2.3 '.¡n)rARe or Co Pilot Data
ECIS shall prde the capailty to li Co Pilot Data to ENe fetu or SEC sybols
as apprprate Co l'.l-r' ~;ng and dilay. (Dve 2.4:, pa 23, paagaph 4.1.3 (b))
4:.2.4 Prtie: or Co Piot Data
ECIS shal prode the capabilty to prt out Co Piot (Sai Dirns) tealiDation.
4:.2.5 Maintenan Li or Co Pilot Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to st gener Co Pilot Data Co (TR) peod or tie.
(s not 7)
4.3 Light List Data Management
4.3.1 Proing of Light List Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store D.S Coast Guard Light List information so that it
may be realled and viewed on a display scren.(2.10, page 5, paragaph 1.2.3)
4.3.2 Light List Data Loading
4.3.2.1 Light List Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Light List Data in IHO DX-90 format. (TR)
4.3.2.2 Light List Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Light List Data in ASCII t format. (TR)
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4.3.3 Linkag of Light List Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Light List information to ENC features or SENC
symbols as appropriate for procing and display. (Derived, 2.4, pag 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (b))
4.3.4 Printing of Light List Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Light List information.
4.3.5 Maintenance Life of Light List Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Light List Data for (TR) period of time.
4.4 (entire seion move to 3.13)
4:.5 Ad-hoc Use Data
ECIS shal prde the capailty fo inteacve ENC coon to alow the us to ente
navition war and sa inoration, and loc NT not ised by a designate national
char ooiteon authorty. (2.10, pag 8, paagaph 2.4.1)
4:.5.1 Graphica Ad-Hoc Use Data
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to input usr-dfined sybols to reprent loc conditions,
fo which ther ar no inteational sybols 88 follows:
4:.5.1.1 Ad Point Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to ad point sybols.
4:.5.1.2 Remov Point Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to reov point sybols.
4.5.1.3 Mod Point Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to mod point sybols.
4:.5.1.4 Add Lie Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to add lie sybols.
4:.5.1.5 Remov Lie Data
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to remov line sybols.
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4.5.1.6 Mod Lie Data
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to modfy lie sybols.
4:.5.1.7 Ad Ara Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to ad ar sybols.
4.5.1.8 Remov Ar Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to reov ara sybols.
4:.5.1.9 Mod Ara Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to mod ara sybols.
4:.5.2 Input Teal Ad-Ho Use Data
ECIS shal prde the capailty to input teal data to debe loc conditions.
.
4.5.3' .inlrA2e or Texal Ad-Hoc Use Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to li teal Ad-Hoc Use Data to ENC fetu as
apprprate ror pl:n and diplay. (Dve 2.4, pag 23, paragph 4.1.3 (b))
4:.5.4: Prti~ or Ad-Hoc Use Data
ECDIS shal prde the capailty to prt Ad-Hoc Use Data.
4:.5.5 Maitenance Lie or Ad-Hoc Use Data
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to st Ad-Hoc Use Data fo one year.
(s note 9)
4.6 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data Managment
4.6.1 Proesing of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 information
so that it may be recalled and viewed on a display sceen.
4.6.2 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data Loading
4.6.2.1 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data in IHO
DX-90 format. (TBR)
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4.6.2.2 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data inASCII format. (TBR) ..
4.6.3 Linkag of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 information
to ENC features or SENC symbols as appropriate for procesing and display.
4.6.4 Printing of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117
information.
4.6.5 Maintenance Life of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data for
(TR) period of time.
4.7 Tidal Current Tables Data Managment
4.7.1 Proing of Tidal Current Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Current Tables information so that it may be
realled and viewed on a display screen.
4.7.2 Tidal Currnt Tables Data Loading
4.7.2.1 Tidal Currnt Tables Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Tables Data in IHO DX-90 format.
(TBR)
4.7.2.2 Tidal Current Tables Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Tables Data in ASCII format. (TR)
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4.7.3 Linkag of Tidal Currnt Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Tidal Current Tables information to ENC features or
SENC symbols as appropriate for proing and display. II
4.7.4 Printing of Tidal Currnt Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Tidal Current Tables information.
4.7.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Currnt Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Currnt Tables Data for (TR) period of
time.
4.8 Tidal Currnt Chart Data Managment
4.8.1 Proing of Tidal Current Char Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Currnt Char information so that it may be
recalled and viewed on a display sceen.
4.8.2 Tidal Currnt Char Data Loading
4.8.2.1 Tidal Currnt Chart Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Chart Data in IRO DX-90 format.
(TBR)
4.8.2.2 Tidal Current Chart Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Chart Data in ASCII format. (TR)
4.8.3 Linkage of Tidal Current Chart Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Tidal Current Chart information to ENC features or
SENC symbols as appropriate for proing and display.
4.8.4 Printing of Tidal Current Chart Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Tidal Current Char information.
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4.8.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Current Char Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Current Chart Data for ITR) period oftim .. "
4.9 Tidal Currnt Diagrams Data Managment
4.9.1 Proing of Tidal Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Currnt Diagams information so that it may
be realled and viewed on a display sceen.
4.9.2 Tidal Current Diagams Data Loading
4.9.2.1 Tidal Currnt Diagams Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Diagams Data in IHO DX-90 format.
ITR)
4.9.2.2 Tidal Currnt Diagams Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tidal Current Diagams Data in ASCII format.(TR)
4.9.3 Linkage of Tidal Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Tidal Current Diagams information to ENC features
or SENC symbols as appropriate for proing and display.
4.9.4 Printing of Tidal Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Tidal Current Diagrams information.
4.9.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tidal Current Diagrams Data for ITR) period of
time.
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4.10 Tide Tables Data Management
4.10.1 Procing of Tide Tables Data fI
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tide Tables information 80 that it may be realled
and viewed on a display sceen.
4.10.2 Tide Tables Data Loading
4.10.2.1 Tide Tables Data in DX-90 Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tide Tables Data in IHO DX-90 format. (TR)
4.10.2.2 Tide Tables Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Tide Tables Data in ASCII format. (TR)
4.10.3 Linkage of Tide Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Tide Tables information to ENC features or SENC
symbols as appropriate for proesing and diplay.
4.10.4 Printing of Tide Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Tide Tables information.
4.10.5 Maintenance Life of Tide Tables Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Tide Tables Data for (TR) period of time.
4.11 Current Diagrams Data Management
4.11.1 Procesing of Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Current Diagrams information 80 that it may be
recalled and viewed on a display sceen.
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4.11.2 Currnt Diagrams Data Loading
4.11.2.1 Current Diagams Data in DX-90 Format "
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Currnt Diagams Data in IRO DX-90 format. (TR)
4.11.2.2 Current Diagams Data in ASCII Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load Current Diagams Data in ASCII format. (TR)
4.11.3 Linkag of Currnt Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link Current Diagams information to ENC features or
SENC symbols as appropriate for proing and display.
4.11.4 Printing of Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print Current Diagams information.
4.11.5 Maintenance Life of Current Diagams Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store Current Diagams Data for (TR) period of time.
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5. UPDATE TO NAVIGATION PUBLICATIONS DATA
5.1 Navigation Publications Data Update Sources
..
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to update Navigation Publications data frm the same
sorce as update are received for ENC data.
5.2 Use of Paper Chart Update Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro standard NT, preliminary NT, and temporary
NTM information to update Coast Pilot, NTM, Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117, and
Light List Data maintained within the system.
5.3 Navigation Publications Data Update Type
5.3.1 Navigation Publications Data Rerd Update
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to update NT and the following list of publications by
adding, deleting, or replacing existing data maintained within the sytem:
o Coast Pilot
o Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117
o Light List
o Tidal Currnt Tables
o Tidal Currnt Cha~
o Tidal Current Diagams
o Tide Tables
o Currnt Diagams
5.3.2 Publication Update
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to update Navigation Publications Data recrd via load of
a new edition/releas of the following publications:
o Coast Pilot
o Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117
o Light List
o Tidal Current Tables
o Tidal Current Cha~
o Tidal Currnt Diagams
o Tide Tables
o Current Diagams
5.4 Navigation Publications Data Update Distribution Media
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to input, store, and proces corrections for NTM data or
any of the publications liste in paragraph 5.3.1, received via the following communication
media: (Derived, 2.3, page 11, paragraph 6.2.7)
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5.4.1 HO Distribution Media
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to recive and proces update from an authorized chart
agnt or offcial agncy reived on offcial distribution media (TBR). ..
5.4.2 Hardcopy
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro corrections reeived on paper.
5.4.3 Castt or Diskette
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro corrions reive on diskett (TR).
5.4.4 Telecmmunications (TR)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pro corrtions transmitte in an agee IHO-format
by any mean of telecmmunication. (TR)
5.5 Automatic Update Procing (TR)
5.5.1 Automatic Proing of Navigation Publications Data (TR)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to support the automatic proing and display of any
navigation publications information available in a suitable digital form (TR). (Derive, 2.10,
page 12, paragaph 2.5.1)
5.5.2 Automatic Update Integration (TR)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to integrate automatic update or corrections for NT data
or any of the publications liste in paragraph 5.3.1, with on-board rerd to support the
ECDIS display.
5.5.3 (delete)
5.6 Interactive Update Proing
5.6.1 Application of Update Interactively
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to update data fies for NT data or any of the
publications liste in paragaph 5.3.1, interactively via a keyboard.
5.6.2 Interactive Update Integration
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to fully integrate interactive corrtions with on-board
fies for NT data or any of the publications liste in paragraph 5.3.1, to support the ECDIS
display.
5.6.3 Verification ofInteractive Update of Navigation Publications Data
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ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to verify interactively entered update for NT data or any
of the publications liste in paragaph 5.3.1, prior to the final accptance of the data.
5.6.4 User Interface for Navigation Publications Data Update
ECDIS shall provide speial features (TR) to asist the usr in ensuring that the update data
for NTM data or any of the publications liste in paragaph 5.3.1, is entere corrtly.
(Drived, 2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.11)
..
5.6.5 (moved to 5.11)
5.7 Update Data Maintenance
5.7.1 Maintenance of Navigation Publications Change Data Sets
ECDIS shall maintain automatic update data and interactive update data as separate data sets
for NT data or any of the publications liste in paragraph 5.3.1, repetively.
5.7.2 Update Maintenance Life for Navigation Publications Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to maintain change data on board for the life of the
navigation publication edition, for the life of the respetive paper chart version for NT
data, or until a corrtion or correc edition is ised by the HO. (Derived, 2.10, pag 11,
paragraph 2.4.5)
5.8 Navigation Publicatitons Update Conversions, Adjustments, Tranlations
ECDIS shall provide capabilties to perform conversions, adjustments, and translations for
Navigation Publications data as desibe in the following paragaphs.
5.8.1 Navigation Publications Update Conversions
ECDIS shall provide capabilties to perform unit conversions for navigation publications data as
desribe in paragaph 13.6.
5.8.2 Navigation Publications Update Cordinate Transformations
ECDIS shall provide capabilties to perform cordinate transformations for navigation
publications data as desribe in paragraph 13.7.
5.8.3 Navigation Publications Update Datum Transformations
ECDIS shall provide capabilties to perform datum transformations for navigation publication
data as desbe in paragaph 13.7.
5.9 Navigation Publication Update Rerding
5.9.1 Navigation Publication Update Rerd File
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ECDIS shall maintain a permanent update fie to serve as a master data set of all correction
data applied to navigation publications data. (Drived, 2.10, pag 9, paragaph 2.4.2)
5.9.2 Navigation Publications Update Rerd Content ..
ECDIS shall rerd the identification number, effective date/time, actual implementation
date/time, and the publication, char, or cell number affecte for all update applied to
navigation publication data. (Derived, 2.3, pag 14, paragraph 7.4; 2.1, pag V, paragraph 11.4,
2.2, pag 17, paragraph 7.4.3)
5.9.3 Non-ENC Update Rerd Sorting
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to sort navigation publication update fies by the
following: (Derived, 2.3, pag 14, paragaph 7.4)
o Update number
o Publication number/title
o Char or cell number
o Implementation date/time
5.9.4 Update Rerd Maintenance Life
5.9.4.1 Light List Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain recrd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Light
List and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is correlate.
5.9.4.2 Coast Pilot Reord Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerds for all update applied since the last new edition of the Coast
Pilot and all on-board ENC cells to which it is correlate.
5.9.4.3 Paper Char NTM Data Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain records for all paper chart NTM update reived since the last new
edition of the chart to which they apply and the last new edition of ENC to which the chart
area is correlate.
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5.9.4.4 General NT Data Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all General Notice NT update until advise by the issuing
authority that they are no longer valid. .
5.9.4.5 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Radio
Navigational Aids Publication 117 and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is corrlate.
5.9.4.6 Tidal Currnt Tables Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Tidal
Currnt Tables and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is corrlate.
5.9.4.7 Tidal Currnt Char Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Tidal
Current Chart and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is correlate.
5.9.4.8 Tidal Currnt Diagrams Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Tidal
Currnt Diagams and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is correlate.
5.9.4.9 Tide Tables Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain rerd for all update applied since the last new edition of the Tide
Tables and all on-boar ENC cells to which it is corrlate.
5.9.4.10 Current Diagams Rerd Maintenance Life
ECDIS shall maintain recrd for all update applied since the last new edition of the
Current Diagrams and all on-board ENC cells to which it is correlate.
5.10 Navigation Publications Data Update Reporting
ECDIS shall provide the same capabilty to report on the update of navigation publications
data as for update data that is reived for ENC data.
5.11 Navigation Publications Data Update Transaction Logging
ECDIS shall include the capabilty to rerd the following desriptive information regarding
corrections to data for NT data or any of the publications liste in paragraph 5.3.1:
(Derived, 2.3, pag 16, paragraph 7.11)
o Date/time change data was recived
o Date/time change was made
o Sourc/Source ID of change
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o NamelID-ofindividual makng change
o Update mode (interactive, automatic)
o Type of change (Add, Modify, Delete)
o NamelID of rerd/fies/data elements update
o Effecive date of change
6.12 Afec of Navigation Publication Update on ECDIS Operations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for updating of navigation publication data without
interfering with the display. (Drive, 2.10, pag 14, paragaph 7.3)
..
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6. RAIO WARG DATA MAGEM
6.1 Rao Navigational War
6.1.1 Rao Navitional W8l Pr RÌnli
ECIS shal prde the capailty to p~ Rao Navigational War for us when
appr their gephic ar of application. (2.3, pa 6, paaph 4:.22)
fI
6.1.2 '.inIrARe of Rao Navitional Warii Data
ECIS shal prde the capailty to li Rao Navigational Wargs Data to ENC fetu
and/or SEC sybols as apprprate fo p.n~ing and diplay.lDve 2.4, pa 23,
paph 4:.1.3 (b))
6.1.3 Rao Navitional War Rention
ECIS shal prde the capailty to re an individual Rao Navitional War mes
fo up to 6 weks. (2.3, pag 6, paraph 4:.2.2)
6.2 NAVAR Update
6.2.1 NA V AR Proing
ECDIS shall accpt char-relevant radio warnings from NA V AR broadcasts for us in
interactive updating of the ECDIS ENC. (Derived, 2.10, pag 4, paragaph 3.6)
6.2.2 Linkage of NA V AR Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link NA V AR to ENC feature and/or SENC symbols
(TR) as appropriate for procing and display. (Derived, 2.4, page 23, paragraph 4.1.3 (b))
6.2.3 NA V AR Update Retention
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to retain an individual NA V AR update mesag for up to
(TR).
6.3. NAVT Update
6.3.1 NA VT Proing
ECDIS shall accpt chart-relevant radio warnings from NA VTX broadcasts for us in
interactive updating of the ECDIS ENC. (Drived, 2.10, page 4, paragaph 3.6)
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6.3.2 Linkag of NA VT Warning Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link NA VTX to ENC features and/or SENC symbols 88
appropriate for proing and display. (Derived, 2.4, page 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (b)l
6.3.3 NA VT Update Retention
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to retain an individual NA VTX update mesage for up to
(TBR).
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7. SYTE ELCTONIC NAVIGATION CHT (SENC) GENTION
7.1 SENC Generation Freency
"
ECDIS shall crate the SENC frm the ENC on as few ocasions as poible. (2.3, pag 14,
paragraph 7.3)
7.2 Genertion of SENC frm multiple data se
ECIS shal prde the cailty to generte SEC data se frm multiple indepedet ENCdata se of di sces.(Dve 2. pa 5, paph 3.4)
7.3 SEC Pron
7.3.1 Meto Pnon
ECIS shall prde the capailty to pro ENC data to the Merto pron in
generation of the SENC diplay. (Dve 2.2, pa 5, paph 3.3; 2.9~ pa 12 paagph
4:.2.5)
7.3.2 Senda Pnons
ECIS shal prde the capailty to pr ENC data to the optonal precons deed in
paagaph 13.7.3 to conf with pape char specations.
7.3.3 Default Projection Scale Parallel
ECDIS shall provide a default scale parallel during the projection proc to ensure the SENC
adhere to reuire accracy speifications. (Derive, 2.2, page 5, paragaph 3.3)
7.3.4 Definition of Projection Scale Parallel
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interactively set the default scale parallel values us
during the projecion pro.
7.3.5 Char Precon to Suppo Raar
7.3.5.1 Default Precon for Raar Ovlay
ECIS shal ensre the default precon for radar ovrlay is Merto.
7.3.5.2 Azimuthal Equiditant Projecion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to support long range radar scales reuiring the us of
Azimuthal Equidistant projection. (2.9, page 12, paragraph 4.2.5)
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7.3.5.2.1 Changing to Azimuthal Equidistant Projection
(TR)
"
7.4: SEC Symbolition
7.4:.1 Use ofIHO Symbols and Color
ECDIS shal uti IHO apprvv~ sybols and colors to reprnt ENC ination with the
SEC dilay. (2.1, pa IV, paagph 6.1, 2.3, pa 22 paaph 4:.1.2)
7.5 ENC Getion
ECIS shal not aply point reucton or data smoo opetions to ENC data (Dve
2.2 pa 12 paaph 6.2.3)
7.6 (delet)
7.6.1 (mme to 2.5)
7.6.2 (mov to 2.5)
7.7 Geeration of Deve Graphiæ
7.7.1 Genertion of Sce Bar
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to generte a øce bar showg 0.1; 0.5/1.0 nm et at the
us opton for dilay on lar øce char (1:790 and lar). (Dve 2.2, pa 6,
paph 3.4:)
7.7.2 Geertion of Latitude Bar
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to generate a single or multiple latitude bar fo diplay on
the boer of diplays of smal øce char (1:8~~ and smaler). (Dve 2.2 pag 6,
paaph 3.4:)
7.7.3 Graticue Generation
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to generte grticues fo diplay on SEC diplays.(Dve 2.2, pa 7, paragaph 4:.1)
7.7.4 Grd Genertion
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to geerate latitude and longitude grds for dilay on
SENC diplays.
(s not 19)
7.7.5 Maæetc Compas Ro Genertion
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ECDIS shal prde the capailty to geerte a Magetc Comp8S Ro for diplay on SEC
diplays.
7.7.6 Tne Comp8S Ro Generation "
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to generate a Tne Comp8S Ro for diplay on SENC
dilays.
7.8 Adjuent orENC De Data
ECIS shal enre that HO supplied depth data is not adju in any maner by the uæ orECIS ~ing. (Dve 2.2, pa 20, paph 8.3.8)
7.9 (move to 13.11)
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8. SYTE ELCTONIC NAVIGATION CH (SENC) DISPLAY
8.1 Geer Diplay Reirements
8.1.1 Display Components
ECIS shal be cable or stg in memory and dilayi, in multicolor, the follow data:(Dve 2.2 pag 18, paph 8.1)
.
o fu se or sybols and abbreations
o ENC of the ar of opetions siultaeoly with any de ara fo rote pJAnning
o automatic and hand~te ENC co~-tons
o us additions to char ination
8.1.2 Featu Dilay
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to diguish clealy on the dilay among a ve lar
numbe of fetu usin the follow mea: (2.4:, pa 7, paagaph 2.2.2)
o color aras lies and sybols
o coed lies (e.g. daed) and aras (e.g. scned patted)
o alphanumerc labls
o vang the si of sybols or alphanumercs
o curs interrotion
o swtrhing a clas of inoration on/off either automaticay or by hand
o splittg information into separate widow
8.1.3 Dislay of Data frm Differnt Sorc
ECDIS shal prde the capailty to dih clearly on the dilay ben a ve lar
number of sorc fo example, betwn inrmation frm the offcial ENC; hand~ntere
NT; loc inrmation; and navitos note, using thes mea: (2,4, pag 7, paagaph
2.2.2)
o colore ar lies and sybols
o co lines (e.g. dashed) and ar (e.g. scned patted)
o alphanumerc labels
o varg the si of sybols or alphanumercs
o CWr intetion
o swtchig a clas of infoation on/off either automaticay or by hand
o splitt ination into sepaate widows
8.1,4 Default SEC Diplay Sce
ECDIS shall ensre that the default SENC diplay sce is the scale at which the ENC data
has ben compiled by the HO (the sce at which the data is furnished). (2.2, pag 6,
paagaph 3.4:)
(se not 142)
. l;
r
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8.1.5 (delet due to subjecvity)
8.1.6 Lel of Char Diplay De
fI
ECDIS shal prde a levl of char de bas on the immedate pu, generaly
siplied for rote monito and mor deed fo rote plang. (2.4, pa 22 paragaph
4:.1.3 (a))
8.1.7 Efecve Siz ofSEC Char Dilay (mov frm par 5.1.2)
ECIS shal as the efve si of the SENC char prntation on the diplay de is
at lea 35m X 27Omm. (2.1, pa W, paaph 10.21
8.1.8 Dilay Visbilty (mov frm pa 5. 1.3)
ECIS shal as that the metod ofENC prntation withi the SEC diplay is such
that the dilay data ar clealy viible to mor than one ob .t:c in the condition or lit
noral e&.lrience on the brdg or a ship by day and by nit. (2.1, pa V, paph
10.41
8.1.9 (delet)
8.1.10 SEC Re Rate 2 (mov frm pa 5. 1.6)
Intial SEC diplay geertion and complet reaw shal ocr within 5 sends. (I the
evt that the 5 sends rerement caot be met imag bu shal be us in or to
miniz "de" unusle diplay tie.) (2.2 pa 7, paraph 4:.21
8.1.11 Similarty ofSEC Dilay to Pape Char (mov frm par 5. 1.8)
ECIS diplay shall be siilar to the pape char whei-.t:c possible. (2.4:, pa 10, paph
2.2.81
8.1.12 Prar, Senda, and Awrar Diplays
8.1.12.1 Prar Diplay (mov frm par 5. 1.10.1)
ECDIS shal prde a prar grphic dilay fo navigation and rote monitog. (Dve
2.2 pa 7, paagph 4:.2; 2.2, pag 19, paagaph 8.3.21
8.1.12.2 Senda Diplay (mov frm pa 5. 1.10.2)
ECDIS shall prde a separate, senda grphic diplay to be us ror look ahead, rote
planning and graphic and alphanumerc inoration such as char indice so diagam,
light charac et. (Dve 2.2, pag 7, paagaph 4.2; 2.2, pag 19, paragaph 8.3.2)
8.1.12.3 Qualty or Sendar Diplay (mov frm par 6.1.10.3)
The sendar ECDIS graphic diplay shal be of the sae quality as the prmar graphic
diplay. (Drive 2.2, pa 7, paragaph 4.21
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8.1.12.4 Al¡ihanumerc Dilay (mov frm par 5. 1.10.4)
ECIS shal prde an auzar sc fo diplay of alphanumerc and nautica publications
ination, an al navigational ination (tie, ship's poitions et.) and opeator input
te. (Dve 2. pa 19, paaph 8.3; 2.15, paagph 4.5)
8.1.12.4.1 Ty Style
ECIS shal us a plai, clealy vible scpt (e.g. Helveca). Uppe and low ca
char shou be us to giw cotr in a layot which shoud be cafuy planed in
acce with ernometc prciples. (2.15, paph 4:.5)
8.1.12.4.2 Alphanumerc Wmdo on Grhic Diay
For confgutions wher alphanumerc ination is dilaye as a bloc (or with a
wido) on the side of a grhics dilay, ECIS shal prde the capailty to diplay that
bloc (or wido) without di frm view the grphics dilay. (2.15, paph 4.5)
8.1.12.4.3 Fonts (mov frm 8.14:.4)
ECDIS shall prde the caabilty to portray alphanumerc char in the follow fonts as
spifed in the Prntation Librar (TR). (2.4, pa 33, paraph 4.4.1)
(s not 27)
8.1.12.5 Prar and Senda Diplay Capailties (mov frm par 5. 1.10.5)
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to dilay offcial UlO-bols abbreations and color as
spfied fo ECIS on bo the prar graphic diplay fo acal navition and optonal
additional grphic scn fo "look ahea" p9ARgeplaning and suppo graphics fo
prar scn. (Dve 2.2, pa 19, paagaph 8.3.1; Deve 2.2 pa 19, paagph 8.3.2)
8.1.12.6 Siie Diplay Sc Sysm Confation (mov frm par 5. se 1.14:)
ECDIS shal acmmodte an alteate configuration of a sym to perfui ig bo rote
plang and rote monito on a sine scn. (2.9, pa 15, paagaph 4:.2.14:)
8.1.12.7 Diplay Inteanizilty (mov frm par 5.1.9)
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to prde al rote monitog and rote plAnning dilays
on either the prar or senda graphic sc.
8.2 Diplay Contet
8.2.1 ECDIS Default Diplay
When the sym is fi tued on, the default diplay shal be shown. The default diplay
shall be divide such that a poon of the items ar shown on the primary scn and the
reaining, les impot items, ar shown on a sendar graphic or alphanumeric scn.
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8.2.1.1 Default Dilay on the Prar Scn
The deault diplay on the prar ECDIS scn shal cons or the foowng char relate
fetu and navigation reate items (2.2, pa 19, paagaph 8.3.3; 2.1, pa ll, paraph 3.2
2. pag 8, paagph 5.2):
Canal
Canal-ban
CoaslieLaLahorLad-ar
Rive
Rive-banShorlie coonIntedal ar
~met contoIslate da sybol
Ow ships sa de conto *and depth labl
J:pth ara
Simplifed ben sybol
Simplifed buoy sybolCaral buoy or ben
Fog signalToFaiayDr arDep wate rote - pa
Dep wate rote - centelie
Navition Lie
*Fer Rote
Prutionar ara
Remmended rotentelie
Remmende trac
Remmende trafc lane par
Submare trit lane
Trafc separtion lie
Trafc separation sceme - bodar
Trafc separation scheme - Cling
Trafc separation sceme - lane par
Trc separation sceme - rodabot
Trc separation zone
Trc separation sceme - sym (compod featu)
Twway rote - par
Raar reflecr
Any objec with a CONR attbute value = 1 (radar conspicuou)
Any objec with a CONVS attbute value = 1 (vial conspicuou)
Anchorag ara
Cable ara
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Car trhipment araDupin grd ..
Incieration araMita prce ar ..
Pipelie ar
Rect ar
Seplane landi arSpoil grd
Indication of cautionar not (any obj with the INRM attbute)
Wate tuence
Sce bar
Char øce bodaes
Acal shp's potion
War that reation of geaphic datu to WGS is undeined
~ames and lab of prmient lits points and landmarks
*Rge 1i
-ition ar
-lel crngF
-Magetc varation .
· Al da
*le navitos in sybols
i.hip's velocty ve
i.hip's pas tr
· (s not 106)
(s Appendi E Co mappin ofIMO default diplay items to th li)
8.2.1.2 J:fault Diplay on the Senda Sc
The default dilay on the sendar ECDIS scn shal consis of the followg ite (2.2,
pa 19, parph 8.3.3):
Unit of deh, heit
Tex of caution not
Indicato that the vel is in a rect or prhibite ara
.Indicator that the vel is off co by a pre tolerance
· (s not 106)
(s not 107)
(s Appendi E Co mapping of IMO default diplay ite to th li)
8.2.2 On-Demand Diplays
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty for the opeator to diplay on demand additional items on
bo the priar and sendar scns.
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8.2.2.1 On-Deand Prar Dilav
The followng char relate feture and navition relate items may al be dislaye on the
prar scn, upon deand by the opato (2.1, pa ß, paaph 3.3, Deve 2.2 pa 8,
paph 5.2; 2.2 pa 19, paagph 8.3.3):
UpdataCol&-tons to the fetu fo sa navition (Not: Teinolog wi be clared)
Spo sodi
Dels of islate dage
De of aids to navition
ENC edtion dateGec datu
Grticues
Sybol Librar
Hand~te "cbark", not and 00& &~ons
(s not 108)
8.2.2.2 On-Demand Sendar Dilay
Th followg items may al be diplaye on the senda scn, upon demand by the
opto (2.2, pa 19, paagph 8.3.4):
Pæitional data and tie
IandAttbute to featu
Oter tmal infoation frm HO-ENC
Li of abbreations
Relts frm navigational computations
Ling of ENC corrons
.Undeate cales and pipe
~bip's veocty
-rde and cut ination
· (s note 109)
8.2.3 Minium Diplay Content
ECIS shall "lock" the follow dilay items so that they caot be reov by the
opeator: (TR)
(s not 14:1)
8.3 Default Dilay Ai
8.3.1 Sinide Acon Ac of Default Diplav
ECIS shall prode the capabilty for the opeator to swtch frm any alterate diplay
confguration to the default dilay using a single acon. (2.1, pag ll, paragaph 3.2)
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8.3.2 Continual.A òf Default Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the operator to swtch frm any alternate display
configuration to the default diplay at any tie during ECDIS operations. (Drive, 2.1, pag
II, paragaph 3.2)
(s note 143)
8.4 Default Display War~
ECDIS shall automaticaly prode a continuou and viible waring when any of the default
EC diplay items ar abnt. (Drive 2.1, pag ILL, paragaph 3.4)
8.5 Diplay Prorities
8.5.1 Priority 1 Diplay Data
ECDIS shall diplay ECDIS-waringsmes (e.g. caution, over-and underse) 88 priority 1
data. (Drive 2.2, pag 15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.2 Priority 2 Display Data
ECDIS shall diplay HO-spplied point and linear data and automatic Notice to Marner (N
ENC update as priority 2 data. (Drive 2.2, pag 15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.3 Priority 3 Display Data
ECDIS shall diplay interacively ente NT data and interacive usr input 88 priority 3
data. (Drive, 2.2, pag 15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.4 Prority 4 Diplay Data
ECDIS shall diplay HO-spplied caution data (ENC cautions) 88 priority 4: data. (Drived, 2.2,
pag 15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.5 Prority 5 Display Data
ECDIS shall diplay HO-spplied color-fill data 88 priority 5 data. (Drive, 2.2, pag 15,
paragaph 6.8)
8.5.6 Prority 6 Diplay Data
ECDIS shall diplay HO-spplied on-demand diplay data 88 priority 6 data. (Dve, 2.2, pag
15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.7 Priority 7 Display Data
ECDIS shall diplay radar information 88 priority 7 data. (Drive, 2.2, pag 15, paragaph 6.8)
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8.5.8 Prorty 8 Dilay Data
ECDIS shall dilay us-input point and lie da 88 prorty 8 data. (Dve 2.2, pag 15,paph 6.8) lI
8.5.9 Prorty 9 Diplay Data
ECIS shal dilay manufac point and lie data 88 prorty 9 data (Dve 2.2, pa 15,
paph 6.8)
8.5.10 Prorty 10 Diplay Data
ECIS shal diay us-input ar data 88 prorty 10 data (Dve 2.2 pa 15, paph
6.8)
8.5.11 Prorty 11 Dilay Data
ECie shall dilay manufac ar data 88 prorty 11 data (Dve 2.2 pa 15,
paagph 6.8)
8.5.12 Default Diplay Prorty Data
ECIS shall prde Prorty 1 th Prorty 5 data 88 a pa of the default ECIS
diplay. (Dve 2.2, pa 15, paragaph 6.8)
8.5.13 Reationp of Prorty Data
ECDIS shal diplay ENC data such that hier prorty data is not obre by low prorty
data (prority 1 being the highes and prorty 11 the low). The higher prorty data is
always clealy diguished frm al oter data on the ECDIS dilay. (Dve 2.1, pa m,
paaph 3.7, Deve 2.2, pa 15, paaph 6.8)
8.5.14 Prorty ofnon-HO Infation Dilay
ECDie shal ensre that non-HO inrmation wi not ob ENC char ination. (2.4,
pag 11, paagph 2.3.1)
8.5.15 Prorty of Inforation Relative to Shp's Pæition
The ECDIS relative diplay shoud be poitioned to maxiz look-ahead capailty, such that
mor infrmation ahea of the ship along the planed rote is show than ination behid
her. (2.4, pa 11, paagaph 2.3.1)
8.5.16 Daniz Ar Diplay Prorty
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty for SENC information to be readable thrgh the danger
warg. (2.4:, pa 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
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8.5.17 Ar Featu Diplay Prorty
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to diplay point sybols, lie sybols and te as top
prorty, unob by ar featu. (2.4, pa A4, paagaph A3.2.4) ..
8.6 Diplay Units
8.6.1 (delet due to subjvity)
8.6.2 Postion Dilay Units
The dilay unts fo potion on ECDIS SENC dilays shall be latitude and lontu in
de minute and deal miute. (2.2, pag 6, paagaph 3.5)
8.6.3 Default De Dilay Units
The diplay unts fo depth data on ECDIS SEC diplays shal be in met and deet.(2.2, pag 6, paph 3.5)
8.6.4: Amdliar J:pt Diplay Units
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to dilay sondi data in fathoms and fee in ar wher
lm char data is held in thos unts only. (2.2 pa 6, paaph 3.5)
8.6.5 HeiJdt Dilay Units
The diplay unts fo heigt on ECDIS SENC diplays shal be either met or fee. (2.2
pa 6, paph 3.5)
8.6.6 Dice Dilay Units
The diplay unts fo dice on ECDIS SENC dilays shal be either nautica miles and
deal miles, or met. (2.2, pa 6, paragaph 3.5)
(se note 110)
8.6.7 Spe Diplay Units
The dilay unts fo spe on ECDIS SENC diplays shal be knot and deal 
knot. (2.2,
pag 6, paagaph 3.5)
8.7 Diplay Orentation
8.7.1 Norh-up Dilay or ENC Data
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to diplay ENC data in a north-up SENC diplay. (2.1, pag
IV, paragaph 9.1)
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The default co altetion and tie fo automatic updte of an ECDIS coup SEC
diplay shal be twnty (20) de fo a peod of (TR) minute. (Dve 2.4, pa 23,
paaph 4:.1.4:)
(s not 196)
8.7.5.2.2 Use Defition of Co Alteation Defaults
ECIS shal prde the capabilty fo us defition and update of the default coup
SENC-play updte co alteation and tie values.
8.7.5.2.3 Dilay of Co Alteation Defaults
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to diplay default coup SENC-play update cors
alteation and tie vaues at us command.
8.7.6 Indication or Nor Diron on CoUp Diplay
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ECDIS shal aumaticay indite the Nor dion on SEC dilays in any orentatin
oter than "nor_up." (2.1, pa W, pah 9.1)
8.7.7 Orentation ofSl'bols on Coup Diay '"
In ince when SEC data is diplaye "coup" al SEC sybols and alphanumeræ
shal reai Nor orente (Dve 2.2 pa 7, paph 4:.1; 2.4:, pa 24, parph
4:.1.4)
8.7.8 (delete due to duplication by 8.7.5)
8.8 Use of Alphab and Laag
8.8.1 Dilay La81
~ngJiRh shal be us as the inteational lanag with ECIS diplays. (Dve 2.2 pa
15, pah 6.9)
8.8.2 Gegraphic Names Display Languag
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to utilze non-English alphabets (TR) to display
gegraphical names within diplays.
8.9 Diplay Lend
8.9.1 Gener Rements
ECIS shal prde the capailty to diplay on the prar or senda diplay, on demand,
a legnd of gener inoration applicale to the ship's potion. Th legnd shal conta, at
minum: (Dve 2.2, pa 6, paph 3.6)
o Units fo depth
o Units fo heigt
o Sce or diplay
o Qualty indicato
o Sodi datu
o Horinta datu
o The value or the sa conto (üus)
o Magetc varation
o Date and numbe or las updte afec the char cell cuntly in us
o date or ise of the ENC
(s not 207)
8.9.2 Lend Dept Display
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to continuouly diplay a legnd containng the unts ror
depth on the priar diplay. (Dve 2.2, pag 6, paragaph 3.6)
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8.10 Diplay of Multiple Sce Ar
ECIS shal prde the capailty to have avaable siultaeoy dint sce char
contAining the vel, but only one char or one sce is on view at one tie. Th derault
øce fo any dilay is the lar øce char conLAining the poition or ow-øhip. £Dve
2.1, pa m, paph 4:.3; 2.18)
(s not 164)
8.11 EC Featu Attbute Dilay
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to dilay al avaable attbute fo a fetu idetied
with a cu OD the grhic dilay. (Dve 2.2 pa 9, paph 5.3)
8.12 (delete due to duplication by previous reuirements)
8.12.1 FeatuRelate Tex Dilay
ECIS shal prde the capailty to dilay relate teal infoation fo fetu identied
with a cu on the grphic dilay. £Dve 2.2, pag 9, paagph 5.4)
8.13 Diplay orLies and Sybols
8.13.1 Generalllents
ECIS shall (XrtcaY al lies, sybols and alphanumeræ as sped in th ECDIS
Prntation Librar compute fie, includi color tales the ECDIS veon or char IN 1,
new char sybols fo ECIS, navition sybols, ARA sybols ar identication patt
lie thcleø and l'ing, and fonts fo alphanumeræ. (2.4, pa 21, paaph 4:.1.1)
8.13.1.1 (mov to 2.6.2.1)
8.13.1.1 Symbol An~larty (mov frm par 5. 1.13.1)
ECIS shal en that, at a minimum, sybols and char subtnd 20 ar minut at the
obrvs ey (fo example, a sybol view frm 70c should be at lea 4:m, abt 1.5
ties the si of a noral char sybol).
8.13.1.2Ailar Er or Lie Symbols (mov frm par 5.1.13.2)
ECIS shal asre that lines us fo the pu or navigation should be diplaye with an
anlar er not grte than plus or minus 0.50 de. (2.1, pag IV, paagaph 7.1)
8.13.1.3 Complex Symbol Size (move frm par 5.1.13.3)
ECDIS shal ensre that, at a minum, complex sybols and alphanumeriæ ar apprmmately
50 lar than siple sybols.
8.13.1.4 Simple Symbol Siz (mov frm par 5. 1.13.4)
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Simple sybols us in the SEC diplay, but not sped in the ECDIS Praontation
Librar, shalspa apprately 12 pixls in annt (eqvalent to 4mm on an mo stda8Ch::n). (2.3, pa 22 paph 4:.1.2). .
8.13.1.5 Lie Thckes Deination (mov frm pa 5.1.13.5)
ECIS shal uti a pim si of 0.3 mm fo computi lie thckEl. (2.4, pa 21,
paaph 4:.1.1)
8.13.1.6 View Dice (mov frm pa 5, 1.12)
8.13.1.6.1 Oætional Viewe: Di for Rote PIAnnin~ (mov frm pa 5. 1.12.1)
ECIS shal prde the capailty to ealy interprellies and sybols at the opetional
ving dice of 70 em fo rote plAnning. (2.4, pa 7, paph 2.2.1; 2.4:, pa 21,
paa~ 4:.1.1)
(s not 1)
8.13.1.6.2 Optional View Dice fo Rote Monitoir (mov frm pa 5. 1.12.2)
ECIS shal prde the capailty to eay intetp~llies and sybols at the optional
view dice of 70 em fo rote monito. (2.4, pa 7, pah 2.2)
(se note 1)
8.13.1.6.3 Opational Viewe: Dice fo Tex
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to dilay te such that the char ar clealy vible
frm the view dice re by the opeato (which wi have to be deined by
tmpeence). (2.15, paagaph 4:.5)
8.13.2 Symbo Ty
ECIS shal include the capabilty to dilay and manpuate char sybols which have ben
intruce fo ECDIS. (2.4:, pa 24, paraph 4.2.1)
8.13.2.1 Simplied Generc Symbols
ECDIS shal include the capabilty to dilay and manpulate simplied generc sybols fo
buoy, bens islate dage and ra conspicuou coaslie, prdi an alteative to a
vaet of complicate sybols.
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8.13.2.1.1 Simplied Buoy and Ben Sybols
8.13.2.1.1.1 Simplied Beacn Symbol
..
ECIS shal prde the capailty to p.i-kay a siplifed ben sybol which rerents any
øtct on land or on the se that is usfu for navigation. Th include navition
be lithou offor inations and consicuou landmarks. The cete of the
sybol shal mark the potion of the ben. Color shoud be us as fo buoy. (2.4:, pa26, paph 4:.2.2)
8.13.2.1.1.2 Simplied Buoy Symbols (Non-cal)
ECIS shal prde the capailty to pui-kay all non-cal buoy by a cile, blac or
coor with the dominant color of the buoy, with an open cente marki the potion. A
blac outle shld be show by day. In the ca of multi-clor buoy islate dage
bu shoud be show blac sa wate buoy white and spal buoy yeow. The topmarkiø no show. (2.4:, pa 25, paaph 4.2.2)
8.13.2.1.1.3 Simplied Buoy and Ben Symbols (Caral)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to poay al caal buoy and bens by the caal
topmark only. (2.4:, pa 25, paaph 4:.2.2)
8.13.2.1.1.4 Diplay orBuoY
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to show buoy and their ligt flar in yellow, re or
gr acg to the color of the buoy lits and lit se, with a blac outlie by
da. (2.4:, pa 32, paragaph 4:.3.2; 2.4:, pag 19, paaph 3.2.3)
8.13.2.1.1.5 Depton ofBuDY and Bens Command
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to portay desptions orbuoy and bens by a siple
"boy and bens" command reg minal opeato acon. (2.4, pa 31, parph
4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.6 Diplay of Buoy and Beacn Chara.æ (Ooon 1)
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to show buoy and beacn characæ by siplied
sybols alone. (2.4, pa 31, paraph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.7 Dilay of Buoy and Beacn Characæ (Ooon 2)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to show buoy. and beacn characæ by siplied
sybols plus lit flar. (2.4:, pa 31, paagaph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.8 Diplay of Buoy and Beacn Characriiæ (Option 3)
ECIS shal prvide the capabilty to show buoy and beacn characriiæ by simplifed
sybols plus ligt characiæ, racn and fog signal characritiæ ir any. (2.4, pag 31,
paagaph 4:.3.2)
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8.13.2.1.1.9 Diplay of Buoy and Ben Characcs (Opon 4:)
ECIS shal prode the capailty to show buoy and ben charcs by fuchar
sybols alone. (2.4:, pa 31, paaph 4:.3.2) .
8.13.2.1.1.10 Diay of Buoy and Ben Charcs (Opon 5)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to show buoy and ben charcs by full char
sybols plus buoy color, patt and name/numbe, and ran/fo sigal char ü imy.(2.4, pa 31, paaph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.11 Dilay of Buo and Ben Charcs (Opon 6)
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to show buoy and ben charcs by full char
sybols pl lit flar. (2.4:, pa 31, paph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.12 Diplay of Buoy and Ben Charcs (Opon 7)
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to show buoy and beacn charcs by fu char
sybols plus1it characcs and fo sial ü any. (2.4, pa 31, paph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.13 Display of Buoy and Beacn Characcs (Opon 8)
ECIS shall prde the capabilty to show buoy and ben characcs by fu char
sybols plus al inoration on the pape char. (2.4, pa 32, paagph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.14 Dilay of Al Buoy and Ben Characcs
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty fo the "boy and bens" command to ac on al buoy
and bens show on the diplay. (2.4:, pa 32, paagph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.1.15 Diplay of Individual Buoy and Beacn Characrics
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty for the "boy and beacns" command to show de of a
spc buoy or ben identied by cu. (2.4, pag 32, paagaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2 Diplay ofLildts
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to poy lights 88 pa of the stdar diplay by nigt
only. By day, they should not be show fo rote monitog (unes of hi intensity fo
daylight view, sice they wod caus unec clutt. (2.4, pa 31, paaph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.1 Automatic Adtion ofLildt Flar
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to add the light flar automatically as par or daytme to
dusk dimmin. (2.4, pag 31, paraph 4.3.2)
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8.13.2.1.2.2 Inteve Adtion of Lit Flar
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to poay light flar, not automaticaly, but available by
siple command. (2.4, pa 25, paaph 4:.2.2) "
8.13.2.1.2.3 Dilay of LUt Flar and Cbaræ
ECIS shal prde the capailty to add/ov lit flar alone, or adov lit flar
with char includig any fog sial by a sie command. (24:, pa 31, paph
4:.3.2)
8.13.21.2.3.1 Ination on Individual Li£hts
ECIS shal prde the capailty to dilay ination on an individual lit by CUintiauugtion. (2.4: pa 31, paph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.4: Dilay ofLUt Se (Opon 1)
ECIS shal prde the capailty to indicate light se in the navition chanel by
color bands alon the ed of the se rather than by ar. (2.4, pag 31, paph 4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.5 Diplay ofLit Se (Opon 2)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to indicate light se in the navigation channel by a
smal sce lit BS ~to diagam show in outlie the ar alvtuul by the mai diplay. (2.4,
pa A1 parph A4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.5.1 Lotion of Diplay ofLit Se (Opn 2)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to diplay a smal sce ligt se diagam on a sepate
sc or wido on the mai diplay. (2.4, pa A1 paagph A4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.6 Diplay ofLiidt Se (Opon 3)
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to indicate light se in the navition chanel by
automatic deon of ship's potion with the se, generatig wrttn ination on the
se and azuth of the light. (2.4, pag A12 paragph A4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.2.7 Dilay ofLUt Se (Opon 4)
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to indicate light se in the navigation chanel by a
"tanparnt" ar shade, plus an ar pointig toar the lit or patted shad, with
patt indicati dion of lit. (2.4, pa A12 paagaph A4:.3.2)
8.13.2.1.3 Islate Undeate D8D
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to poay a general sybol for islatin underwate dan.
This applies to ro, wrks, small shoal, etc., of depth lee than the own-ship saety
contor which lie outside that saet contor. The surrding cile is 8 diagammatic saet
contor. (2.4, pag 27, paragaph 4:.2.2)
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8.13.2.1.4 Dr Chanel
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to portray a dr-chanel sybol, with liit
emphasiz by a heavy dahed lie, which may conta the dr dept, or may be
intete by CU to read out the dr dept. (2.4, pa 30, paragph 4.3.2, pag 27,
paagph 4:.2.2)
8.13.2.1.5 Coe
ECDI8 shal prde the capailty to poay coline which is ra copicuou. Th
incl cl and stp colies that ca be t:pt-t to re a stng radar eco
consistly frm the sae pa of the featu. (2.4:, pa 27, paagaph 4.2.2)
8.13.2.2 New ECIS Symbols
ECIS shal inclde the capabilty to diplay the sybols debe in the followg
paagaphs as indicate in tale 3 in the pr llO color and sybol specation. (2.4,
pa 26)
8.13.2.2.1 Indcation of Caution Symbol
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to poay an indication of caution syboL. It should be
able to be intete with the CU to prt out the caution in a separte alphanumerc
pa of the dilay. (2.4, pa 27, paagph 4.2.2)
8.13.2.2.2 Infation Avaiable Symbol
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to poay an inoration available sybol intended as a
CU look-up point either for char ination or navigator's not. (2.4, pa 27, paragaph
4:.2.2)
8.13.2.2.3 Sce Boda
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to poay a scale bondar to show wher the sce or the
char data avaiable change. A single lie shall be on the smal sce side of the boda
and a doble lie on the lar sce side. (2.4, pag 27, paagaph 4:.2.2)
8.13.2.2.4: Ove
ECIS shal prde the capabilty to poay an ove par of diplay, in gr sc. This
is re to aler the navigato to char inoration enlar frm a smaler sce. (2.4,
pa 27, paagaph 4.2.2; 2.4, pa 18, paagph 3.2.3)
8.13.2.2.5 North Ar
ECIS shal prde the capailty to portay a norh ar. (2.4, pag 27, paragaph 4.2.2)
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8.13.2.2.6 Raark. Ran
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to portay a ramark or racon. This is intruce to
diinguh beacns that will appear on the radar diplay frm other radio beacmr (2,4, pag
28, paragaph 4.2.2)
8.13.2.2.7 Char Curs
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to portay a full-en char cursr to provide a line
ruler, and to aid the operator in searhing for the cursr. (2,4, pag 28, paragaph 4.2.2)
8.13.2.3 Symbols Use for Navi~ational Rotines
ECDIS shal include the capabilty to diplay and manipulate the following sybols us for
navigational roties: (2.1, pag VI, Appendi 2; 2.16, pag 6, paragaph 5)
o Ow ship
o Pas track
o Vecr for heading and spe
o Vecr for cors and spe made go
o Rage rings
o Elecnic dividers
o Parallel indexng lines
o Cursr mark
o Waypint
o Event
o Dead rekoning poition (DR)
o Esimate poition (EP)
o Position probabilty ara (PP A)
o Fix
o 0 vial
o asnomica
o radar
o electrnic poition-riing sym (ES)
o Position lines
o Transferr poition lines
o Planning track
o Currnt ver
o Dangers
o Clearng lines
o Distace to run
o Planned poition and time
o Visal limits of lights
o Position for "wheel over"
o Navigator's general note
o Manual char corrion
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8.13.2.3.1 Speifications for NaviJ!tion Lines and Symbols
ECDIS shall include the capabilty to diplay and manipulate navigation lines and sybols
devlope by ClRM accrdng to table 3 in the prpo IHO color and sybol spefication.
(2,4 pag 24, paragaph 4.2.1; 2,4 pag 26)
8.13.2,4 ARA sybols
ECDIS shall include the capabilty to diplay the following ARA sybols acrdng to Table 3
in the propo IHO color and sybol specations: (2,4 pag 24, paragaph 4:.2.1)
o Tart Identifier
o Target Grop Identifer
o Target Rage
o Targe Bearng
o Target Cors
o Target Spe
o Target Prct Clos Point of Approach
o Time to Target Prct Clos Point of Approach
o Potential Collision Points
o Danger/Ireat Targets
o Lo Targets
o Time and Date
o Others (TR)
(se note 197)
8.13.2.5 ECDIS INT1 Symbols
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay ECDIS INT1 char sybols, bas on exing
INI sybols with minor modfications, as detaled in the following seions. (2.4, pag 28,
paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.1. Use ofIHO INTI Seion IA (Char number, Title, Mainal Note)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay the information contaned in seion IA of INTI
such that the information currntly lis in the IHO INT1 will be included in the legnd.
Detailed information available on char acrac should be included. (2,4 pag 28, paragaph
4.3.2)
(se note 114)
8.13.2.5.2 (delete due to duplication by requirement 14.3.1.1)
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8.13.2.5.3 Tides and Currnts
8.13.2.5.3.1 Tidal Level DiBRam
"
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to diplay the inormation contaed in seion rn of IN1
such that tidal definitions, and espeialy the diagam derming water levels and char
elevations with repe to char datum, should be available to the marer for refernce in the
ECDIS sybol librar. (2.4, pag 29, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.3.2 Tidal Stram Symbol and Table
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to us the tidal stam sybol with the cursr to wrte the
tidal stam tale on an alphanumeric diplay. (2.4, pag 29, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.3.3 Display of Tidal Information
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to diplay offcial tidal information (taled tranmitt, or
compute) on the sendar graphic scn or alphanumeric diplay.
(se note 205)
8.13.2.5.3.4 Display of Curnt Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay ebb and flow currnt ar with a numerc
indication in knots of the exing cunt (TR).
(se note 120)
8.13.2.5.4 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.2)
8.13.2.5.5 Depth Shadin~ for Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay four depth shade for rote planning: (2.4, pag
29, paragaph 4.3.2)
o 1. 0 to 2 m
o 2. 2 m to the own-ship safety contor
o 3. own-ship safety contor to 30 m
o 4:. deeper than 30 m
8.13.2.5.5.1 Depth Shade for Rote Monitorin~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to poay only tw depth shades for rote monitoring:
deeper than the ow-ship safety contor or shallower than the saet contor. (2.4, pag 30,
paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.6 Contors and Sondin2B
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay any contor or BOunding in the HO-ENC on the
diplay. (2.4, pag 30, paragaph 4.3.2)
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8.13.2.5.7 Use oflHO Seion IJ (Nature of the Seabe)
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to display the information contained in seion JJ of INTI
such that thes abbreviations and a simplified version of the sybols ar available (TR). (2.4,
pag 30, paragaph 4.3.2)
(se note 138)
8.13.2.5.8 Roks. Wreks. Obsctions
ECDIS shall include all sybols contained in seion IK (Rks, Wreks, Obsctions) of INTI
in the ECDIS Prntation Librar and have them available for rote planng, along with
diagam exlaig their meaning. (2.4, pag 30, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.9 Ofhore Insations
ECDIS shall have all sybols contained in seion IL (Offhore Inslations) of INT1 available
for rote planning. (2.4, pag 30, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.10 Use ofIHO Seion 1M (Tac. Rote)
ECDIS shall utilze the paper char INT 1 national sybols, contained in seon 1M of INT1,
for remmended fairway and remmended rote, together with the international radio
reporting point and all trafc roting sybols.
(2.4, pag 30, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.10.1 Trafc Separation Zones
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to generate char ara shades to diinguish trafc
separation zones in magnta scn. (2.4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.13.2.5.11 Leadinl! Lines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay leading lines by a speial sybol, with cursr
query point, since the marks defining them will oftn be ofT-scn. (2.4, pag 30, paragaph
4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.12 Fol! Sil!al
ECDIS shall provide the capbilty to always portay the "fog signal" sybol and to include the
ty of signal in the light and buoy information. The ty of signal should al be available
by cursr inteation. (2.4, pag 32, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.13 Radar and Radio Stations
ECDIS shall ditinguish radar and radio stations by a magnta circle wit.h details provided by a
simple command or cursr interrgation. (2.4, pag 32, paragaph 4.3.2)
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8.13.2.5.14 Display of Elecnic POBitionine: System Lattice
ECDIS shall diplay elecnic poitioning sym lattce as an option. Thes should be an
exac reprentation of the caibrate lattice shown on the char. If this is not the' ca, a
prominent waring must be show, and detals proded of how the lattice lines wer prepar.
(2.4, pag 32, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.15 Pilot Servce
ECDIS shal prvide the capabilty to diplay detals of pilot servce by cursr intetion.
(2.4, pag 32, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.2.5.16 Small Craf Facilties
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to portay small craf facilties using the yacht sybol,
copled with cursr inteation. (2.4, pag 32, paragaph 4.3.2)
8.13.3 (delete due to subjecivity)
8.13.4 Symbol and Characr Siz at Speified Scales
ECDIS shall asre that the same size of sybols, figure, and lettrs ar us for all
speified sces ofEC diplay. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 4.2)
8.13.5 Feature Labels
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to generate and diplay feature labels on demand on EC
diplays. (Drive 2.2, pag 7, paragaph 4.1)
8.13.6 Feature Deletion Symbology
8.13.6.1 Point Featu Deletion Symboloi:
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to sybolize a point feature deletion by placing a colore
slash sybol thro the paricular feature.(Drive, 2.2, pag 17, paragaph 7.4.1)
8.13.6.2 Line Feature Deletion Symboloe:
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to sybolize a line feature deletion by (TR).
(se note 25)
8.13.6.3 Ara Feature Deletion SymbolOJ
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to sybolize a ara feature deletion by (TR).
(se note 26)
8.13.7 Feature Addition Symbology
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8.13.7.1 Point Featu Addition Symbology
ECDIS sha)) provide the capabilty to syholi".e an ECDIS point feature addition by
sybolizing that paricular point feature using the same sybol in the default diplay but in a
dierent color. (Drive 2.2, pag 17, paragaph 7.4.1)
8.13.7.2 Lie Featu Addition Symbology
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to syboli an ECDIS line feature addition by sybolizng
that paricular line feature using the sae sybol in the default diplay but in a differnt
color. (Drive 2.2, pag 17, paragaph 7.4.1)
8.13.7.3 Ara Featu Addition Symbology
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to syboli an ECDIS ara feature addition by
sybolizing that paricuar ara feature using the sae sybol in the default diplay but in a
dierent color. (Dve 2.2, pag 17, paragaph 7.4.1)
8.14 Display Portayal
8.14.1 (delete due to duplication)
8.14.2 (delete due to duplication)
8.14.3 Alphanumeric Characrs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay alphanumeric characrs in black and always
upright. (2.4, pag 33, paragaph 4.4.1; 2.4, pag 19, paragaph 3.2.3; 2.4, pag 21, paragaph
4.1.1)
8.14.4 (move to 8.1.12.4.3)
8.14.5 Ow-Ship Contor Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay own-ship safety contor in cyan (blue-grn) as
a double thicknes line, different frm any other line on the char diplay, and reinforc by
a sharp change in depth shade. (2.4, pag 19, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.14.6 (delete due to duplication by reirement 8.13.2.1.1.4)
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8.14.7 Ow-Ship and Asate Symbols
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to portay own-ship sybol, heading and spe ver
(wate track), and past track, as heavy black sybols and black lines on the light bakgnd
or the day-time char diplay; white sybols and white lines on the dark backgnd of the
night-time char diplay. (2.4, pag 19, paragaph 3.2.3)
(s note 145)
8.14.7.1 Hull-Shape Ship Symbol
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to portay a hull-shape or arwhead ship sybol, to give
an immedate sens or diion. (2.4, pag 19, paragaph 3.2.3)
(se note 146)
8.14.7.2 Scale of Ship Symbol
ECDIS shall provide the capability to portray the ship to scale.
8.14.7.3 Past Track Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay events, pæition fies, etc. asate with the
pas track, the same color as the past track.: black by day, white by night. (2.4, pag 20,
paragaph 3.2.3)
8.14.7.4 Cors and Spe Vecrs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay own-ship cors and spe-made-go vers:
dashed black line/hite line at night, to contras with the continuou black/white line of the
ship's head. (2.4, pag 20, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.14.8 (renumbere)
8.14.9 (renumbere)
8.14.10 (renumbere)
8.14.11 Navigator's Charork
8.14.11.1 Planned Rote and Asiate Notations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay planned rote and asiate navigation planning
notations in re. (2.4, pag 20, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.14.11.2 Millaneo Navi~ator's Charork and Notations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portay all navigator's chartork, f!Xcept the planned
rote, and asiate notations in dark orangere. This includes the following: (2.4, pag 20,
paragaph 3.2.3)
varable range markers
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elecnic bearng lies
wheel~ve notations
the navigator's information sybol
hand-entere char corrons
8.14.12 (replaced by 8.14.11.2)
8.14.13 (replaced by 8.14.11.2)
8.14.14 (replaced by 8.14.11.2)
8.14.15 Raar Information
8.14.15.1 ARA
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to portay radar taget information and information
tranferr frm ARA in grn. (2.4, pag 20, paragaph 3.2.3)
(se note 147)
8.14.15.2 Raar Video (move frm 8.15.6.1)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to generate non-char ara shades for radar video imag in
grn. (2.4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.14.16 Manufacturer's Information
(se note 152)
8.14.16.1 Manufacturer's Information - Points & Lines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to portray lines and symbols representing information from
manufacturers, port authorities, etc. in yellow or blue in a manner which wil not obscre or
be confuse with B.O. chart information. (2.4, page 21, paragraph 3.2.3)
8.14.16.2 Manufacturer's Information - Areas (moved from 8.15.6.4)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to generate non-chart area transparent shades for mariners,
manufacturers, port authorities, etc. in orange, green, yellow, and grey. (2.4, page 18,
paragraph 3.2.3)
8.15 Application of Shades and Pattrn
8.15.1 General Reirement for Shadn2
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to apply tranparnt ara overlays in such a way that the
detals of the lines and sybols, and the outlines of all area feature, remain clearly
ditinguishable. (2.4, pag A3, paragaph A3.2.4)
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8.15.2 General Reirement for Pattminl!
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to apply transparnt area pattrns in such a way that the
details of the lines and sybols, and the outlines of all ara feature, remain clearly
diinguishable.
8.15.3 (deleted)
8.15.4 (deleted)
8.15.5 (deleted)
8.15.5.1 (delete due to duplication by requirement 8.13.2.5.5)
8.15.5.2 (delete due to duplication by requirement 8.13.2.5.5)
8.15.5.3 (moved to requirement 8.13.2.5.10.1)
8.15.5.4 (requirement combined with requirement 8.13.2.2.4)
8.15.5.5 (moved to 8.15.6.2)
8.15.6 (deleted)
8.15.6.1 (moved to 8.14.15.2)
8.15.6.2 Dan~r Aras
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the navigator to apply a re ara shade to indicate a
danger that afec own ship. (2,4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3; 2,4, pag 11, paragaph 2.2.9)
8.15.6.3 (deleted due to duplication by previous requirements)
8.15.6.4 (moved to 8.14.16.2)
8.15.7 General Use Shadnl!
ECDIS shall prde, for general us, any ty of shading to reprent ara feature, as long
as the shades us have no poibilty of masking or causing confion with char information.
(2,4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
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8.15.8 General Use Pattmin~
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to apply uær-defined patterns for reprenting area
feature, as long as the pattrn us have DO poibilty of masking or causing coion
with char inormation. (2.4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
8.15.9 (deleted)
8.16 Display of Derive Graphics
8.16.1 Display of Scale Bar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a sce bar showing 0.1; 0.5/ 1.0 Dm etc. at the
us option when navigating on lar sce char (1:790 and larger). (Drive 2.2, pag 6,
paagaph 3.4)
8.16.2 Display of Latitude Bar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a latitude bar on the border of SENC diplays
of small scale char (1:8000 and smaller) at the usr's option. (Drive, 2.2, pag 6,
paragaph 3.4)
8.16.3 Hraticule Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay graticules on demand on SENC diplays.
(Drive, 2.2, pag 7, paragaph 4.1)
8.16.4 Grid Display
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to diplay latitude and longitude grds on demand on SENC
diplays.
(se note 28)
8.16.5 Maietic Compas Ro Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a Magetic Compas Ro on demand on SENC
diplays.
8.16.6 Tre Compas Ro Diplay
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a Tre Compas Ro on demand on SENC
diplays.
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8.17 SENC Update Display
8.17.1 Display of Update
"
ECDIS shal diplay the update char without the appearance of preou st of the char.
(2.3, pag 8, paragaph 5.9)
8.17.2 Inteate Display
ECDIS shall diplay inteate ENC files and NT corrion data in acrdance with IHO
ECDIS diplay specations. (Drived 2.10, pag 10, paragaph 2.4.4)
8.17.3 ENC Update Differentiation
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to diinguish and diplay ENC update on the SENC
diplay for vefication and to asrtn the change which have ben made. (Drive, 2.1,
pag V, paragaph 11.4)
8.17.4 ENC Update Identification
ECDIS shall asre that interactive ENC update ar ditinguishable on the SENC diplay frm
HO-spplied ENC data at the interacive reest of the usr. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 11.3)
8.17.5 ENC Update Prority
ECDIS shall asre that diplay of interactive ENC update doe not afec the SENC display
legbilty ofENC. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 11.3)
8.17.5.1 Priority ofInteracively Ente Update
ECDIS shall contrl the diplay of interactvely entere corrions, such that thes nev
replac the ENC data on the diplay. (2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.9, Derive, 2.2, pag 17,
paragaph 7.4.1)
(se note 208)
8.17.6 Display of Insion and Deletion Update
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay SENC deletion and insrton update
simultaeoly. (2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.8)
8.17.7 Hiimliimtin£ofSENC Update
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty for the usr to selec individual update and have them
highlighte on the SENC display, by the us of dierent colors and/or intensities. (2.3, pag
16, paragaph 7.8)
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8.17.7.1 Persisnce of Update Feature Highli~hts
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to leave parcular update (bth interacve and
automatic) highlighte durg normal operation of the ECDIS. (2.3, pag 16, paragaph 7.8)
8.17.8 Display of Interacive Chan~ Data Sets
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to separately stre interactvely ente update
information and diplay it on demand as an overlay to the SENC. (2.10, pag 10, paragaph
2.4.3)
8.17.9 Display of Amplifyn~ Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay amplifyng teal note included with the NT
coons on demand. (2.10, pag 11, paragaph 2.4.4)
8.17.10 Identifcation of Amplifyn~ Tex Note in Display
ECDIS shall asre that a diplayed update data draws attntion to any amplifyng teal
note included with the NT corrions. (2.10, pag 11, paragaph 2.4.4)
8.17.11 Display of Notice Duration
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the usr to diplay the time of application and the
duration of preliminar and temporar notice, as well as the length of time the change was,
or will be, in effec. (2.10, pag 11, paragaph 2.4.4)
8.18 Display of Warngs, Alert, and Notice
8.18.1 Navi~ation Hazar Alert and Warin~
Under certn conditions ECDIS shall inform the usr of speific dangers or faults and
change in operation that cold afec the safety of navigation. The following conditions, at
a minimum, shall caus an audio alar to BOnd and/or a desptive warning mesag to be
diplayed on the primar diplay: (Drive, 2.2, pag 20, paragaph 8.3.5)
o Ove or ovee in pentag (se note 209)
o Ow ship has entere a retrct zone (se note 117)
o Depth unit change
o When relation to WGS is undetermined
o Display les than default scale
o .Ship cr own ship safety contor
o Signficat deterioration in poitioning (se note 192)
· (se note 106)
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8.18.2 Persisnce of Navi£ation Hazar Warn~
ECDIS shan provide the capahilty to temporarily silence an audio alarm asiate with a
waring, but the waring mesag will remain on the primar graphic diplay as long as the
condition that caus it exts. (Drive 2.2, pag 20, paragaph 8.3.5)
8.18.3 Display Sce Alert
ECDIS shall provide a waring(s) if SENC data ar diplaye at sces (underse or
ove) other than the speifed sce of the ENC frm which it was generate. (2.1, pag
il, paragaph 4:.1)
8.18,4 LaRe Sce Available Alert
ECDIS shall provide a deptive aler mes to be diplayed on the primar SENC diplay
when a larger sce SENC is available for diplay by the usr. (Drive, 2.2, pag 20,
paragaph 8.3.5).
8.18.5 Peristence of SENC Sce Alert
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to remove SENC Scale Alert at the usrs option.
(Drive, 2.2, pag 20, paragaph 8.3.5)
8.18.6 Scale Bondar Demartion Lie Alert
ECDIS shall ensre that if SENC data of different scales appear on the diplay, a scale-
bondar demaration line is clearly indicate. (Drive, 2.2, pag 5, paragaph 3.4; 2,4, pag
24, paragaph 4.1.5)
8.18.7 Persisnce of Scale Bondar Demartion Line
ECDIS shall asre the Sce Bondar Demaration Line remains on the primar graphic
diplay as long as the condition exts.
8.18.8 ENC Horizonta Datum Warin£
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a prominent waring on the graphic diplay
when the gegraphic relationship ofENC data-toWGS4 datum cannot be determined, or
there is a legal reirement to us a different datum. A signal (flag) will be prent in the
ENC indicating us of this warng. (Drive, 2.2, pag 5, paragaph 3.1; 2.18)
(se note 118)
8.18.9 Persistence of Horizontal Datum Warin£
ECDIS shall asre the horizonta datum waring mesag remains on the primary graphic
diplay as long as the condition ex.
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8.18.10 ENC Vercal Datum Notice
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine when the SENC data displayed is derive frm
ENC data bas on different vertica datums. A note indicating such will be shown within the
diplay. (Drive 2.2, pag 5, paragaph 3.3)
8.18.11 Persisnce of Vertica Datum Notice
ECDIS shall asre the vertica datum notifcation mes remains on the primar graphic
diplay as long as the condition ex.
8.18.12 Char Reliabilty Notice
ECDIS shall have available, wher the information is avaiable in the ENC, an indication of
char reliabilty, which ca be shown on demand. (2.4, pag 24, paragaph 4.1.6)
8.18.13 (deleted due to duplication by 8.18.12)
8.18.14 Ship Off-Track Waring
ECDIS shall provide a waring if the ship is off-track by a default dice of (TR).
(se note 170)
8.18.15 Persistence of Ship Off-Track Waring
ECDIS shall asre the Ship Off-Track Waring remains on the primar graphic diplay as long
as the condition ex.
8.18.16 Deteon of Abnormal or Hazarou Conditions
ECDIS shall dete abnormal or hazardou conditions along the rote of the ship, that would
normally be considere to be a waring on a printe char (TR). (2.9, pag 13, paragaph4.2.7) . .
(se note 45)
8.18.16.1 Abnormal or Hazarou Condition Warin~ and Alars
ECDIS shall provide audible and vial alars/warings of any condition normally considere
to be a waring on a prite char. (2.9, pag 13, paragaph 4:.2.7)
8.18.16.2 Persisnce of Abnormal or Hazarou Condition Warings and Alars
ECDIS shall asre Abnormal or Hazardou Condition alanns/warning shall remain active and
on diplay until the ship has pas entirely throgh the ara for which the condition was
indicate.
8.19 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.3)
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8.20 (deleted)
8.20.1 (moved to 9.7)
8.20.2 (moved to 8.15.5.5)
8.21 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.4)
"
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9. SYTEM ELCTONIC NAVIGATION CHT (SENC) MAULTION
9.1 Removal ofltems frm Display
"
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to remove any items ofENC oontent frm the diplay.
(Drive, 2.1, pag III, paragaph 3.4)
(se note 121)
9.1.1. Oprator Contrl of Display Item Removal
ECDIS shall asre that the addition or subtracion of diplay information is poible with a
minimum of operator oontrls and acons. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 3.6)
9.2 Display Ty Manpulations
9.2.1 Relative Motion Display
ECDIS shaIl provide the capabilty to diplay ENC data in a "relative motion" SENC diplay.
(Drive, 2.1, pag IV, paragaph 9.2)
9.2.2 Tre Motion Display
ECDIS shall, by default, diplay ENC data in a "tne motion" SENC diplay. (2.1, pag IV,
paragaph 9.2)
9.2.2.1 Ret of Tre Motion Display
When "tne motion" SENC diplay mode is acvate, ECDIS shaIl provide the capabilty to
automatically ret and generate the SENC diplay for the neighboring ara when the ship
cr into an inviible, virtal margin along the ed of the diplay. The margin shall be
defined as the space frm 25% of the dice frm outer limit to center, to the outer limit.
(2.1, pag IV, paragaph 9.2; 2.18)
(se note 29)
9.2.3 Indication of Display Mode
ECDIS shaIl automatically and oontinuouly diplay, within the SENC diplay, a poitive
indication of the diplay mode in us. (2.1, pag IV, paragaph 9.3)
9.2.4 Chan~ of Display Ty
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to ret and generate an alternate (either relative or tne
motion) SENC diplay ty for currnt char ara in us.
9.3 Interactive Chan~ of Char Ara
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to change the char area on the SENC; display
inteacively. (2.1, pag IV, paragaph 9.4)
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9.4 (delete due to duplication by reirment 11.6.2)
9.5 Display Zom
9.5.1 Incras Display Magcation
9.5.1.1 Diste MBlification
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to incras the magification of the Diplay imag a
maxum value of 25% of the compilation sce. (2.18)
"
(se note 30)
9.5.1.2 Continuou Incras in MBlification
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to incras the magification within the 25% dite range
to exacly spefy a desire scale. (2.18)
9.5.2 Deas Display Magcation
9.5.2.1 Diste MBlification
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to decas the magifcation of the Display imag a
maxmum value of 25% of the compilation scale. (2.18)
(se note 31)
9.5.2.2 Continuou Deas in MBlification
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to decas the magfication within the 25% dite range
to exacly speify a desire sce. (2.18)
9.5.3 Symbol Size During Zoom
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for symbol size to remain constant when the display is
zoomed to a scale different from the compilation scale of the chart data displayed. (2.4, page
22, paragraph 4.1.2; 2.2, page 10, paragraph 5.5)
9.6 Generation of Alternate Displays
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to swtch to a negtive imag of the char at night, using
a dark backgnd in plac of the white backgnd of the paper char and lines which ar
black on a light backgnd by day to be swtched to white Oight gr) on a dark backgnd
at night. This dimming shall consist of four sta: daylight, twilght, dusk, and night. (2.4,
pag 19, paragaph 3.2.3; 2.4, pag 10, paragaph 2.2.8)
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9.6.1 Daylil!ht Display
ECDIS shaH provide the capabilty to prouce daylight displays utilzing color table la in the
propo IHO color and sybols speification. (Drive 2.4, pag 13, paragaph 3.1.2)
9.6.2 Twlil!t Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to pruce twlight diplays utilizing color table 1b in the
prpo IHO color and sybols speification. (Drive 2.4, pag 13, paragaph 3.1.2)
9.6.3 Duk Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to prcuce dusk diplays utilizng color table 2a in the
prpo IHO color and sybols speification. (Dve 2.4, pag 13, paragaph 3.1.2)
9.6.4 Nil!t Display
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to prcuce night diplays utilizing color table 2b in the
propo IHO color and sybols speification. (Drive 2.4, pag 13, paragaph 3.1.2)
9.6.5 (move to 9.6)
9.6.5 Alphanumeric Display Dimminl!
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the alphanumeric diplay to follow the sae dimming
prure as for the graphics diplay, using black characl' on a whitegr backgnd by
day and white characl' on a black backgnd at night, with tw dimming st for each.
(2.15, paragaph 4.5)
9.6.5.1 (combined with requirement 9.6.5)
9.6.6 Use of Softar Dimminl!
ECDIS shall provide no dimming other than the "softare dimming" spefied in the IHO
diplay table speification. (2.4, pag 13, paragaph 3.1.2)
9.6.7 Display Adjustment Operator Contrls
ECDIS shall asre that diplay adjusment for light conditioDB may be performed
inteacvely, with a minimum of operator contrls and acODB.
9.7 Placment of Flashinl! Symbols (move frm 8.20.1)
ECDIS shall rerv flashing a feature for attntion-getting, as desbe in the following
paragaphs. (2.4, pag 11, paragaph 2.2.9)
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9.7.1 Non-Char Warn~ Symbol
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to annotate the display, by us of a flashing sybol in the
ara of the potential haz~ in the cas of warngs referg to non~har information or
very temporar conditions. (2.3, pag 17, paragaph 7.13; Deve 2.2, pag 10, paragaph 5.5)
9.7.2 Preliminary Notice-to-Mariner Warning Symbol
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to annotate the display, by use of a flashing symbol in the
area of the potential hazard, in the cas of Preliminary Notice-toMariner information. (2.3,
page 17, paragraph 7.13; Derived, 2.2, page 10, paragraph 5.5)
9.7.3 Temporary Notice-to-Mariner Warning Symbol
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to annotate the display, by use of a flashing symbol in the
area of the potential hazard, in the cas of Temporary Notice-to-Mariner information. (2.3,
page 17, paragraph 7.13; Derived, 2.2, page 10, paragraph 5.5)
9.7.4 Potential Hazar Deption Symbol
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to asate a flashing sybol in the ara or a pontial
hazar with te entr to be called up on command by the marner and superimpo on the
char. (2.3, pag 17, paragaph 7.13; Derive, 2.2, pag 10, paragaph 5.5)
9.8 Placment of Dan2ers Symbol
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty ror the Dangers sybol to be applied to feature selec
by the navigator. (2.4, pag 18, paragaph 3.2.3)
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NOTE:Sections 10 and 11 have been switched to reflect the operational sequence of these
activities.
10. ROUT PLANG "
10.1 General Reirement
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to car out rote planning independently of rote
monitoring in a simple and reliable manner. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.1)
10.2 SENC Selecion for Route PlannInii
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to prelec SENe databas encomp8Sing a gegraphic
ara to support rote planning.
10.2.1 Select by User Identification
10.2.1.1 Input of Cell Number
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select speific SENC databass by interactively
speifying the cell number in accordance with standards established by the IRO.
10.2.1.2 Selection from Available Databases
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select speific SENC databass by interactively selecting
them from a list of available databases.
10.2.1.3 Select by Chart Number
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select all SENC databass corresponding to a speific
navigational chart area by interactively speifying the chart number.
10.2.1.4 Select by Retangular Gegraphic Area
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select all SENC databass within a speified geographic
area by interactively entering two diagonally opposed points.
10.2.1.4.1 Select by Retangular Gegraphic Area and Scale
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select SENC databases of a speified scale within a
speified geographic area by interactively entering two diagonally oppose points.
10.2.1.5 Select by Gegraphic Area Polygon
ECDIS shall provide t.he capabilty to select all SENC databases within a speified geographic
area by interactively entering a polygon consisting of up to 99 sides.
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10.2.1.5.1 Select by Gegraphic Area Polygon and Scale
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select SENC databas of a speified scale within a
speified geographic area interactively entered by the user as a polygon consisting 
'Of up to 99
sides.
10.2.1.6 Select from Stored Area Boundary
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select speific SENC databases by interactively selecting
them from a list of stored area polygons.
10.2.2 Selecon by Inde Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to selec SENC databas data by interacively selecing the
outline of the databas frm an index map as desbe in paragaph 14.1.7. (2.4, pag 24,
paragaph 4.1.5)
10.3 Plan Char Content and Configuration
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to plan the SENC content and configuration of the rote
monitoring diplay at the same time as the rote is planned and then to "save" that diplay
layout and have it reprouce automatically when the ship reaches the ara. (2.4, pag 9,
paragaph 2.2.6)
10.3.1 SENC Content Display DurinJ! Rote PlanninJ!
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty during rote planning to diplay content eqivalent to a
paper char, with full details of sybols. (Drive 2.4, pag 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
(se note 215)
10.3.2 Lel of SENe Detal Reuction
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty during rote planning to reuce the detail to route
monitoring level for a final check that suffcient information, and not to much information,
will be shown once the ship is under way. (2.4, pag 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
10.4 Planned Rote Definition
10.4.1 Interacive Placment ofWaypints
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to locate and identify planed rote waypints to support
rote planning.
10.4.1.1 Placment ofWaypints by Ke-in
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to locate and identify planned route l\'aypints by key-in of
latitude and longitude.
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10.4.1.2 Placment ofWaypints by Curs
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to locate and identify planned rote waypints by cursr onthe Displa . "
10.4.2 Identify or Name Waypints
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to asate an identifcation number or alphanumeric name
with a waypint.
10.4.3 LikQ2 ofWaypints Compriing a Planed Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to lik waypints compriing a planned rote or seent of
a planned rote.
10.4.3.1 LikQ ofWaypints via Cursr
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to link waypints compriing a planned rote or seent of
a planned rote via cursr identifcation on the diplay.
10.4.3.2 LinkQ2 ofWaypints via Name or ID
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to link waypints compriing a planned rote or segment
via interacive input of identification numbe or name of all waypints compriing the rote.
10.4.4 Identify or Name a Planned Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to asiate an identication nuinber or alphanumeric name
to a planned rote or seent of a planned rote.
10.4.5. StorQ2 of Planned Rote
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to stre linked waypints comprising a planned rote or
segment of a planned rote for future us in rote planning or rote monitoring.
10.4.6 Selecion of Exing Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to selec and retrev preouly stre planned rote
waypints to support rote planning.
10.4.6.1 Selec by Rote Identication
10.4.6.1.1 Input of Rote il Number or Name
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to selec all waypoints comprising a speific preplanned
rote by interacively speifyng the planned rote in number or name.
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10.4.6.1.2 Selecon frm Avaiable Rote
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to selec all waypints compriing a speific preplanned
rote by interacively selecing it frm a lis of avaiable rote.
10.4.6.1.2.1 List Routes within Retangular Gegraphic Area
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to list all pre-planned routes within a speified gegraphic
area interactively entered by the user as two diagonally oppo points.
10.4.6.1.2.2 List Routes within Gegraphic Area Polygon
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to list all pre-planned routes within a speified gegraphic
area interactively entered by the user as a polygon consisting of up to 99 sides.
10.4.6.2 Selection of Route from Index Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select all waypoints and courses comprising a pre-
planned route by interactively selecting route from an index map as desribed in paragraph
14.1.7.
10.5 Edt Waypint and Rote Data
10.5.1 Delete Waypint
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete an exng waypint.
10.5.2 Move Waypint
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to change the loction (poition) of an exing waypint.
10.5.3 Rename Waypint
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to change the name or ID of an exing waypint.
10.5.4 (reirement delete due to duplication by reirement 11.5.1)
10.5.5 Add Waypint to Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link a new waypint to an exng rote.
10.5.6 (delete)
10.5.7 Rename Rote
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to change the name or il of an exting route.
10.5.8 Copy Waypoints
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to copy existing waypoints to form a new route.
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10.5.9 Link Existing Waypoints to Form New Route
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link existing waypoints to form a new route. u
10.5.10 Delete Rote
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to delete an entire rote, including all data lied to it.
10.6 Manag Cors and Dice Data
10.6.1 Compute Cors and Disce Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute cors and ditace betwn waypints
asiate with a planned rote.
10.6.1.1 Selecon of Dice Computation Method
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty for the usr to interactvely selec the computational
method to be utili to compute dice between waypints asiate with a planned rote.
10.6.1.2 Selecon of Cors Computation Method
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty for the usr to interactively selec the computational
method to be utilize to compute cors between waypints asiate with a planned rote.
10.6.2 Store Cors and Diance Data
ECDIS shaH provide the capabilty to stre all compute cors and dice data asiate
with a planed rote.
10.6.3 Display Cors and Distance Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display on the track line all compute cors and
dice data asiate with a planned rote.
10.6.3.1 Selecion of Cors Units
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty for the usr to interactively selec the units for diplay of
co between waypints asiate with a planned rote.
10.6.3.1.1 Default Cors Units
The default units for diplay of cors between waypints shall be degr.
10.6.3.2 Selecion of Disce Units
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the usr to interactively select the units for diplay of
distace between waypints asiate with a planned rote.
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10.6.3.2.1 Default Distace Units
The default units for display of distance between waypints shall be nautical miles.
"
10.7 Managment of Wheel-Ov Points
10.7.1 Interacive Placment of Wheel-ove Points
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to locte and identify wheel-over points to support roteplang.
10.7.1.1 Placment of Wheel-Ov Points by Ke-in
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to locte and identify planed wheel-over points by ke-in
of latitude and longitude.
10.7.1.2 Placement of Wheel-Ovr Points by Cursr
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to locate and identify planned wheel-ove points by cursr
on the SENC Display.
10.7.2 Link~ of Wheel-Ovr Points to a Planned Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link wheel-over points to a planned rote or seent of
a planned rote.
10.7.3 Storage of Linked Wheel-Over Points
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store wheel-over points linked to a planned route or
segment of a planned route for future use in route planning or route monitoring.
10.7.4 Edt of Wheel-Ov Points
10.7.4.1 Delete Wheel-Ovr Point
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete an exng wheel-over point.
10.7.4.2 Move Wheel-Ovr Point
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to change the loction (poition) of an exting wheel-over
point.
10.7.4.3 (reuirement delete due to duplication by reirement 11.6.4.4.1)
10.7.4.4 Add Wheel-Ovr Point to Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link a new wheel-over point to an existing rote.
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10.7.4.5 Delete al Wheel-Ovr Points on a Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete all wheel-ove points asate with an exisng
rote.
10.8 Managment of Ship Tum Data
10.8.1 Inteacive Entr ofTum Data
10.8.1.1 Entr ofTum Raus
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to inteacvely enter tum raus for the intended tum at a
wheel-over point or waypint.
10.8.1.2 Computation orTum Rate
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute tum rate bas on tum radius and ship's spe
on enteng the tum.
10.8.1.3 Entr ofTum Rate
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interacively enter tum rate for the intended tum at a
wheel-over point or waypint.
10.8.2 Display or Tum Rate
ECDIS shall provie the capabilty to diplay the tum rate at a speific waypint upon
demand.
10.8.3 Display ofTum Radius
10.8.3.1 Graphic Display ofTum Radius
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay the tum radius at each waypint graphicaly to
indicate the ships àcal rote.
10.8.3.2 Numerical Display or Tum Radius
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to diplay the tum radius at a speific waypint upon
demand.
10.8,4 Linkag of Ship Tum Data
10.8.4.1 Link~ of Ship Tum Data to Wheel-Ovr Points
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link tum data to wheel-over points compriing a planned
rote or seent of a planned rote.
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10.8.4.2 LinkA~ of Ship Tum Data to Waypints
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to link turn data to waypints comprising a planned rote
or seent of a planed rote.
10.8.5 Stor82 of Linked Tum Data
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to stre tum data linke to wheel-ove points or
waypints compriing a planned rote or seent of a planned rote for future us in rote
plang or rote monitorig.
10.8.6 Edt of Tu Data
10.8.6.1 Delet Tu Data
10.8.6.1.1 Delete Tu Data Linke to a Wheel-Ovr Point
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to delete tum data linked to an exing wheel-o point.
10.8.6.1.2 Delete Tum Data Linked to a Waypint
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to delete tum data linked to an exing wheel-over point.
10.8.6.2 Add Tum Data
10.8.6.2.1 Add Tum Data to a Wheel-Ovr Point
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to add tum data to exing wheel-over point linked to a
rote.
10.8.6.2.2 Add Tum Data to a Waypint
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add tum data to exting waypint linked to a rote.
10.8.6.3 Modfy Tum Data
10.8.6.3.1 Modfy Tum Data Linked to a Wheel-Ovr Point
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to modfy data linked to an exing wheel-or point.
10.8.6.3.2 Modfy Tum Data Linked to a Waypint
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to modfy tum data linked to an exing wheel-over point.
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10.9 Store and Manag Operational Parameters
10.9.1 Ship Spe Data
10.9.1.1 Input Ship Spe Data
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to interacvely input expe and available ship's spe
between waypints asiate with a planned rote.
"
10.9.1.2 Sto Ship Spe Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to stre expe and available ship's spe between
waypints asiate with a planned rote.
10.9.1.3 Display Ship Spe Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay expe and avaiable ship's spe between
waypints asiate with an exting rote.
10.9.2 Voyag Star Time
10.9.2.1 Input Star Time
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interactively input the expe st time for a voag
using a speified planned rote.
10.9.2.2 Sto Sta Time
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to stre the expe st time for a voag using a
spified planned rote.
10.9.2.3 Change Star Time
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to revi the expe st time for a voag using a
speified planned rote.
10.9.2.3.1 Interactive Change of Sta Time
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to revi sta time interacively via key-in.
10.9.2.3.2 Automatic Change of Sta Time
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to re st time automatically by readg the time frm
the sym clock.
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10.9.3 Ship Cruing Rage Data
10.9.3.1 Input Ship Cruisin~ Ran~ Data
..
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to interacvely input ship's crising range between
waypints 8Biate with a planed rote.
10.9.3.2 Store Ship Cruisin~ Ra~ Data
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to stre ship's crising range beeen waypinfs 8Biate
with a planned rote.
10.9.3.3 Display Ship Cruisin~ Ra~ Data
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to diplay ship's crising range beeen waypints
asiate with an exng rote.
10.9.4 Ship Fuel Capacty Data
10.9.4.1 Input Ship Fuel Capacity Data
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to interacively input ship's fuel capacity between
waypints 8Biate with a planed rote.
10.9.4.2 Store Ship Fuel Capacty Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to stre ship's fuel capacity between waypints 8Siate
with a planed rote.
10.9.4.3 Display Ship Fuel Capacity Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay ship's fuel capacity between waypints asiate
with an exing rote.
10.10 Compute Esimate Time of Arval æTA)
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to compute time of arval at each waypint using voag
st time, input cors, ditace, spe (voag planned spe or acal ship spe), and :"_",~,_"'.
currnt between each waypint of a planned rote. ~
. t
r
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10.10.1 Display Esimate Time of Arval (ETA)
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to, on demand, display esimate time of arval at each
waypint.
10.11 Rote Plan Delopment
10.11.1 Compute Rote Plan
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to generate a rote plan consisting of a tabular summar of
the followi sigifcat data asiate with the planned rote;
o Waypint loctions
o Cors to each waypint
o Disce between eah waypint
o ETA at each waypint
o Spe between each waypint
o Bearng and dice labels off varou points which the navigator will selec for paralel
index line
o Navigator's voag plan note
(se note 54)
10.11.2 Display Route Plan
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay the taular rote summar on the diplay on
demand.
10.11.3 Print Rote Plan
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print the tabular rote summar on demand.
10.12 Manage Planning Support Data
10.12.1 (requirement deleted due to duplication)
10.12.2 Display Light List Data to Support Route Planning
ECDIS shall provide the capabilties, at user demand, to display all navigation aid
information contained in the U.S. Coast Guard Light List for the ENC data comprising the
gegraphic area for which route planning is being conducte.
10.12.3 Print Light List Data to Support Route Planning
ECDIS shall provide the capabilities, at user demand, to print all navigat.ion aid information
contained in the U.S. Coast Guard Light List for the ENe data comprising the gegraphic area
for which route planning is being conducted.
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10.12,4 Display Coas Pilot Data to Support Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilties, at usr demand, to diplay selec Coas Pilot te data
pertning to feature contaed in the ENC data compriing the geaphic ara for which
rote planning is being conduct.
10.12.5 Print Coas Pilot Data to Support Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall prode the capabilties, at usr demand, to print selec Coas Pilot te data
pening to feature contaned in the ENC data compriing the gegraphic ara for which
rote planing is being conduct.
10.12.6 Display Rao Warin~ Data to Support Rote Planin~
ECDIS shall prode the capabilties, at usr demand, to diplay all radio warg data
reive for the geaphic ara for which rote planing is being conduct.
10.12.7 Prnt Rao Warin~ Data to Support Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilties, at usr demand, to print all radio waring data reive
for the gegraphic ara for which rote planng is being conduct.
10.12.8 Manag Tide/Currnt Data
10.12.8.1 Display Tide/Currnt Data to Support Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall prde'the capabilties, at usr demand, to display all tide and currnt data
reive for the geaphic ara for which rote planning is being conduct.
10.12.8.2 Print Tide/Currnt Data to Support Rote Plannin~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilties, at us demand, to prnt all tide and currnt data
reive for the gegraphic ara for which rote planning is being conduct.
10.13 Significant Danger Data Management
10.13.1 Identify and Tabulate Significant Dangers
ECDIS shall provide the capability to identify and tabulate, by automatic entry of speifichazardous feature attributes, data regarding significant danger data along a planned route.
10.13.1.1 Identify Significant Dangers via Key-in
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify and tabulate dat.a regarding significant danger
data along a planned route via key-in of poition and textual description data.
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10.13.1.2 Identify Significant Dangers using Cursor
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify and tabulate data regarding significant danger
data along a planned route by cursr identification of position and key-in of textual
desription data.
10.13.1.3 (requirement combined with requirement 10.13.1)
10.13.2 Compute Danger Bearings
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automatically (TBR) compute and tabulate danger
bearings for all significant dangers along a planned route.
10.13.3 List of Significant Dangers and Danger Bearings
10.13.3.1 Store List of Significant Dangers and Danger Bearings
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to generate and store a list of significant dangers and
danger bearings for a planned route.
10.13.3.2 Display List of Significant Dangers and Danger Bearings
ECDIS shall provide the capability to display a list of significant dangers and danger bearings
for a planned route.
10.13.4 Print List of Significant Dangers and Danger Bearings
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print a list of significant dangers and danger bearings
for a planned route.
10.14 Perfor Calculations, Tranformations, and Measrements
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform calculations, tranformations, and measrements
reuir for navigation planning purp and desbe in paragaph 13.
10.15 Operator Interacion durig Rote Planning
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for complex and exnsive operator interacion during rote
planning, including us of the cursr to interrgate SENC feature for further information.
(2.4, pag 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
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11. ROUT MONITORIG
11.1 Automatic Display of Planned Rote
..
Durig exection of rote monitoring, ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a planned
rote automaticaly whenever the SENC diplay includes the rote or portions of the rote.
(2.1, pag il, paragaph 5.1)
11.2 Highlbtht Information Vita to Navigation
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize, throgh reundant
coe (e.g. by color and shape), information vita for sae navigation as desbe in the
followig paragaphs. (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.2.1 Highlight Ow-Ship Contor
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize ow ship's safety
contor, thro reundant~e (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.2.2 Highlight Potential Hazar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize potential hazard
such as wrks and other obstrctions, through reundant~e (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4,
pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.2.2.1 A. to Li of Significant Dan~rs and Dan~r Bearn2B
During rote monitoring, ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay and print a lis of
significant dangers and danger beargs for the planned rote, prepar during rote planning
as desbe in paragaph 10.13.
11.2.2.2 (requirement combined with requirement 11.2.2.1)
11.3.3 Highlight Ow-Ship's Planned Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, durig rote monitoring, to emphasize ow ship's planned
rote, throgh reundant~e (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.3.3.1 Display Rote Plan Summar
On demand, ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay a tabular rote plan summar
consisting of the followng sigificat data asiate with the rote;
o Waypint loctions
o Cors to each Waypint
o Distace between each Waypint
o ETA at each waypint
o Spe between each waypint
o Other Data (TR)
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o Planed radus which connec the track leadig to a waypint to the track away frm a
waypint
o Beng and ditance labels off varou points which the navigator will selec for parallel
index line
o Navigator's voag plan note
"
(se not 12)
11.3.3.2 Print Route Plan
To support route moiiitoring, ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print the tabular route
summar on demand.
11.3.4 Hiiri:t Ow-Ship's Symbol
ECDIS shall prode tbe capabilty, during rote monitog, to emphasize own ship's sybol,
tbro reundant-ce (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.3.5 Hii:lie:bt Own-Ship's Headine:
ECDIS shall provide tbe capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize own ship's beading
thrug reundant-ce (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.3.6 Hie:hlie:bt Ow-Ship's Velocity Vecr
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize own ship's velocity
ve thro reundant-ce (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.3.7 Hie:hlie:t Ow-Ship's Past-Track
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during rote monitoring, to emphasize own ship's ,immediate
past-track throgh reundant-ce (e.g. by color and shape). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.5)
11.3.8 Highlight Obligatory Instructions
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, during route monitoring, to emphasize obligatory
instructions such as traffc routing, etc. through redundant-code (e.g. by color and shape).
(2.4, page 9, paragraph 2.2.5)
11.4 Display of Cbar Dung Rote Monitoring
11.4.1 Display Orentation
11.4.1.1 "North-Up" Orentation
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform all rote monitoring functions on a "North-up"
diplay. (2.1, pag IV, paragaph 9.1)
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11.4.1.2 "CorsUp" Orentation
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to perform all rote monitoring functions on a "corsup"
diplay.
11.4.1.3 Default Orentation
ECDIS shall asre the default diplay orientation for Rote Monitorig is "North-up."
(Dve 2.1, pag W, paragaph 9.1)
11.4.2 Use of Simplied Symbology
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to us the simplified forms of SENC sybols for rote
monitoring. For example, buoy will be shown as colore ciles, or top marks only in the
ca of caal buoys. (2.4, pag 22, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
11.4.3 Display Point. Lie and Ara Feature
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay point, line and ara feature reire for
navigation purp during rote monitoring. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.3)
11.4.4 Display Mode
11.4.4.1 Relative Motion Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform all rote monitoring functions in relative motion
diplay mode.
11.4.4.2 Tre Motion Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform all rote monitoring functions in tre motion
diplay mode. (2.1, pag lV, paragaph 9.2)
11.4.4.3 Default Display Mode
ECDIS shal asre the default diplay mode for Rote Monitoring is tre motion.
11.4.4.4 Display Mod and Orentation Combinations
ECDIS shall asre that all rote monitong activities may be conduct on any combination
of diplay orientation and mode, including: -
o Relative motion North up display,
o Relative motion corsup diplay,
o Tre motion North up display, (2.1, pag lV, paragaphs 9.1,9.2)
o Tre motion corsup diplay.
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11.4.5 Contiuou SENC Display
11.4.5.1 SENC Display Alon~ Rote
"
ECDIS shal ensre that SENC data is continuouly diplayed along the rote of ship's voag.
11.4.5.2 SENC Display Contiguou to Rote
ECDIS shal ensre that SENC data adjacnt to the ship's planned rote is available for
diplay, ensring that data is continuouly diplayed on the priar diplay should the ship
depar frm that rote.
11.4.5.3 Display Refrh
ECDIS shall 88re a blank scn is nev prente to the usr during rote monitoring; the
old char should remai viible until the SENC cell is ready for quick draw. (2.4, pag 23,
paragaph 4:.1.3 (a))
11.4.5.4 Display Refrh Rate
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to reframe, in no more than 5 sends, as the ship move
during rote monitoring. (2.4, pag 23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
11.4.6 Automatic Char Chani:n~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automaticaly change SENC cells at a preetermined
poition within the ara of 
the char (the char change bondar).
11.4.6.1 Char Chani:n~ for Alteate Display Modes
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automaticaly change SENC cells for relative motion as
well as tre motion diplay modes.
11.4.6.2 Char Chanit~ for Alternate Display Orentation
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automaticaly change SENC cells for corsup as well
as north-up diplay orientation.
11.4.6.3 Manual Ovrrde of Automatic Char Chani:n~
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the opeator to manualy ovrrde the automatic SENC
changing capabilty.
11.4.7 Diplay ofSENCs Not Contaning Vesl Lotion
11.4.7.1 Display of SENCs Alon~ Planed Rote
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay any available SENC contai ning the planned route
at any time upon interacive rees of the usr. (2.9, pag 11, paragaph 4.2.4)
i
,
r
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11.4.7.2 Display of SENCs Contiguou to Planned Rote
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to display any available SENC adjacnt to SENC chart
contaning the planned rote at any tie upon interacve rees of the usr. (Di:ve, 2.9,pag 11, paragaph 4.2.4) .
11.4.7.3 Ad-Hoc Display of On-line SENCs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay any SENC available at any tie upon interactive
rees of the usr. (Drive 2.9, pag 11, paragaph 4.2.4)
11.4.8 Display of Char on ECDIS Scns
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to simultaeoly display and view differnt SENC cells on
eah of two diplay scns. (2.9, pag 11, paragaph 4.2.4)
. 11.4.9 Diplay of Char Chan2e Bondar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay, on demand, the SENC change bondar for any
elecnic char in us during rote monitoring. (2.9, pag 10, paragaph 4.2.1)
11.4.9.1 Interacive Modfication of Char Chan2e Bondar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to inteacively change the SENC change bondar for any
elecnic char in us during rote monitoring. (2.9, pag 10, paragaph 4.2.1)
11.5 Use of Raar to support Rote Monitorinl!
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, pro, and rer a video radar imag to the
SENC imag in us during rote monitoring as desbe in the following paragaphs. (2.9,
pag 12, paragaph 4.2.5)
11.5.1 Radar Display Modes
ECDIS shall provide two different and optional modes for radar imag display, either blocked
by (hence not viible throgh) land aras on the elecnic char, or, sendly, sen through
the land aras. (2.9, pag 12, paragaph 4.2.5)
11.5.2 Char Selecion to Support Radar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automaticaly selec SENC sce to support radar
overlay, utilzing input reive frm the radar to indicate which radar sce is in us. (2.9,
pag 12, paragaph 4.2.5)
(se note 30 and 31)
11.5.3 Use of ARA Tar2ets
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to optionally diplay radar targets pn~viouly pro by
the ARA that is connec to the radar. (2.9, pag 12, paragaph 4.2.5)
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11.5.3.1 Display of ARA Tar~ts
Conventional and stdardize ARA tagets shall be diplayed on the ECDIS scn using
stdar sybols and colors.
11.6 Diplay of Ow-Ship Position
11.6.1 Ow-Ship Position Display Perisnce
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to diplay the own-ship's poition ovrlayed on the diplay
contiuouly durg exection of rote monitoring. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.1)
11.6.2 Loate Ow-Ship Position
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to poition the sybol for ow-ship's poition
interacively. (2.1, pag il, paragaph 5.2.2)
(se note 193)
11.6.3 (delete due to duplication by reirement 9.4)
11.7 Determination of Position Within Ara
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to dete the own-ship's poition within a gegraphical ara
for which speial conditions ext (TR). (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.5)
(s note 41)
11.7.1 Determination of Position Relative to Ara
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to dete the own-ship's poition relative to the clost
point of a gegraphical ara for which speial conditions ext (TR).
(se note 42)
11.7.2 Determination of ETA at Ara
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine and diplay the ship's ETA at the clost
point of a gegraphical ara for which speial conditions ext (TR).
(se note 43)
11.8 Identification of Ship Track Ver Planned Rote
ECDIS shall display Track and Planned Rote graphics such that the track is easily
differentiate frm the planned rote during rote monitoring.
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11.9 Computations, Reeval, and Diplay of Track Data
ECDIS 8hall provide tbe capabilty to interactively reev and display past 8hip track data
8to within the ECDIS sym. (Dve 2.1, pag il, paragaph 5.2.3) "
11.9.1 Display of Time-Labels Along Track
ECDIS 8hall provide the capabilty to diplay tie-labels along the ow-ship'8 track
inteacvely at any tie durig rote monitong exection. (2.1, pag il, paragaph 5.2.3)
11.9.1.1 Automatic Display orTie-Lals
ECDIS 8hall provide the capabilty to di8play time-labels along the ow-ship'8 track
automaticay at usr-elec inteal LtLw~n 1 and 120 minute. (2.1, pag il, paragaph
5.2.3)
11.9.1.2 Headng-t&te to Nex Waypint
ECDIS 8hall prode the capabilty to compute a "heading to 8ter" value to the nex waypint
in the acive voag plan.
11.9.1.3 Heading-t&ter to Nex Wheel over Point
ECDIS 8hall prvide the capabilty to compute a "heading to str" value to the nex wheel
over point in the acive voag plan.
11.9.1.4 Headng-t&ter to Gegraphic Position
ECDIS 8hall provide the capabilty to compute a "heading to str" value to a gegraphic
poition entere by the usr.
11.9.1.5 DisancetoGo to Nex Waypint
ECDIS 8hall provide the capabilty to compute the "ditancetogo" frm the currnt 8hip'8
poition to the nex wheel over point in the acive voag plan.
11.9.1.6 DiscetoGo to Nex Wheel over Point
ECDIS 8hall provide the capabilty to compute the "ditacetogo" frm the currnt 8hip'8
poition to the nex wheel over point in the acive voag plan.
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11.11 Diplay Movable Elecnic Bear~ Lines
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to diplay fr movable elecnic bearng lines"8 reire
for navigation pu durig rote monitorig. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.3)
11.12 Display Varable RaRe Markers
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to diplay varable range marke as reire for navigation
pu during rote monitoring. (2.1, pag il, paragaph 5.2.3)
11.13 Display Fixed RaRe Markers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay fied range marker as reire for navigation
purp durg rote monitorig. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.3)
11.14 Sodig Display Duri RDte Monitoring
11.14.1 Sondin~ Diplay Relative to Ship's Draf
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to accpt ship's draf as an input parameter and to display
individual, dite sondings in cyan if eqal to or les than the ship's draf, and in ivory,
ifgrater than the ship's draf. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.12)
(se note 44)
11.15 Prin~ of Tide Inforation
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to interactively enter heigbt-of-tide information frm tables
provided by the HO, and make compensting adjusments to ship's draf to acnt for
change in the tide. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.12)
(se note 206)
11.16 Navigation Relate Data Queries
11.16.1 Char Feature Data Queries
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to ca up additional information (for example buoy
charactritiæ) quickly and simply, when neeed durig rote monitoring. (2.4, pag 22,
paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
11.16.2 Display ofNavi~ation Relate Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display, during rote monitoring, the following
navition-relate data:
o Spe
o Heading
o Cors
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o Position
o Wind Spe and Dirion
o Temperature
o Humidity ffarmetrc Prre) "
o Set & Drft
o SENC data
o Depth Sondigs
o Tie and ditace to a plac for which speal conditions (TR) ex
(se note 198)
11.17 (move to 8.18.16)
11.18 Cors and Spe Vecrs
11.18.1 Default Cors and Spe Vecr
The default length of the cors ver Oine) shall be six minute and the default length of
the spe ver shall be set to two minute. (2.18)
(se note 140)
11.18.2 User-Defined Cors and Spe Vecr
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty for the usr to selec the length of the cors and spe
ver.
11.19. Processing and Display of Current Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the following current information making
compensating adjustments for time and display with appropriate symbols and numerics for the
navigator:
o Time of floo and ebb currents
o Strength of floo and ebb currents
o Times of intervening slacks or minima
o Spe of current
o Hourly current movement
o Other (TBR)
11.19.1 Input Current Data
11.19.1.1 Interactive Input of Current Data
¡~
,
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interactively input the expected current between
waypoints asiated with a planned route.
11.19.1.2 Automatic Input of Current Data
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ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automatically input the expeted current from current
tables between waypoints asiated with a planned route.
11.19.2 Store Current Data "
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store the expeted current between waypoints
asiate with a planned route.
11.19.3 (delete)
11.19.4 Display of Current Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display current information, by symbol and spe, during
route monitoring.
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12. mSTORY TRCKG
12.1 Stor~ of Ow-Ship Track Data
ECDIS shall provide for the automatic and peanent rerdng of principal navigational
elements of the voag 88 desbe in the followig paragaphs. (2.9, pag 13, paragaph
4.2.9, derive 2.1, pag II, paragaph 5.2.3)
12.1.1 Vesl Position Rerdn£
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to collec vel poitions in latitude and longitude, at
selec interval, with an acmpanying rerd of clock time and calendar data reed to a
prision of the near send of time. (2.9, pag 13, paragaph 4.2.9)
12.1.1.1 Vesl Position Collecion Default
"
The default collecon interval for vel poition collecion interval shal be (TR).
(se note 153)
12.1.2 Vesl Position Collecion Interval Selecon
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interacively set the vel poition collecion interval,
the minimum collecion interval shall be one send, the maxmum shall be (TR).
(se note 68)
12.1.3 Vesl Spe Rerdn£
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to collec vel spe data at the sae collecion interval
esblished for vel poition. (2.9, pag 13, paragaph 4.2.9)
12.1.4 Vesl Cors Rerdn£
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to collec vel cors at the same collecion interval
established for vel poition. (2.9, pag 13, paragaph 4.2.9)
12.1.5 Vessl Rudder Angle Reording
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to collect ordered and actual rudder angle data at the
same collection interval established for vesl poition. (2.9, page 13, paragraph 4.2.9)
12.1.6 Char Display Configuration Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to colJect a rerd of the SENC celJ(s) on display on both
ECDIS monitors at the sae collecion interval established for vesl poition. (2.9, pag 13,
paragaph 4.2.9; Deve 2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.3)
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12.1.7 Rerd of Char Update
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to collec a rerd of the time, content, and mode of
communication involve in the reipt and/or rees for SENC updating data duÏig the
period establihed for collecion of vel poition data.
12.1.8 Plan Varance Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to rerd varance to the acive voag plac, including
dice and tie off track, cors to str, tie to nex waypint, and time to nex wheel
ove point.
12.1.8.1 Varance in Plan Tex Display
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to provide a separate diplay of varance to the voag
plan at usr rees.
12.1.8.2 Varance in Plan Tex Report
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to prit a report of varance to the voag plan at usr
rees.
12.2 Storai Interval for Ow-Ship Track Data
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to automaticaly store own-ship track data for at least
eight hours. (2.1, pag II, paragaph 5.2.3)
12.3 Prparation of Ship's Lo£
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to condens and format own-ship track data into a report
suitale for us as a ship's log. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.13)
12.3.1 Ship Lo£ Summar Report
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to prouce a ship log summar report that incorprate the
data of the preou eight hours for us by watch offcers, espeially at the time of relieving
the watch. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.9; Derive, 2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.3)
12.4 Renstrcton of EC Display From Hitory Information
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to repruce minimum elements of the diplay store and
rensct the pas navigation performed utilizing the ECDIS durig the previou eight
hours. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.3)
12.5 Rensction of Ow-Ship Track Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to renstrct own-ship track data store to renstrct
past ship tracks. (2.1, pag II, paragaph 5.2.3)
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13. CALTIONS. MEUR. AN COMPUTATIONS
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to execte all navigational rotines which ar 
'Crrntlydone by hand on the paper char and desbe in the following paragaphs. (Drive 2.2,
pag 7, paragaph 4.1)
13.1 Position Display
13.1.1 Latitude and Lon2Itude Position Displav
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to interacvely enter, diplay, and read geaphica c0
orate of any poition within a SENC diplay. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.4,2.2, pag 18,
paragaph 8.2.1)
13.1.2 Proiecion (Grid) Cordnate Displav
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to interactvely enter, diplay, and read Projecion (Grid)
cordnate of any poition within a SENC diplay. (2.1, pag III, paragaph 5.2.4; 2.2, pag
18, paragaph 8.2.1)
13.2 Perform Projecion Calculations
13.2.1 Compute Tre Distance
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute tre dice between two gegraphica
poitions. (2.2, pag 18, paragaph 8.2.3; Derive 2.2, pag 19, paragaph 8.2.5)
13.2.2 Compute Grid Distance
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the distance and azimuth between two projected
(grid) positions. (Derived, 2.2, page 18, paragraph 8.2.3; 2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.5)
13.2.3 Compute Geetic Azimuth
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the geetic azimuth between two gegraphical
poitions. (2.2, pag 18, paragaph 8.2.3; Derive 2.2, pag 19, paragaph 8.2.5)
13.2.4 Tre Bearn~
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to input and p1 tre bearng data to support rote
planning and i:onitoring.
13.2.5 Compute Gel!aphic Position at Known Azimuth and Disance
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute distance and azimuth to 8 speified point whos
poition is unknown frm a known gegraphic poition. (Drive, 2.2, page 18, paragraph 8.2.4)
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13.2.6 Compute Ge~aphic Position at Known Bearng and Disce
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to compute distance and bearng to a point whoe potion
is unkown frm a know geaphic poition. (Drive 2.2, pag 18, paragaph 8.2.4)
13.2.7 Position Determination
13.2.7.1 Position Determination from Hyperbolics
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine point poition from hyperbolics, using HO-
provided fixed error corrections where applicable. (Derived, 2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.6)
13.2.7.1.1 Least Squares Hyberbolic Position Determination
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine point poition from hyperbolics, utilzing least
square solutions. (Derived, 2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.6)
13.2.7.2 Position Determination from Pseudo Ranges
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine point poition from psudo ranges. (Derived,
2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.6)
13.2.7.2.1 Least Squares Pseudo Range Position Determination
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine point poition from psuedo ranges utilzing
least square solutions. (Derived, 2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.6)
13.2.7.3 Position Determination frm Dead Rekoning
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to determine point poition frm dead rekoning. (Drive,
2.2, pag 19, paragaph 8.2.6)
13.2.8 Rhumb Line Calculations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform projection rhumb line calculations. (2.2, page 19,
paragraph 8.2.5) (delete requirement)
(se note 72)
13.2.9 Convergence Calculations
¡. -
"
;
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform projection convergence calculations. (2.2, page
19, paragraph 8.2.5) (delete requirement)
(se note 73)
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13.2.10 Great Circle on a Grid Calculations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform projection great circle on a grid calculations.(2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.5) (delete requirement) "
(se note 74)
13.2.11 True Circle Calculations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform projection true circles (geetic) calculations.
(2.2, page 19, paragraph 8.2.5) (delete requirement)
(se note 75)
13.2.12 Great Circle Calculations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform projection great circles calculations. (2.2, page
19, paragaph 8.2.5) (delete requirement)
(se note 76)
13.2.13 Acrac of Calculations with repe to Rhumb Line
The accrac of ECDIS calculations shall be such that there is no viible dirtion on the
diplay betwn the rhumb line and char data. (Drive 2.2, pag 19 paragaph 8.2)
13.2.14 Acrac of Calculations with repe to Great Circle
The acracy of ECDIS calculations shall be such that there is no viible ditortion on the
diplay between the grat circle and char data. (Drive, 2.2, pag 19 paragaph 8.2)
13.3 M~etic BearnS!
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay magetic bearng.
13.4 M~etic Varation
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay magetic varation.
13.5 Arthmetic Calculations
13.5.1 Addition
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add seence of numbers interacvely input.
13.5.2 Subtracion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to subtrac seence of numbers intE:ractively input.
13.5.3 Multiplication
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ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to multiply seence of numbers interacvely input.
13.5.4 Diviion
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to divide seence of numbers interactively input.
13.5.5 Squar Rot
ECDIS shal prvide the capabilty to compute the sqar rot of numbers interacively input.
13.5.6 Sine
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to compute the sine (SIN) of a angle interacively input in
deg, minute, and sends; decimal deg; or de and decmal minute.
13.5.7 Coine
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the coine (COS) of a angle interactvely input
in deg, minute, sends; decimal degr; or degr and decimal minute.
13.5.8 Tan~nt
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to compute the tangent (TAN of a angle interacively input
in de, minute, sends; decmal deg; or degr and decimal minute.
13.5.9 Ar Sine
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the ar sine (AIN) of an interactively input
value.
13.5.10 Ar Coine
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the ar coine (ACOS) of an interacively input
value.
13.5.11 Ar Tan~nt
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute the ar tangent (ATAN) of an interacively
input value.
13.5.12 (reirement delete beaus functionality identified as not neeed)
13.6 Unit Conveions
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13.6.1 FeetJenths to Fathomseet Conversion
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to conve inteacively input data in feet/tenths tofathomsf et. "
13.6.2 Feet/racons to Fathoma/eet Conversion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to conve interacvely input data in fet/fracions to
fathomsfeet.
13.6.3 Feet/racions to Fathoms/racons Conveion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to conve interacvely input data in feet/fracions to
fathoms/fracons of fathoms.
13.6,4 FeetJenths to Fathoms/racons Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to conve interacvely input data in feet/tenths to
fathomsfracions of fathoms.
13.6.5 Meters to Fathoma/eet Conversion
ECDIS shaII provide the capabilty to convert interacively input data in meters to
fathoms/feet. .
13.6.6 Meters to Fathoms/racions Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to conve inteacvely input data in meters to
fathomsfracions of fathoms.
13.6.7 Fathomseet to FeetJenths Feet Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interacvely input data in fathomsfeet to
feet/tenths feet.
13.6.8 Fathoms/racons to FeetJenths Feet Conveion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to convert inteacively input data in fathoms/fractions to
feet/tenths feet.
13.6.9 Fathomsracions to Feet/ractions Conversion
, .
"
.1
¡,
,
rECDIS shall prde the capabilty to convert interacively input data in fathoms/fractions to
feet/fracions of feet.
13.6.10 Fathoms/eet to Feet/racions Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interactively input data in fathoms/feet to
feet/fractions of feet.
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13.6.11 Fathoms/racions to Meters Conveion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interactively input data in fathoms/fractions tomet rs. u
13.6.12 Fathoms/eet to Meters Conversion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to convert interacively input data in fathomsfeet to
metrs.
13.6.13 Deal ~ to ~, Minute, Sends Conversion
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to convert interacively input data in deimal deg to
de minute, sends.
13.6.14IJ, Minute, Sends to Deimal ~ Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to conve interacvely input data in deg, minute,
sends to decimal degr
13.6.15 Deimal Dem- to Dem- and Deimal Minute Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interacvely input data in decimal degr to
deg and decimal minute.
13.6.16 Dem-, Minute, Sends to Dem- and Deimal Minute Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interacively input data in degr, minute,
sends to degr and decimal minute.
13.6.17 IJ and Demal Minute to Deimal Degr Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interactively input data in deg and decimal
minute to decimal degr.
13.6.18 Dem- and Deimal Minute Conversion to Degr, Minute, Sends.
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interactvely input data in deg and decimal
minute to deg, minute, sends.
13.6.19 Nautica Miles to Statute Miles Conveion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert inteacively input data in nautica miles to
sttute miles.
13.6.20 Statute Miles to Nautical Miles Conversion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to convert interactively input data in :ctatute miles to
nautica miles.
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13.6.21 Knots to Statute Miles Conversion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to conve interacively input data in knots to sttute
miles. "
13.6.22 Knots to Kilometers Conveion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to conve inteacvely input data in knots to kiometers.
13.6.23 Statute Miles to Kilomete Conveion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to conve interacvely input data in sttute miles to
kiometers.
13.6.24 Kilometers to Statue Miles Conveion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to convert inteacively input data in kilometrs to sttute
miles.
13.7 Projecion Managment
13.7.1 Cordnate Tranformation
ECDIS shall support tranformations among gegraphic, gentrc (USR), prjecion,
sendar projecion (e.g. grd), and diplay units (uor).
13.7.2 Spheroids
ECDIS shall support the followng spheroids as preefined algorithms for cordnate reference.
o Airy (meters)
o Bel (meters)
o Clark 1866 (feet)
o Clark 1866 (meters)
o Clark 1880 (meters)
o Evere (meters)
o GRS 80 (met)
o International (meters)
o WGS 72 (meters)
o WGS 84 (meters)
(se note 78)
13.7.3 Map Proecions and Cordnate Sysms
ECDIS shall support the following projecions and cordnate sytems as preefined algorithms
for cordnate projecon.
o Unive Tranvers Merctor
o Universal Polar Stereaphic
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o Mercator
o Labert Conformal Conic
o Tran Mercator
o Azmuthal Eqidit
o Polyconic
o Albers Eqal Ara Conic
o Oblique Merctor
(se note 79)
"
13.7,4 Horizonta Gec Datum Tranformations
ECDIS shall support horizonta geetic datum tranformationS on gegraphic cordnate as
follows: (2.2, pag 18, paragaph 8.2.2)
o NAn 1927 to/frm WGS 84 (NAn 83)
o NAn 1927 (Aaska) to/frm WGS 84 (NAn 83)
o NAn 1927 (Canada) to/frm WGS 84 (NAn 83)
(se note 80)
13.8 (requirement deleted due to duplication of requirement 11.7.7)
13.9 (requirement deleted due to statement of non-requirement)
13.10 Use ofHO Converson Tables
ECDIS shall ensre that conversions of data to ENC units ar made using available HO-
approve conveion constants.
13.11 Validation of Conversions (moved from 7.9)
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to demonstrate the correctness of any conversions made to
HO-supplied ENC data by converting the HO data to internal format, and then back to the HO
format without any change in the resultant data. (2.2, page 12, paragraph 6.2.5)
13.12 Time Data Man8.ment
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to maintain and diplay time as desbe in the following
paragaphs.
13.12.1 Maita Internal Tie
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to maintain acrate internal time to an acrac of one
minute over a period of one week. (2.18)
(se note 200)
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13.12.2 Display UT (GMT Tie
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to diplay UT time at usr option.
13.12.3 Display Lo Tie
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to diplay local tie at usr option.
13.12.4 Man~ and Update Time Zone Varations
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to manag and update time zone varations frm UT
(GMT) to compute loc time.
"
13.12.5 Man~ Temporar Time Zone Varables
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to manag temporar time zone varations frm UT (GMT)
to compute loc time (e.g. daylight savings time).
13.12.6 Display Time in Selec Zone
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute and diplay the time in any usr selec time
zone.
13.12.7 Display Time Bas on Ship Position
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automatically diplay time in the loc tie zone
indicate by the ship poition.
13.12.8 Display Time in Selec Position
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to automatically diplay time in the local time zone selec
indicate by the usr on the SENC (or inde map).
13.12.9 Time Zone Alert
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to automatically alert the usr wheneve a new time zone
is entere during a voag.
13.12.10 Ret Tie
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to ret the internal clock when reire. £2.18)
13.13 Wind Velocity and Direion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to compute tre wind velocity and direion frm ship's
data relative to ship movement, heading and spe.
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14. INEX, CATALG, AN LIRAY MAAGEMNT
14.1 Chart Index
"
14.1.1 General Rerement
ECDIS shall have available for diplay, as reire a char scale index similar to a paper
char cataogue. (2.4, pag 24, paragaph 4.1.5)
14:.1.2 Display Reirements
14.1.2.1 Display On-Line System Elecnic Navil!ation Char Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to diplay the outlines of sym elecnic char available
online.
14.1.2.2 Display Off-Line System Electronic Navigation Chart Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display the outlnes of system electronic charts available
but stored off-line.
14.1.2.3 Display On-Line Electronic Navigation Chart Data Cell Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display the outlines of HO-supplied ENC electronic chart
data available online.
14.1.2.4 Display Off-Line Electronic Navigation Chart Data Cell Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display the outlnes of HO-supplied electronic chart data
available but stored off-line.
14.1.2.5 Display Chart Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display the outlines of traditional navigation charts.
14.1.2.6 Display Planned Routes
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display pre-planned routes composed of way points.
14.1.3 Relate Information Display
14.1.3.1 Display Relate SENC Information
On demand, the index map shall provide the capabilty to display the following information
relative to a SENC cell selec on the index map (TR).
(se note 81)
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14.1.3.2 Display Relate ENC Information
On demand, the index map shall provide the capabilty to display the following information
relative to the HO-spplied ENC data set selec on the index map (TR).
(se note 81)
14.1.3.3 Display Related Chart Information
On demand, the index map shall provide the capabilty to display the following information
relative to a navigation chart selecte on the index map (TBR).
14.1.3.4 Display Planned Route Relate Data
On demand, the index map shall provide the capabilty to display the following information
relative to a pre-planned navigation route selected on the index map (TBR).
14.1.4 Display Generalize Coaslines
The index map shall contain generalize coastlines indicative of the ara of opeations that
the ECDIS support.
14.1.5 Index Map Zomin~
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to zom in or zom out on the index map.
14.1.6 Display of Ancilary Data Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to display the outlines of the following ancilary data
available online:
o Coast Pilot Text Data
o Light List Data
o Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
o General NTM Data '
o Tide Prediction Tables Data
o Tidal Current Tables Data
o Tidal Current Charts Data
o Tidal Current Diagrams Data
o Tide Tables Data
o Current Diagrams Data
o Others (TBR)
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14.1.7 Index Map Query and Selecion Functons
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to query and selec SENC databas and ship rote plan
data by inteacvely selecing outlines reprenting the data frm an index map al desbe
in the followng paragaphs:
14.1.7.1 Selec by Regular Fence on Index Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to selec SENC dataas or rote plan data within a
speed geaphic ar by defig two diagnally oppæ points on the index map.
14.1.7.2 Select by Polygonal Fence on Index Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select SENC databass or route plan data within a
speified gegraphic area by a polygon consisting of up to 99 sides on the index map.
14.1.7.3 Selec by Reangular Fence and Sce on Index Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to selec SENC databas of a speified scale within a
speed geaphic ara by derming tw diagnally oppæ points on the index map.
14.1.7.4 Select by Polygonal Fence and Scale on Index Map
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to select SENC databases of a speified scale within a
gegraphic area speified by a polygon consisting of up to 99 sides on the index map.
14.1.7.5 Selec by Outline
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to selec an individual SENC databas or rote plan by its
diplaye outline.
14.1.8 Maintenance oflndex Màp
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to maintan data reire to support index map function as
desbe in the following paragaphs.
14.1.8.1 Load and Store Shoreline Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load and stre generalize shoreline data provided in
IHO DX-90 format by the appropriate HO.
14.1.8.1.1 Replac Exinl! Shoreline Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to replac exting shoreline data files with new edtions of
data as supplied by the HO.
14.1.8.2 Load and Store ENC and Char Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to load and store ENC and SENC outline data provided in
IHO DX-90 format by the appropriate HO.
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14.1.8.2.1 Replac Exing ENC and Char Outlines
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to replac individual ENC and SENC outlines with newedtions of data as supplied by the RO. "
14.1.8.3 Generate and Store SENC Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to inteacvely generate and stre SENC outlines as neeed
for diplay and query on the index map.
14:.1.8.3.1 Delete Exing SENC Outlines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete individual SENC outlines as they beme outdate
or inacrate.
14.1.8.4 Generate and Store User Defined Boundary Polygons
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interactively generate and store user defined boundary
polygons as neeed for display and query on the index map.
14.1.8.4.1 Delete Existing Boundary Polygons
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete individual boundary polygons as they become
outdated or inaccurate.
14.1.8.5 Generate and Store User Defined Bondar Lines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interacively generate and stre usr defined bondar
lines as neeed for diplay on the index map.
14.1.8.5.1 Delete Exting Bondar Lines
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete individual bondar lines as they beme outdate
or inaccrate.
14.1.8.6 Index Map Display Initialization
ECDIS shall provide the same capabilty to establish, reew, and edt index map oontent
definitions and diplay hierarhies as desribe in paragaph 17.6.
14.1.8.7 Index Map Display Color Manaament
ECDIS shall provide the same capabilty to esblish, review, and edt index map oolor
asignments as desbe in paragaph 17.7.
14.1.8.8 Index Map Symbol Manaament
ECDIS shall provide the sae capabilty to crate, add, delete, review, aJ!d edit index map
sybology as desbe in paragaph 17.8.
14.1.9 Display oflndex Map
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14.1.9.1 Index Map Display Symbolo~
To the exnt it is reasnable and appropriate, the index map display shall conform to the
color and sybolog stdar adopte by IHO for ECDIS. "
14.1.9.2 Index Map Scn Display
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to diplay the index map as a full scn diplay or within
a window on the rote monitorig diplay.
14:.2 Cataogs
14:.2.1 Char Cata~
ECDIS shall include the capabilty to lit the title, number, ara limits, sce, ise date,
update, etc., of al char in the ENC where the ENC content is a collecion of individual
char. (2.3, pag 14, paragaph 7.4)
14.2.2 (deleted due to duplication by requirement 14.1.3.2)
14.2.3 Coast Pilot Catalog
ECDIS shall include the capabilty to list title and edition date of all Coast Pilots stored
within the system.
14.3 Librares
14.3.1 Prentation Librar
ECDIS shal provide an annotate ECDIS Prentation Librar, available for diplay on
demand, to familarze the marner with the sybols us on ECDIS, and for general reference.
14.3.1~1 Prentation Librar Abbreviations
The annotate Prntation librar shall include abbreations and sybol desptions,
including all thos currntly liste in seions IG, 10, IV, and IW oflNT1. (2.2, pag 10,
paragaph 5.5; 2.4, pag 29, paragaph 4.3.2)
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15. USER INACE
15.1 General Reirement
"
ECDIS shall provide eas of opeation to prerv saety of navigation, such that ther should
be no danger of the operator beming conf when under st, and so losing vita char
inormation or clarty of diplay. (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.6)
15.2 Use of Simde Acon Contrls
ECDIS shall prode simple commands for frently neeed contrls, such as "show buoy
characritiæ". (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.6)
(s not 136)
15.2.1 Maxum Numbe of Sini:e Acion Contrls
ECDIS shall provide no more than a few single-acion contrls for crtica commands (e.g.
"radar on/off and "re stdar diplay"). (2.4, pag 9, paragaph 2.2.6)
(se note 90)
15.3 (deleted due to subjectivity)
15.4 (requirement delete due to duplication)
15.5 Rote Monitorin¡r Interfac
ECDIS shall limit operator interaction for rote monitoring to the feature shown on the
stdar diplay, to warings and alar, to single-acion contrls, or simple commands (e.g.
diplay/remove all buoy light characriiæ) during rote monitoring. (2.4, pag 23, paragaph
4.1.3 (a); 2.4, pag 22, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
15.5.1 Repons to Operator Insctions Duri¡r Rote Monitorin¡r
ECDIS shall acknowled operator insctions immedately during rote monitoring. (2.4, pag
23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a)) ,
15.5.2 Rote Monitorin¡r Function Selecion
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to change frm one rote monitoring function to the other
on the diplay immedately. (2.1, pag IV, paragaph 10.1)
15.6 Human Facrs Consideration in Rote Monitorin¡r Task Exection
ECDIS shall carr out the operator's insctions during rote monitoring. in accrdance with
exng human facrs tales, which tae into acnt the complexity of the tak. (2.4, pag
23, paragaph 4.1.3 (a))
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16.7 Display of Alphanumeric Information During Rote Monitorig
ECDIS shall diplay alphanumeric information on the rote monitoring diplay only when
esntial. (2.4, pag 33, paragaph 4.4.1)
16.8 Use of Windows
Windows will be employed wher poible and desirable, and where they reprent an optional
method of diplayig data. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.11)
16.9 User Interfac Langu8.
English shall be us as the inteational languag within ECDIS us inteac. (.ve, 2.2,
pag 16, paragaph 6.9)
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16. ON-BOAR SYTEMS INTRFACE
(se note 201)
"
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interfac to on-boar navigation-relate syms as
debe in the following paragaphs.
16.1 Navi~ation-Relate Data Inputs
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to inteace to on-boar syms and reive as input the
following navigation-relate data:
o Spe
o Heading
o Cors
o Position
o Wind Spe and Direion
o Temperature
o Humidity (Barmetrc Prre)
o Set & Drft
o SENC Data
o Depth Sondings
o Communications Data
o Others (TR)
16.2 Navi~ation-Relate Data Outpts
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interfac to on-boar sytems and provide as output the
following navigation-relate data:
o Spe (TR)
o Heading (TR)
o Cors (TR)
o Position (TR)
o SENC Data (TR)
o Others (TR)
16.3 Elecnic Interface Ty
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to elecnically interface navigation-relate data via the
interfac desbe in the following paragaphs.
.~
iõ
. ;.
T
16.3.1 IEEE RS232 Interfac
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to elecnically interface navigation-~late device in
acance with the IEEE RS232 stdar.
16.3.2 IEEE RS42 Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to elecnically interface navigation-relate device in
acrdance with the IEEE RS42 standar.
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16.3.3 Lo Ara Network (L
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to interface navigation-relate devce interface to on-
boar Lo Ara Netwrks 88 desbe in the following paragaphs: "
16.3.3.1 IEE 802.3 Stadar LA
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to inteace navigation-relate device direly connec
via an on-boar LA in acrdance with the IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) stdar (TR).
16.3.3.2 IE 802.5 Stadar LA
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interface navigation-relate device direly connec
via an on-boar LA in acrdance with the IE 802.5 (Token-Rig) stdar (TR).
16.3.3.3 LA Communications Prtol
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to support communications between navigation-relate
device via LA in acrdance with the TC/IP protol (TR).
16.3.3.4 Modem Communications
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to support communication and reipt of full duplex
aschronou and sychronou data at 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 bitspe-end (TR) in
conformance with CClTl V.32 or CCITl V.22 protol (TR).
16.4 Physical Inteac Stadar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to physically interface to on-boar navigation relate
device via the standar esblished in the NM 0183 Stadar for Interfacing Marne
Elecnic Navigational Device, Version 1.5, date Dember 1987 (TR).
16.5 Interfac Prtol
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to exchange information with on-boar navigation relate
device via mesag bas on the NM 0183 Stadar for Interfacing Marine Electrnic
Navigational Device, Version 1.5, date Dember 1987 (TR).
16.6 Man~ment of Navi~ation-Relate Device Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to manag navigation-reate device inputs interfac to the
sym 88 desbe in the followng paragaphs:
16.6.1 Configuration ofNavi~ation-Relate Dece Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to configure and identify all navigation-relate device
inputs interfac to the sytem.
16.6.2 Identification of Operational Sysms
ECDIS shall prode the identity of any navigation-relate device inputs interface to the
system that ar not operational and dintinue thes inputs.
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16.6.3 Selecon of Navigation-Relate Device Inputs
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to selec device inputs to be utiize as input frm the
suite of device inputs interfac to the sym.
16.6.4: Number of Inputs Interface
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to support (TR) navigation-relate devce inputs
simultaeoly inteac to the sym.
16.6.5 Degradtion of Navigation Suppo Eqipment Performance
ECDIS shall not degade the peormance of any eqipment interfac to the hos for the
pu of providing navigation sensr inputs. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 12.1)
16.6.6 Degradation of Ancilar Eqipment Performance
ECDIS shall not degade the perforance of any eqipment connec to it. (2.1, pag V,
paragaph 12.1)
16.7 Minimum On-Boar System Configuration
ECDIS design shall be considere the following on-boar poitioning device as the minimum
configuration of on-boar navigation device reire to asre saety of navigation:
o GPS/LRA-CIDECCAlSIT
o INMAT-A Data Communications Inteac
o Others (TR)
16.8 Reuce-Configuration Operational Conditions
ECDIS shall asre thos operational capabilties crtical to safe navigation ar prvided under
the reuce-cnfiguration conditions desbe in the following paragaphs:
16.8.1 GPS-Only Interfac
ECDIS shall provide a minimum set of functionality to support safe navigation practice under
conditions in which the sytem is configure only to an on-boar GPS reiver. (Note: GPS
refers here to either GPS or Differential GPS, whichever is configure for the sym)
16.8.2 LORA C-Only Interface
ECDIS shall provide a minimum set of functionality to support safe navigation practice under
conditions in which the systm is configure only to an on-board LORA-C reiver.
16.8.3 DECCA-Only Interface
ECDIS shall provide a minimum set of functionality to support safe navigation practices under
conditions in which the system is configured only to an on-board DECCA l'eceiver.
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16.8.4 TRASIT-Only Interface
ECDIS shall provide a minimum set of functionality to support safe navigation practices under
conditions in which the system is configured only to an on-board TRASIT receiver.
16.9 Global Positioning: Sysm (GPS) Reiver Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to direly interfac to the indus stdar GPS reivers
as desbe in the following paragaphs: (Note: GPS refers here to either GPS or
Differential GPS, whicheve is configure for the sym)
16.9.1 GPS Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro the following data as input frm
GPS reiVe inteac to the sym:
o Position Oatitude, longitude)
o Indication of poition preion
o Others (TR)
16.9.1.1 Format for GPS Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm GPS reivers in a
NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.9.2 ECDIS Outputs to GPS Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to GPS
receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.9.2.1 Format for Output to GPS Receivers
ECDIS shall provide the capability to output data generated or managed by the system to GPS
receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in
(TBR).
16.9.3 GPS Sysm Alars
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive, diplay, and BOnd GPS sytem failure
alarms/mes indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fata Sysm Failure
o Others (TR)
16.9.3.1 Forat for GPS Alar Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, display, and sond GPS sy!?tem failure
alars/mes input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TBR) as desibe in (TR).
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16.9.3.2 Persisnce of GPS Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence GPS Alars, once actvate, at the usr's option.
"
16.10 LORA-C Reiver Interfac
16.10.1.1 Format for LORA-C Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm LORA-C reive
in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.10.2 ECDIS Outputs to LORA-C Receivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
LORA-C receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.10.2.1 Format for Output to LORA-C Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
LORA-C receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as
described in (TBR).
16.10.3 LORA-C System Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and BOnd LORA-C sym failure
alarmesag indicating the following:
o Fata Sysm Failure
o Non-Fata Sysm Failure
o Others (TR)
16.10.3.1 Format for LORA-C Alar Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, display, and sound LORAN-C system failure
alars/mes input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as des'ibe in (TR).
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16.10.3.2 Perisnce ofLORA-C Alar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence LORA-C Alarms at the user's option.
"
16.11 DECCA Reeiver Interface
ECDIS shall provide the capability to receive industry standard DECCA receiver output as
desribe in the following paragraphs:
16.11.1 DECCA Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and proces the following data as input from
DECCA receivers interfaced to the system:
o Position (latitude, Longitude)
o Indication of poition precision
o Blink Status
o Cycle Status
o Signal/Noise Ratio
o Others (TBR)
16.11.1.1 Format for DECCA Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and process data input from DECCA receivers in
a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.11.2 ECDIS Outputs to DECCA Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
DECCA receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.11.2.1 Format for Output to DECCA Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capability to output data generated or managed by the system to
DECCA receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as
described in (TBR).
16.11.3 DECCA System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound DECCA system failure
alarms/mesages indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TBR)
16.11.3.1 Format for DECCA Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display. and sound DECCA system failure
alarms/messages input in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBRi as described in (TBRl.
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16.11.3.2 Persistence of DECCA Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence DECCA Alarms at the user's option. "
16.12 Gyrmpas Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive industr stdar gympas device output as
desbe in the followng paragaphs:
16.12.1 Gyrmpas Data Inputs
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive and pro the following data as input frm
gympas devce inteac to the sytem:
o Tre Heading
o Others (TR)
16.12.1.1 Format for Gyrmpas Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm Gyrmpas device
in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.12.2 (requirement deleted because functionality not neeed)
16.12.2.1 (requirement deleted because functionality not neeed)
16.12.3 Gyrmpas System Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and sond Gyrmpas sytem failure
alars/mesag indicating the following:
o Fatal Sysm Failure
o Non-Fatal Sysm Failure
o Others (TR)
16.12.3.1 Format for Gyrmpas Alar Input
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and sond Gyrmpas sytem failure
alars/mesag input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.12.3.2 Persisnce of Gyrmpas Alars
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to silence Gyrmpas Alars at the usrs option.
16.14 TRASIT Reeiver Interface
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive industry standard TRASIT receiver output as
desribed in the following paragraphs:
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16.14.1 TRASIT Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capability to receive and process the following data as input fromTRSIT receivers interfaced to the system: "
o Position (latitude, longitude)
o Indication of poition precision
o Others (TBR)
16.14.1.1 Format for TRASIT Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and proces data input from TRASIT receivers
in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.14.2 ECDIS Outputs to TRASIT Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
TRASIT receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.14.2.1 Format for Output to TRASIT Reeivers
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
TRASIT receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as
described in (TBR).
16.14.3 TRSIT System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capability to receive, display, and sound TRASIT system failure
alarms/messages indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TBR)
16.14.3.1 Format for TRASIT Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound TRASIT system failure
alarms/messages input in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.14.3.2 Persistence of TRASIT Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence TRASIT Alarms at the users option.
16.15 Spe we: Inteace
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to direly interface to industr stand~ spe log device
as desbe in the following paragaphs:
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16.15.1 Spe Lo~Data Inputs
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive and pro the following data as input frmSpe Log device inteac to the sym: "
o Dual-Ax Water Spe
o Bottm Spe
o Set and Drft
o Others (TR)
16.15.1.1 Forat for Spe Lo~ Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm Spe Log
reivers in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.15.2 ECDIS Outputs to Spe Log Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generate or manage by the system to
Spe Log receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.15.2.1 Format for Output to Spe Log Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Spe Log receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) asdescribed iii (TBR). .
16.15.3 Spe Lo~ System Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and BOnd Spe Log sytem failure
alars/mesag indicating the following:
o Fata Sysm Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TR)
16.15.3.1 Format for Spe Lo~ Alar Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and BOnd Spe Log sym failure
alarmes input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.15.3.2 Persisnce of Spe Lo~ Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence Spe Log Alarms at the usr's option.
16.16 Depth Sonder Interface
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive industr standard depth sol inder device output
desibe in the following paragaphs:
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16.16.1 Depth Sonder Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to rnive and pro the followng data as input frmDepth Sonder devce interfac to the sytem: "
o Depth below tranuce
o Depth of water below keel
o Depth of water below surface
o Oters (TR)
16.16.1.1 Format for Depth Sonder Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm Depth Sonder
reivers in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.16.2 ECDIS Outputs to Depth Sounder Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Depth Sounder receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.16.2.1 Format for Output to Depth Sounder Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Depth Sounder receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as
described in (TBR).
16.16.3 Depth Sonder Sysm Alars
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive, diplay, and sond Depth Sounder sytem failure
alarmes indicating the following:
o Fata Sysm Failure
o Non-Fata Sysm Failure
o Measre depth les that set value
o Others (TR)
16.16.3.1 Format for Depth Sonder Alar Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, diplay, and sond Depth Sonder sytem failure
alarmes input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.16.3.2 Perisnce of Depth Sonder Alars
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence Depth Sounder Alarms at the usr's option.
16.16.3.3 Persisnce of Depth Waring Alar
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to temporarly silence any audio alarm asiate with a
depth waring generate by an interface echo sounding device, but the warning mesag wil
remain on the primar graphic diplay as long as the condition that caus it exts.
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16.17 Weather Measrement System Interfac
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive indus stdar weather measrement sym
device outpt (TR) as desbe in the following paragaphs:
16.17.1 Weather Measrement Sysm Data Inputs
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive and pro the followig data as input frm
Weather Measrement Sysm devce interfac to the sym:
o Temperature
o Humidity
o Barometric Presure
o Wind Direon
o Wind Velocty
o Others (TBR)
16.17.1.1 Format for Weather Measrement Sysm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm Weather
Measrement Sysm reivers in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as desbe in (TR).
16.17.2 ECDIS Outputs to Weather Measurement System Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generate or managed by the system to
Weather Measurement System receivers interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.17.2.1 Format for Output to Weather Measurement System Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Weather Measurement System receivers interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant
format (TBR) as desribed in (TBR).
16.17.3 Weather Measurement System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Weather Measurement System
failure alarms/mesages indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Wind Velocity greater than a set value
o Temperature greater than a set value (TBR)
o Tern perature less than a set value
o Barometric pressure less than a set value
o Barometric presure greater than a set value (TBR)
o Wind direction falls within a set range (TBR)
o Others (TBR)
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16.17.3.1 Format for Weather Measurement System Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Weather Measurement System
failure alarms/mesages input in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as desribe in (TBR).
16.17.3.2 Persistence of Weather Measurement System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence Weather Measurement System Alarms at the users
option.
16.18 Rudder Position Measurement Interface
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive industry standard rudder poition measurement
device output (TBR) as desribed in the following paragraphs:
16.18.1 Rudder Position Measurement Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and process the following data as input from
Rudder Position Measurement devices interfaced to the system:
o Rudder Angle
o Rudder Sensor Angle
o Others (TBR)
16.18.1.1 Format for Rudder Position Measurement Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and process data input from Rudder Position
Measurement devices in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.18.2 ECDIS Outputs to Rudder Position Measurement Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Rudder Position Measurement System devices interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.18.2.1 Format for Output to Rudder Position Measurement Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Rudder Position Measurement devices interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183 compliant
format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
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16.18.3 Rudder Position Measurement System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Rudder Position
Measurement System failure alarms/messages indicating the following: "
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Rudder poition greater than set angle value
o Rudder poition les than set angle value (TBR)
o Position falls within a set angle range (TBR)
o Others (TBR)
16.18.3.1 Format for Rudder Position Measurement Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Rudder Position
Measurement System failure alarms/mesages input in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as
desribed in (TBR).
16.18.3.2 Persistence of Rudder Position Measurement System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence Rudder Position Measurement System Alarms at
the user's option.
16.19 Autopilot Sysms Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to direly interfac to the indus stadar autopilot
device as desbe in the followig paragaphs:
16.19.1 Autopilot Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive and process the following data as input from
autopilot devices interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.19.1.1 Format for Autopilot Input
ECDIS shall provide the capability to receive and process data input from autopilot devices in
a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.19.2 ECDIS Outputs to Autopilot Dece
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to output data generate or manag by the sym to
autopilot device interfac to the sytem:
o (TR)
16.19.2.1 Format for Output to Autopilot Device
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generate or manag by the system to
autopilot device interfac to the sytem in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) as
desbe in (TR).
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16.19.3 Autopilot Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound autopilot device system
failure alarms/mesages indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TBR)
16.19.3.1 Format for Autopilot Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capability to receive, display, and sound autopilot device system
failure alarms/messages input in a NMEA 0183 compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.19.3.2 Persistence of Autopilot Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence autopilot alarms at the users option.
16.20 ARA Tar~t Data Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive ARA taget data input frm Radar/ARA
device direly interfac to the sytem as desbe in the following paragaphs.
16.20.1 ARA Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro the following data as ARA target
input to the sym:
o Target Identifer (optional)
o Target Grop Identifier (optional)
o Target Rage
o Target Bearng
o Target Cors
o Target Spe
o Target Preict Clost Point of Approach
o Time to Target Preict Clost Point of Approach
o Potential Collision Points (optional)
o Danger/lreat Targets (optional)
o Lot Targets (optional)
o Others (TR) r
16.20.1.1 Format for ARA Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm ARA systemsdesbe in ('R).
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16.20.2 ECDIS Outputs to ARPA Systems
ECDIS shall provide the capability to output data generated or managed by the system to
ARPA systems interfaced to the system: "
o (TBR)
16.20.2.1 Format for Output to ARPA Systems
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
ARA systems interfaced to the system described in (TBR).
16.20.3 ARA Symboloi:
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to tranfer ARA information to radar, and vice vers using
the sae sybols as on the origial diplay. (Drive 2.3, pag 10, paragaph 2.2.7)
16.20.4 (requirement delete because functionality identified as not neeed)
16.20.5 Radar/ARPA System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Radar/ARPA system failure
alarms/mesages i,ndicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Target Lot (TBR)
o Others (TBR)
16.20.5.1 Format for ARPA Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Radar/ARPA system
alarms/messages input in a format as described in (TBR).
16.20.5.2 Persistence of Radar/ARA Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence Radar/ARPA Alarms at the user's option.
16.21 Radar Video Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive video input frm Radar device direly
interfac to the sytem as desbe in the following paragaphs.
16.21.1 Format for Radar Video Input to ECDIS
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data video input frm radar systems
in a format as desbe in (TR).
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16.21.2 ECDIS Outputs to Radar Systems
ECDIS shall provide t.he capability to output data generated or managed by the system toRadar systems interfaced to the system: u
o Range Scale
o Others (TBR)
16.21.2.1 Format for Output to Radar Systems
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
Radar systems interfaced to the system as desribed in (TBR).
16.21.3 ECDIS SENC Data Exrt to Radar Sysms
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to outpt the SENC feature data generate or manag by
the sytem to Radar syms and desbe in (TR).
16.21.3.1 Export Forat for SENC Output to Radar Systems
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to output the SENe feature data generate or manag by
the sym to Radar sytems in a format as desbe in (TR).
16.21.3.2 SENC Symbology
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to transfer char information to radar, and vice versa using
the sae sybols as on the original diplay. (2.4, pag 10, paragaph 2.2.7)
16.21..4 (requirement deleted because functionality identified as not neeed)
16.21.5 Radar System Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Radar system failure
alarms/messages indicating the following:
o Fatal System Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TBR)
16.21.5.1 Format for Radar Alarm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound Radar system
alarms/mesage input in a format as described in (TBR).
16.21.5.2 Persistence of Radar Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capability to silence Radar alarms at the users option.
16.21.6 Standard Error of Range Displays
ECDIS shall asure that ranges are displayed wit.h an error not exceedin~:'; 1.5(Æ, of the semi-
diagonal length or 70m, whichever is greater. (2.1, page iv, paragraph 7.2)
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16.22 Interfac of Multi-Src Position Navie:ation Filterie: Device
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to direly inteace to the indus-sdar lQulti-erc
navigation data fitering devce as desbe in the following paragaphs:
16.22.1 Multi-Src Navigation Data Filtering Device Inputs
16.22.1.1 Minimum Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, at a minimum, to reive and pro the sae data input
frm multi-src navigation data fiteng device interfac to the sym as would be input
if the devce wer direly inteace to the sym.
16.22.1.2 Filter Computation Data Inputs
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro the following computational relts
frm multi-src navigation data filteng devce interfac to the sym:
o "Bt-Fit" Position
o Indication of Position Reliabilty
o Others (TR)
16.22.1.3 Format for Multi-Src Navie:ation Data Filterine: Device Data
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive and pro data input frm multi-sorc
navigation data fitering devce in the format desbe in (TR).
16.22.2 ECDIS Outputs to Multi-Source Navigation Data Filtering Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
multi-source navigation data fitering devices interfaced to the system:
o (TBR)
16.22.2.1 Format for Output to Multi-Source Navigation Data Filtering Devices
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to output data generated or managed by the system to
multi-source navigation data fitering devices interfaced to the system in a NMEA 0183
compliant format (TBR) as described in (TBR).
16.22.3 Multi-Source Navigation Data Filtering Devices Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty, at a minimum, to receive, display, and sound the same
system failure alarms/mesages that would be received if navigation devices managed by the
multi-source navigation data fitering device were directly interfaced to the system.
16.22.3.1 Format for Multi-Source Navigation Data Filtering Device Alarm Input
,
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to receive, display, and sound multi-slJUrce navigation data
fitering device system failure alarms/messages input in a NMEA 0183 ccmpliant format (TBRJ
as described in (TBR).
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16.22.3.2 Persistence of Multi-Source Navigation Data Filtering Device Alarms
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to silence alarms received via a multi-source niivigation
data fitering device at the users option.
16.23 Satellte Communications Sysm Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to direly interfac to indus standar INMAT
satellte earh sttions confgure for shipboar us 88 debe in the following paragaphs:
16.23.1 Communications Sysm Data Inputs
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to reive and pro the alphanumeric data 88 input frm
INAT satellte earh sttions interfac to the sytem:
16.23.1.1 Format for Communications Sysm Input
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to pro data input frm INMAT satellte earh
sttions reive via modem in ASCII format (TR) 88 desribe in (TR).
16.23.2 Communications Sysm Alars
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to reive, display, and sond INMAT satellte earh
sttions sytem failure alarms/mes indicating the following (TR):
o Fatal Sysm Failure
o Non-Fatal System Failure
o Others (TR)
16.23.2.1 Format for Communications System Alar Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reive, display, and sond INMAT sym failure
alars/mes input in a NM 0183 compliant format (TR) 88 desbe in (TR).
16.23.2.2 Persisnce of Communications Alars
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to silence INMA T Alars, once acivate, at the usr's
option.
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17. SYTEM INTITION
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to peorm initialization and initialization data managementfuctions 88 desbe in the following paragaphs. "
17.1 ECDIS Harwar Configuration
17.1.1 Identify Display Confiøiration
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to identif and confgure primar, sendar, and auxliar
diplays incorprate into the sym.
17.1.2 Identify Input Device
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to identify and confgure usr input devce incorprate
into the sym.
17.1.3 Identify Mas Storai Device
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify and configure all mas strag device
incorprate into the sym.
17.1.4 Identify Off-line Storai Dece
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify and configure all off-line storag device
incorprate into the sym.
17.1.5 Identify Printin~ Device
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify and configure all printing device incorprate
into the sym.
17.2 Initialization of N avi~ation System Interfac
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to configure on-boar navigation sym interfac as
desibe in the following paragaphs:
17.2.1 Initialize Navi~ation Sysm ID
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, reew, and delete on-boar navigation sytem
ID of syms interfac the sym.
17.2.2 Identify Navi~ation Sysm Interfac Port
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to identify, configure, and change syt.em interface port to
which speific on-boar navigation sytems ar interface.
17.2.3 Enable/Dable NaviJ!tion Sysm Input
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to enable or disable input frm speifi~: on-boar
navigation syms interfac to the sytem.
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17.2.4 Initialize N avi~ation System Input Data Rate
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, reew, and change the input data rate for
speifc on-boar navigation sytems interfac to the sym. "
17.2.5 Initialize Navi~ation Sysm Input Freency
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, reew, and change the input frency for
spec on-boar navigation syms interfac to the sym.
17.2.5.1 Initial N8.vi~tion Sysm Input Proin~ Frency
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to esblish, reew, and change the rate at which the
input frm speific on-boar navigation syms interfac to the sym ar pro forinteal us.
17.2.6 Initialize Navi~ation Sysm Input Characiæ and Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, reew, and change the input characriiæ
and format for speific on-boar navigation sytems interface to the sym.
17.2.7 Define Navi~ation System Input Content
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, review, and change the input data content for
speifc on-boar navigation sytems interfac to the sytem.
17.2.8 Define and Store Navi~ation System Data Ra2e
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, stre, reew, and change data content range
for speific on-boar navigation syms interface to the sym to support internal range
checking.
17.3 Alar and Waring Initialization
17.3.1 Initialize Warin~ Mes~ Display
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty for the usr to indicate the waring mesag to be
diplayed during sym operation frm the suite of available sytem waring mesag.
17.3.2 Initialize Warin~ Mes~ Display Persistence
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty for the usr to indicate the default length of time
individual waring mesag will be diplayed during sytem operation.
17.3.3 Initialize Warin~ Mes~ Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the usr to establish, review, or edit the te of
waring mes to be diplayed during sytem operation.
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17.304 Initialize Audible Alar
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty for the user to indicate the audible alarms to be sonded
during sytem opeation frm the suite of available sytem alar. "
17.3.5 Initialize Audible Alar Persistence
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the us to indicate the default length of time
individual alars will be sonded during sym operation.
17.3.6 Initialize Audible Alar Ty
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty for the usr to esblish, reew, or edt the audible
characiæ (stady, beping, pulsing, etc.) of alars to be soded during sym operation.
17.4: Time and Date Initialization
1704.1 Initialize Sysm TimelDate
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to initialize time and date to coincide with an esblished
stadar (e.g. GMT).
1704.2 Initialize Time Zone Bondares
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to initialize time zone bondares to coincidence with
established stadar to support automatic computation of local time.
1704.3 Initialize Sysm Time Zone Deltas
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to establish time zone deltas frm the esblished stdar
to support automatic computation of local time.
1704.3.1 Initialize Daylight/tandar Time Zones
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to indicate time zones obsrvng daylight savings and/or
stdar time to support automatic computation of local time.
17.5 Default Unit Initialization
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, review, and edit default units of 
measre
utilze by the sytem as desbe in the following paragaphs:
17.5.1 Initial Position Units
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, review, and edit the default units of measre
for poition.
17.5.2 Initialize Spe Units
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, review, and edit the default units of 
measre
for spe.
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17.5.3 Initialze Draf Units
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to establish, review, and edit the default units of measrefor ship draf.
17.5,4 Initialze Depth Units
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for depth.
17.5.5 Initialze Heil!t Units
ECDIS shal prde the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for heigt.
17.5.6 Initialze Disce Units
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to esblish, review, and edt the default units of measrefor dice.
17.5. 7 Azmuth/arn~.
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to establish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for azuth and bearng.
17.5.8 Initializ Turn Rate Units
ECDIS shall prde the capabilty to establish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for turn rate.
17.5.9 Initialize Wind Spe Units
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for wid spe.
17.5.10 Initialize Temperature Units
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, review, and edt the default units of measre
for tempeature.
17.5.11 (reirement delete beus functionality identified as not neeed)
17.5.12 Initialize Time Units
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to esablish, review, and edit the default units of measre
for tie.
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17.6 Display Confguation Initialization
17.6.1 Initialze Display Content
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the default diplay content
for the sytem primar, sendar, and auxliar diplays.
17.6.2 Initialize Diplay Hierarhy
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to esblish, review, and edt the default diplay hierarhy
for the sym priar, sendar, and auxliar diplays.
17.6.3 Initial Diplay Configuration
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esblish, reew, and edt the default diplay
confguration (i.e. North-up, Corsup) for the sym primar and sendar diplays.
17.6.4 Initialize Display Mode
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, reew, and edt the default diplay mode (i.e.
Tre, Relative) for the sytem primar and sendar diplays.
17.6.5 Initialize Display Alteration Parameters
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, reew, and edit the default diplay
configuration and mode alteration parameters for the sytem primar and sendar diplays.
17.7 Display Color Initialization
17.7.1 Initialize Daytime Color
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to establish, reew, and edt the default daytime color
asignments for the sym prmar and sendar diplays.
17.7.2 Initialize Twlight Colors
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, review, and edt the default twlight color
asignments for the sym primar and sendar diplays.
17.7.3 Initialize Duk Colors
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the default dusk color
asignments for the sym primar and sendar diplays.
17.7.4 Initialize Nie:t Colors
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and edt the defa ult night color
asignments for the sym primar and sendar displays.
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17.7.5 Display Color Man~ment to Support Tes
Since the ECDIS stdar ar stll proviional, the sym will permit tral of all versions
contaned in the IHO Proviional Stadar, as well as other colors or sybols that. ar
appropriate for tetin. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.10)
17.8 Display Symbology Initialization
17.8.1 Create Symbols
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to crate graphic sybols, names, and te.
17.8.1.1 Create Point Symbols
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to crte new point sybols.
17.8.1.2 Create Line Symbols
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to crate new line sybols.
17.8.1.3 Create Ara Symbols and Pattrn
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to crate new ara sybols and pattrn.
17.8.2 Add Symbols
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add graphic Sybols, names, and te to the
Prentation Librar.
17.8.2.1 Add Point Symbols
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to add point sybols to the Prentation Librar.
17.8.2.2 Add Line Symbols
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add lie sybols to the Prentation Librar.
17.8.2.3 Add Ara Symbols and Pattrn
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add ara sybols and pattrn to the Prentation
Librar .
17.8.2.4 Add Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to add te to the Prentation Library.
17.8.3 Delete Symbols
Shall provide the operator with the capabilty to delete graphic sybols, names, and tet frm
the Prentation Librar.
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17.8.3.1 Delete Point Symbols
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to delete point sybols frm the Prentation Library.
"
17.8.3.2 Delete Line Symbols
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to delete line sybols frm the Prntation Librar.
17.8.3.3 Delet Ara Symbols and Pattrn
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to delete ara sybols and pattrn frm the Prentation
Librar.
17.8.3.4 Delete Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to delete te frm the Prntation Librar.
17.8.4 Reew Symbols and Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to review (including attbute and sybology reion)
graphic sybols, names, and te in the Prentation Librar.
17.8.4.1 Review Point Symbols
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to review point sybols in the Prentation Librar.
17.8.4.2 Review Line Symbols
ECDIS shal prode the capabilty to review line sybols in the Prntation Librar.
17.8.4.3 Review Ara Symbols and Pattrn
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reew ara sybols and pattrn in the Prentation
Librar .
17.8.4.4 Review Tex
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reew te in the Prentation Librar.
17.8.5 Symbolo2Y Corrion
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to interactively make final corrions to any sybolic
reprentation of point, linear, aral, and teal data.
17.8.5.1 Edit Point Symbols
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to review and revise the sybol component parameters,
and delete, copy, rotate, scale and move individual point symbol compon€:nts.
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17.8.5.2 Edt Lie Symbols
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to reew and revi the sybol component parameters, and
delete, copy, rotate, sce and move individual line sybol components. "
17.8.5.3 Edt Ara Symbols and Pattrn
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to reew and revi the sybol component parameters,
and delete, copy, rotate, sce and move individual ara sybol and pattrn components.
17.8.6 Symbol LokUp Tables
17.8.6.1 Creation of Symbol Lokup Table Files
ECDIS shall prvide the capabilty to crate a sybol lookup table fie.
17.8:6.2 Edt Symbol Lokup Tables Files
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interacively edt a sybol lookup table fie.
17.9 System Help File Initialization
17.9.1 Create Help Files
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to crate help files.
17.9.2 Edtine: Help Files
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to interactively edt previouly generate help fies.
17.10 Hitory Collecion Initialization
17.10.1 Define Hitory File Input Content
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and change the data content for the
voag history fie.
17.10.2 Define Hitory File Format
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and change the history file format.
17.10.3 Define Hitory Data Collecion Rate
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to esablish, review, and change the hisry data collecion
rate.
"
;s
17.10.4 Define Hitory File Update Freuency
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to establish, review, and change the freuency for update
of the voag history file.
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18. SYTE BACKIRTORE
18.1 General Backup/Rre Reirement
18.4.1 Full Media Sysm Backup/Rtore
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to fully backup and rere all data on the sym.
18.4.2 Incrmenta System Backup/Rtore
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to backup all data modfied on the sym since the last
full backup/rere was performed.
18.4.3 TimelDate Sensitive Sysm Backup/Rtore
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to back up or retore only thos files which have ben
crate or modfied since an operator-speified date and time.
18.4.4 Use Selec System Backup/
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to back up or rere only thos files which have ben
interacively identified by the usr.
18.5 System Backup Mode
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to backup data in either an interactive or automatic mode.
18.6 Effec of Sysm Backup on ECDIS Operations
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to perform backup as a backgund operation with no
advers afect on the operation or performance of the system as a whole.
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18.7 System Backup Freency
ECDIS backups shall be scheduled in such a manner so that no more than (TR)
hoursminute of los data ocrs in the event of sym failure. "
(se note 202)
18.8 Frency of Radar Backup
Radar signal data shall be rerded for at leas the preou twenty minute before being
ovrwttn by new data. (2.9, pag 14, paragaph 4.2.9)
18.9 Sysm Backup Meda
ECDIS shall prode the capabilty to backup and rere utilizing any or all magetic dik and
tape harwar on the sym.
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19. SYTE ACCE/SECUTY
19.1 System Aæe Serity
"
ECDIS shall provide serity measre which contrl ac to and utiation of facities as
debe in the followng paragaphs:
19.1.1 User Lon Faclity
ECDIS shall provide a mechanism to asre that valid us names and usr pasord ar
supplied during logn proure before the usr may gain ac to any of the symrerc.
19.1.2 Lo20n PriviE!
ECDIS shal provide the capabilty to author a usr to gan aæe to the sym and
contrl the levl of acc a us has to data programs, and sym rerc.
19.1.3 Use IDIp8S Maintenance
ECDIS shall provide a sere capabilty to add, delete, or modfy sym User in and pasword
information.
19.2 System Lo20n/20fTTranacion LoJt
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to maintan and manag a rerd of sym logon/ogoff
tranacons including the following information:
o User in
o Lon/gofT Time
o Logon Device
o A brief rerd of any eqipment malfunctions obsrv during operation, entere at the
time of logoff
o A brief rerd of any softar problems obsrv during operation, entere at the time of
logoff
(se note 203)
19.2.1 PrintinJt of Lo20n/20fT Tranacon LoJt
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to print a harcopy rerd of the 10gon/ogfT tranacion
log at usr option.
19.2.2 Maintenance Life of Lo20n/20fT Tranacion LoJt
ECDIS shall provide the capabilty to store the logon/ogoff tranaction IOI~ for a (TR) period
of time.
(se note 204)
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19.3 Proteion frm Unauthorize or Inadvertnt Ac
The ECDIS operating sytem shall have the abilty to prote an aspe of the sym and
application softar and librares frm unauthorize or inadvertnt acc. "
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20. POWE SUPPLY (Moved from part 5, se 7)
20.1 Primar Power Sorc
"
ECDIS shal normaly be powe frm the ship's main sorc of elecca energy. (2.1, pag
V, paragaph 14:.1)
20.2 Alternate Power Sorc
It shall be poible to operate the ECDIS and all eqipment nec for its normal
functioning, frm an alternative sorc of energy. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 14.1)
20.3 ChanJtn£ Power Sorc
ECDIS shall be designed such that changing frm one sorc of supply to another or any
interrption up to 60 s duration of the supply of eleccal energy shall not reire the
eqipment to be manually reinitialize and shall not caus information stre in the memory
to be læi. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 14.1)
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21. MACTONS (moved from part 5, see 6)
21.1 Warini. of Sysm Malfunctions
ECDIS shall provide the following audible and vial warings of sym malfunctions to enable
the usr to monitor the proper operation of the sym. (2.1, pag V, paragaph 13.1)
(se note 15)
21.1.1 Stap Failure
ECDIS shall provide waring of failure enconte during internal diagosic rotines
performed durig stp to asre proper operation of the pror and all connec
sensrs. (2.18)
21.1.2 Failure Durii. Operation
ECDIS shall provide waring of failure encontere during internal tets on the pror and
sensrs performed during operation of the sym. (2.18)
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Note: Requirements previously contained in Parts 5 and 6 were either deleted or moved to
other setions of the docment.
"
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V. Doment Hiry
A. Version 0.1 was releas on 1/14/91 and provides first drafts of the sections 1,2,3 and
a structural guideline for sections 4,5,6. "
B. Version 1.0 was releas on February 14, 1990 and contained the first draft of ECDIS
speifications for general review by interested parties.
C. Version 1.1 was released on March 28, 1990 and incorporated initial responses and
comments on Version 1.0. Version 1.1 was distributed as an interim copy to individuals
closly working on the project only.
D. Version 1.2 incorporated the decision to highlight requirements to be included in the
ECDIS U.S. Testbed by showing the text of thos in bold type. This version was not
releas, but was held internally for tracking purpos.
E. Version 1.3 (Preliminary) was printed for internal purpos on April 12, 1991. All
redlines marked in version 1.1 were removed and the order of Sections 10 and 11 on
route monitoring and route planning was reversed.
F. Version 1.3 was printed for tracking purposes with new redlines/strikeouts.
G. Version 1.4 was printed on May 6, 1991 and distributed for internal review.
H. Version 1.5 was printed on May 16, 1991 for tracking purpos with new
redlines/strikeouts.
i. Version 1.6 was printed on May 20, 1991 as a clean version for final internal edits and
mark-ups.
J. Version 1.7 was printed on May 29, 1991 for tracking purposes with new
redlines/strikeou ts.
K. Version 2.0 was printed on May 31, 1991 and sent to WHOI as an Attachment to the
Phas II Technical Proposal.
L. Version 2.1 was printed on August 1, 1991 for tracking purposes with redlines. It
contained edits made bas on input from Rogoff and Ayres concerning closure of
TBRs.
M. Version 2.2 was printed on August 1, 1991 with redline markings removed and sent to
WHOI as an Attachment to the Revise Phas II Technical Propoal.
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APPENDIX A; Note on Tes-be TBRs
Note: For this version (2.2), only notes pertaining to isses for tet-bed requirements are
shown. Notes previously included in this appendix have been retained in fie copiés for
traceabilty purpo and for future work. These include notes for informational purpos and
notes concerning TBRs for non-test-bed requirements.
1. CLOSED bas on Rogofls decision to use 70 cm for both route planning and route
monitoring.
3. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the offcial distribution media is 5 1/4"
diskette.
5. Retained as OPEN pending identification of the means of telecommunication. Ayres
state that INMA T -C should be considered.
6. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that Notices nee to remain on board for
the life of the ENC and Charts maintained on board. Asumed an average life-cycle of
five years for sizing purpos.
7. Retained as OPEN pending determination of the average life-cycle of the Coast Pilot
publication. Data nee to remain on board for the average life of the Coast Pilot
publication.
9. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that all ad-hoc user inputs wil be asumed
to stay on board for a maximum of one year for sizing purpoes.
15. CLOSED by adding requirements to state that internal diagnostic routines should be
performed during start-up to asure proper operation of the procesr and all
connecte sensors. Continuing internal tests on the procesr and sensors should be
made to asure that operation is within acceptable limits. Failure during start.up or
after start should result in appropriate audible and visual warnings and alarms.
19. CLOSED by amending requirement 7.7.4 to state that the only esntial grid data wil
be latitude and longitude. The decision on LORA-C wil be deferred to later stages
of the project.
25. Retained as OPEN pending IHO input on the line feature deletion symboL. HO(C&GS)
wil design an ad-hoc experiment including the designation of any speial symbology
required for the triaL. Intergraph wil coordinate with C&GS to asure that the
symbology use is available in Microstation.
26. Retained as OPEN pending IHO input on the area feature deletion symboL. HO(C&GS)
wil design an ad-hoc experiment including the designation of any speial symbology
required for the triaL. Intergraph wil coordinate with C&GS to assure that the
symbology used is available in Microstation.
27. Retained as OPEN until Presentation Library is received.
28. CLOSED by amending requirement 8.16.4 to state that the grid d :splay of latitude and
longitude is essntial in the test-bed. The decision on LORAN-C wil be deferred to
later stages of the project.
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29. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that an invisible, virtal margin should exist
for the true motion chart display whos sides are set back from the outer display
limit 25% of the distance from outer limit to center. Once the vesl cros this
margin the chart should be reset. (Asuming a double-buffered display, or equivalent,
the transition from the old chart to the new one wil appear to be instantaneous.)
When rest, own-ship should reappear at the margin, on the side away from its
ultimate poition as it moves towards the opposite margin.
30. CLOSED by amending requirement to limit the change in magnification to a step of 25%
larger or smaller than the scale of charts in the databas (i.e., if the bas scale is
1:80,000, charts in that databas should be capable 
of being displayed at 1:100,000,
1:80,000 and 1:60,000). Requirements were also added to allow for a variable
compilation scale which can be made to conform to the radar scales of the overlaid
image, within the limits of the 25% variation set for the compilation scale.
31. CLOSED by amending requirement to limit the change in magification to a step of 25%
larger or smaller than the scale of charts in the database (i.e., if the bas scale is
1:80,000, chart in that database should be capable of being displayed at 1:100,000,
1:80,000 and 1:60,000), Requirements were also added to allow for a variable
compilation scale which can be made to conform to the radar scales of the overlaidimage, within the limits of the 25% variation set for the compilation scale.
41. Retained as OPEN because Chart 1 identification of hazards is not at the level of
detail of the Object Catalog. Hence, a definitive list of speial conditions bas on
features from the Object Catalog is stil required.
42. Retained as OPEN because Chart 1 identification of hazards is not at the level of
detail of the Object Catalog. Hence, a definitive list of speial conditions bas on
features from the Object Catalog is stil required.
43. Retained as OPEN because Chart 1 identification of hazards is not at the level of
detail of the Object Catalog. Hence, a definitive list of speial conditions based on
features from the Object Catalog is stil required.
44. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that cyan be used for the soundings equal
to or less than the ship's draft and ivory be use for the soundings greater than the
ship's draft.
45. Retained as OPEN pending customer input on definitive list of hazard conditions using
SP57 (DX-90) features and attributes. Ayres stated that hazards depend on ship's
draft.
54. CLOSED by amending requirement to eliminate wheel-over points and the display of
planned radii which connect tracks on different courses.
68. Retained as OPEN pending consultation with WHOI on in axiinuin ccllection interval.
72-76. CLOSED bas on comments by Ayres and Rogoff. Rogoff commented that since the
ECDIS user is never called upon to make measurements on the surface of his display,the requirements of sections 13.2.8 through 13.2.12 should be igl1Cred. Intergraph
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intends to leave thes calculations as non-tet-bed requirements and further notes that
these were requirements of the IMO Provisional Standard.
78. CLOSED by statement from Rogoff that the list is complete. "
79. CLOSED by statement from Rogoff that the list is complete.
80. CLOSED by statement from Rogoff that the list is complete.
81. Retained as OPEN bas on Rogofls comment in response to 81 and 82. He stated
that the information required refers to the contents to be supplied in two index maps.
This is a matter that can be best accomplished during the construction of application
programs, once the exact details of the available data sets are known. The criteria for
inclusion or exclusion in the index should be: the abilty to recnstruct a data fie for
use by the SENC from the larger databas installed in the on-board computer.
90. CLOSED. Intergraph wil choo the number of critical commands for tet-bed design
purpos.
95. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the only interference wil be a flashing
note "updating-in-progres."
96. CLOSED by deleting requirement. Coast Pilots wil not be provided in SP57 (DX-90).
97. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that Coast Pilots wil be provided in ASCII
format.
106. NOTE: Items marked by an asterisk were added at the request of reviewers.
107. CLOSED by agreement to leave as written: indicator wil show when the vesl is in a
restricted or prohibited area.
108. CLOSED by a) asuming that "features for safe navigation" refers to all thos shown
on the default display, and b) amending requirement to state that contents of
cautionary notes are to be shown on the default primary screen display. Note that the
terminology "features for safe navigation" wil be revise in the update version of the
IMO Standard.
109. NOTE: Items marked by an asterisk were added at the request of reviewers.
110. CLOSED by agreement to leave units of measure as written.
114. CLOSED by asumption that a speific list of items, presently shown in the title block,
to be shown in the legend is included in SP57 (DX-90).
11 7. CLOSED by agreement to leave as written: indicator wil show when the vessl is in a
restricted or prohibited area.
118. CLOSED by asuming that if there is a legal requirement to use a datum other than
WGS-84, a signal wil be found in the databas supporting the pai ticular chart.
Requirement amended to clarify use of a different datum.
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120. CLOSED. Values from the Tidal Current Tables wil be usd for the tet-bed.
121. CLOSED by agreement to leave as written: offcial HO-ENC databas information isrem vable. "
124. Retained as OPEN pending customer on other data.
136. CLOSED. Intergraph wil presume frequently neeed controls for tet-be design
purpos.
138. Retained as OPEN pending receipt of IHO Presntation Library which contains
simplified symbols for the nature of the seabed.
140. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the length of cours vector is six
minutes and the spe vector is two minutes.
141. Retained as OPEN pending customer input of a list of minimum display items.
142. CLOSED by amending requirement to add the phrase "the scale at which the data is
furnished. "
143. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that default display must be accessible at
any time in accordance with the IMOIIHO requirement.
145. CLOSED by agreement to leave requirement as written regarding "water track."
146. CLOSED by agreement that Intergraph wil choo a hull-shape or arrowhead symbol
to represent the ship at implementation.
147. CLOSED by agreement to leave requirement as written: the radar video images and
the ARA information wil be both shown in green.
153. Retained as OPEN pending consultation with WHOI on vessl position collection
interval. Ayres commented that the collection interval depends upon traffc and area--
I hour in mid-ocean, 1 minute in harbor approach. Rogoff commented that vesl
position collection interval should be commensurate with the rotation of the radar
antenna. Typically, the radar image is completely updated in two to two-and-a-half
seonds, which results in a movement of the entire radar overlay in that amount of
time. Own-ship position should be updated in no more than that interval of time in
order to maintain relative poitions with radar targets.
164. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the default scale for any display is the
largest scale chart containing the poition of own-ship. Other scales, also containing
the vesl should be available at the option of the user (hence they are simultaneously
available, but only one chart of one scale is on view at one time). If windows are
used, this arrangement can be modified, but the scale of the defau t t chart on display
remains the same.
170. Retained as OPEN pending guidance from WHOI on the default distance which wil
initiate a warning when the ship goes off track. Ayres commented that the default
distance must be 500 yards or more or less depending on area. RCLEoff commented that
a default off-track alarm distance shall be established as +/-five fe.::t (the approximate
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nominal expeted error of Differential GPS positions). In addition, the user should
have the option to interactively change this tolerance at any point along a planned
route.
u
194. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the offcial distribution media is 5 1/4"
, diskette.
196. CLOSED by agreement that this value wil be established during ECDIS software teting
and validation on MN EAGLE MA.
197. Retained as OPEN pending reeipt of definitive list in IEC 872 Appendix E, "ARPA
Video Symbols and Control Names," IEC Geneva, 1989.
198. Retained as OPEN pending customer input on definitive list of speial conditions bas
on features from the Object Catalog. However, Intergraphamended the requirement to
add the wording in setion 11.16.2: Time and distance to a place for which speial
conditions exist.
199. CLOSED by direction from Rogoff to drop "Other" as a tet-be requirement.
200. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that the internal hardware clock should be
capable of maintaining time accuracy to a tolerance of one minute per week. Provision
has been made for continuous display of clock time. Requirement added to allow for
simple re-setting of the clock when required.
201. Retained as OPEN pending customer input on setion 16 regarding format and type of
data to be input/output, and standards for interfacing. These wil nee to be reslved,
at least for the test-bed requirements, before Intergraph can implement this
functionali ty.
202. Retained as OPEN pending customer input during implementation.
203. CLOSED by amending requirement to add the following in setion 19.2:
o A brief record of any equipment malfunctions observed during operation, entered at
the time of logoff.
o A brief record of any software problems observed during operation, entered at the
time of logoff.
204. Retained as OPEN pending implementation. Intergraph wil fill in values bas on
current hardware.
205. Retained as OPEN. Ayres stated tide datum wil not change enough to be a problem;
it is reflected in the depths shown. However, a decision is stil neeed regarding what
constitutes "offcial tidal information" for the test-bed. (See note 210.)
206. CLOSED by amending requirement to state that height-of-tide information wil be
interactively entered by the mariner, based on tables provided by the HO.
207. CLOSED by Ayres. Datum wil be given for area by the HO. Quality indicator refers
to the quality of the data and wil also be given by the HO. Interg~'aph assumes these
values wil be provided as part of the ENe.
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208. Retained as OPEN pending clarification of this requirement because the references are
not definitive on how interactive updates should be displayed relative to offcial HO-
data. Guidance for how to display for the test-bed is neeed. Ayres commented that
interactive updates should be both overlay and (if HO NTM) integrated fo:i tet.
209. Retained as OPEN pending explanation of the term "overscale or overscale in
percentage."
210. Retained as OPEN pending identification of navigation publication data to be included
in the tet-bed. Requirements regarding management of the following publications are
found in Section 4:
1. Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117
2. Tidal Current Tables
3. Tidal Current Charts
4. Tidal Current Diagrams
5. Tide Tables
6. Current Diagrams
211. Retained as OPEN pending guidance on the number of data sets to be maintained
separately. Throughout the references mention is made of maintaining separate data
sets for HO-data, SENC data, automatic updates, interactive updates, etc. The
references are not in agreement, however, and the number of data sets is not clear.
212. Retained as OPEN pending activity by the IHO COE to review recommendations for
changes propo by member countries in Monaco in March 1991.
214. CLOSED by deleting requirement 8.1.9. (Requirements 8.1.9 and 8.1.10 are in conflct.)
This is bas on comment by Ayres that requirement 8.1.9 is invalid.
215. NOTE: ECDIS displays wil reproduce the content equivalent to paper charts to extent
poible using electronic graphics tehnology.
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APPE~"'IX B: Reirements Index
1.1 ENC Loading. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 1.1 Input from Distribution Media. . . . .
1.1.2 Use ofIHO DX-90 Exchange Standard.
1.1.3 Feature/Attribute Data Loading.
1.1.4 ENC Data Dictionary Loading.
1.1.5 Meta-Data Loading . . .
1.1.6 Verification Mechanism. . .
1.1.6.1 Load Verification . . . . .
1.1.6.2 Display Verification . . . .
1.1.7 Validation of Translations . .
1.1.8 Maintenance ofENC Acces. . . . .
1.1.9 Conformance ofENC to HO Standard
1.2 Use of IHO Cell Structure . . . . . . .
1.2.1 Use ofIHO Cell Numbering System
1.2.2 Maintenance of IHO Cell Characteristics.
1.3 ENC Coordinate System. . . . . . . . . .
1.4 ENC Horizontal Datum . . . . . . . . . .
1.5 ENC Vertical Dat\lm . . . . . . . . . . .
1.6 (deleted). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.6.1 (requirement combined with requirement 1.1.7)
1.6.2 (requirement moved to 1.1.9)
1. 7 ENC Accuracy. . .
2.1 Type of Updates . . . . . . . .
2.2 Source of Updates . . . . . . .
2.3 Mode of Update . . . . . . . .
2.3.1 Automatic Update Processing
2.3.1.1 Format ofNTM Correction Files.
2.3.1.1.1 Translation Verification . . . .
2.3.1.2 Integration of Digital Updates. .
2.3.1.3 Automatic Application of Digital Updates . . .
2.3.1.4 Application of Digital Updates to the SENC Display
2.3.1.5 Timing of Automatic Updates . . . . . . . . . . .
2.3.1.5.1 Default Time of Application for Automatic Updates
2.3.1.6 (deleted). . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.3.2 Interactive Update Processing. . . . .
2.3.2.1 Application of Updates Interactively .
2.3.2.2 Interactive Update Overlay . . . .
2.3.2.2.1 (Combined with 2.3.2.2) . . . . .
2.3.2.3 Verification ofInteractive Updates.
2.3.2.4 Interactive Update User Interface
2.3.2.5 (moved to 3.8.6). . . . . . . .
2.3.2.6 Storage ofInteractive Updates.
2.4 Update Distribution Media
2.4.1 HO Distribution Media
2.4.2 Hardcopy . . . . . . .
2.4.3 Cassette or Diskette. .
2.4.4 Telecommunications
3.1 ENC Update Categories.
3.1.1 Standard Notice to Mariners (NTMsl
3.1.2 PreliminarylPassive NTMs . . . . .
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3.1.3 Temporary NTM's .
3.1.4 Chartlets . . . . .
3.2 ENC Update Type .
3.2.1 Feature Update. .
3.2.1.1 Point Feature Updates.
3.2.1. 1.1 Add Point Feature . .
3.2.1.1.2 Delete Point Feature.
3.2.1.1.3 Replace Point Feature .
3.2.1.1.4 Modify Point Feature
3.2.1.2 Line Feature Updates .
3.2.1.2.1 Add Line Feature . .
3.2.1.2.2 Delete Line Feature .
3.2.1.2.3 Replace Line Feature
3.2.1.2.4 Modify Line Feature .
3.2.1.3 Area Feature Update .
3.2.1.3.1 Add Area Feature . .
3.2.1.3.2 Delete Area Feature .
3.2.1.3.3 Replace Area Feature
3.2.1.3.4 Modify Area Feature.
3.2.1.4 Attribute Data Updates
3.2.1.4.1 Point Feature Attributes.
3.2.1.4.1.1 Add Point Feature Attributes
3.2.1.4.1.2 Delete Point Feature Attributes
3.2.1.4.1.3 Replace Point Feature Attributes.
3.2.1.4.1.4 Modify Point Feature Attributes .
3.2.1.4.2 Line Feature Attributes . . . . . .
3.2.1.4.2.1 Add Line Feature Attributes. . .
3.2.1.4.2.2 Delete Line Feature Attributes. .
3.2.1.4.2.3 Replace Line Feature Attributes.
3.2.1.4.2.4 Modify Line Feature Attributes
3.2.1.4.3 Area Feature Attributes . . . . . .
3.2.1.4.3.1 Add Area Feature Attributes. . .
3.2.1.4.3.2 Delete Area Feature Attributes .
3.2.1.4.3.3 Replace Area Feature Attributes.
3.2.1.4.3.4 Modify Area Feature Attributes .
3.2.2 ENC Area Updates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
3.2.3 Temporary Updates (requirement combined with requirement 3.1.3).
3.3 Access to ENC Data for Update
3.4 ENC Integrity Maintenance .
3.4.1 Update Integrity Checking.
3.4.2 Accuracy Preservation. . .
3.4.2.1 Precision. . . . . . . . .
3.4.2.2 Information Content. . .
3.4.3 Conformance to Standards.
3.4.4 ENC Security . . . . . . .
3.5 Update Data Maintenance. .
3.5.1 Maintenance ofENC Change Data Sets
3.5.2 Update Maintenance Life . . . . . . .
3.6 Update Identification Checking . . . . .
3.7 Update Conversions, Adjustments, Translations.
3.7.1 Update Conversions. . . . . . .
3.7.1.1 Update Coordinate Conversion. . . . . . . .
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3.7.1.2 Update Unit Conversion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
3.7.1.3 (deleted due to duplication of requirement 3.7.3.2). 183.7.2UpdateAdjustments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
3.7.2.1 Update Horizontal Datum Adjustment. .. . . . . . u. 19
3.7.2.2 Update Horizontal Datum Adjustment Verification 19
3.7.2.3 (deleted due to statement of non-requirement). . . 19
3.7.3 Update Translation (deleted). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
3.7.3.1 DX-90 Translation (requirement combined with requirement 2.3.1.1) 19
3.7.3.2 Translation Verification (requirement moved to 2.3.1.1.1) 193.8 Update Reording. . . . . . . . . 193.8.1 Update Reord File . . . . . . . 193.8.2 Update Reord Content . . . . . 193.8.3 Update Reord Sorting. . . . . . 193.8.4 Update Record Maintenance Life 203.8.5 (combined with 3.8.2) . . . . . . 20
3.8.6 Interactive Update Transaction Logging (moved from 2.3.2.5) 203.9 Update Reporting . . . . . . . 203.9.1 User Notification . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
3.9.2 ENC Display Update Report . . . . . . . 20
3.9.3 Hardcopy Update Reports. . . . . . . . '. 20
3.10 Affect ofENC Update on ECDIS Operations 21
3.11 ENC Update Volume. . . . . . . . . 21
3.12.1 Amplifying Text Data Processing. . 21
3.12.2 Amplifying Text Data Loading. . . 213.12.3 Amplifying Text Note Maintenance. 21
3.12.4 Amplifving Text Note Recording . . 21
3.12.5 Amplifying Text Note Reporting . . . . 21
3.13 Use of Paper Chart Update Information 21
3.13.1 Procesing of Paper Chart NTM Data.. . 21
3.13.1.1 Processing of Textual Paper Chart NTM Data 22
3.13.1.2 Processing of Graphic NTM Data. . . . . . . 22
3.13.2 Paper Chart NTM Data Loading. . . . . . .. .... 22
3.13.2.1 Load Textual and Graphic Paper Chart NTM Data in DX-90 Format . 22
3.13.2.2 Load Textual Paper Chart NTM Data in ASCII Format. 22
3.13.3 Correlation of Paper Chart NTM Data to ENC Cells 223.13.4 Printing of Textual Paper Chart NTM Data 223.13.5 Maintenance Life of Paper Chart NTM Data 224.1 General Notice Management . . 24
4.1.1 General Notice Processing. . . . 244.1.2 General Notice Loading . . . . . . . . . 24
4.1.3 Linkage of General Notice Data . . . . . 244.1.4 Printing of General Notice Data. . . . . 244.1.5 Maintenance Life of General Notice Data 244.2 Coast Pilot Data Management. 244.2.1 Coast Pilot Data Processing . . . . . 244.2.2 Coast Pilot Data Loading . . . . . . 244.2.2.1 (delete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
4.2.2.2 Coast Pilot Data in ASCII Format . 254.2.3 Linkage of Coast Pilot Data . . . . . 254.2.4 Printing of Coast Pilot Data . . . . . 254.2.5 Maintenance Life of Coast Pilot Data 25
4.3 Light List Data Management . . . . . 25
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4.3.1 Procesing of Light List Data . . .
4.3.2 Light List Data Loading .....
4.3.2.1 Light List Data in DX-90 Format
4.3.2.2 Light List Data in ASCII Format
4.3.3 Linkage of Light List Data. . . . .
4.3.4 Printing of Light List Data . . . . .
4.3.5 Maintenance Life of Light List Data .
4.4 (entire setion moved to 3.13).
4.5 Ad-hoc User Data . . . . . . .
4.5.1 Graphical Ad-Hoc User Data.
4.5.1.1 Add Point Data . .
4.5.1.2 Remove Point Data
4.5.1.3 Modify Point Data .
4.5.1.4 Add Line Data. . .
4.5.1.5 Remove Line Data.
4.5.1.6 Modify Line Data .
4.5.1.7 Add Area Data. . .
4.5.1.8 Remove Area Data.
4.5.1.9 Modify Area Data .
4.5.2 Input Textual Ad-Hoc User Data.
4.5.3 Linkage of Textual Ad-Hoc User Data .
4.5.4 Printing of Ad-Hoc User Data . . . . .
4.5.5 Maintenance Life of Ad-Hoc User Data
4.6 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 11 7 Data Management.
4.6.1 Processing of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data.
4.6.2 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data Loading . . .
4.6.2.1 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data in DX-90 Format.
4.6.2.2 Radio Navigational Aids Publication i i 7 Data in ASCII Format.
4.6.3-Linkage of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data . . . . .
4.6.4 Printing of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data . . . . .
4.6.5 Maintenance Life of Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Data
4.7 Tidal Current Tables Data Management. . . . .
4.7.1 Processing of Tidal Current Tables Data. . . .
4.7.2 Tidal Current Tables Data Loading . . . . . .
4.7.2.1 Tidal Current Tables Data in DX-90 Format.
4.7.2.2 Tidal Current Tables Data in ASCII Format.
4.7.3 Linkage of Tidal Current Tables Data. . . . .
4.7.4 Printing of Tidal Current Tables Data. . . . .
4.7.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Current Tables Data
4.8 Tidal Current Chart Data Management . . . .
4.8.1 Processing of Tidal Current Charts Data. . . .
4.8.2 Tidal Current Charts Data Loading . . . . . .
4.8.2.1 Tidal Current Charts Data in DX-90 Format.
4.8.2.2 Tidal Current Charts Data in ASCII Format.
4.8.3 Linkage of Tidal Current Charts Data. . . . ..
4.8.4 Printing of Tidal Current Charts Data. . . . .
4.8.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Current Charts Data
4.9 Tidal Current Diagrams Data Management . . .
4.9.1 Processing of Tidal Current Diagrams Data. .
4.9.2 Tidal Current Diagrams Data Loading . . . .
4.9.2.1 Tidal Current Diagrams Data in DX-90 Format
4.9.2.2 Tidal Current Diagrams Data in ASCII Format
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4.9.3 Linkage of Tidal Current Diagrams Data . . . . .
4.9.4 Printing of Tidal Current Diagrams Data . . . . .
4.9.5 Maintenance Life of Tidal Current Diagrams Data.
4.10 Tide Tables Data Management. . . . .
4.10.1 Processing of Tide Tables Data. . . .
4.10.2 Tide Tables Data Loading . . . . . .
4.10.2.1 Tide Tables Data in DX-90 Format.
4.10.2.2 Tide Tables Data in ASCII Format.
4.10.3 Linkage of Tide Tables Data. . . . .
4.10.4 Printing of Tide Tables Data. . . . . .
4.10.5 Maintenance Life of Tide Tables Data
4.11 Current Diagrams Data Management . .
4.11.1 Procing of Current Diagrams Data
4.11.2 Current Diagrams Data Loading. . . .
4.11.2.1 Current Diagrams Data in DX-90 Format
4.11.2.2 Current Diagrams Data in ASCII Format.
4.11.3 Linkage of Current Diagrams Data. . . . .
4.11.4 Printing of Current Diagrams Data. . . . .
4.11.5 Maintenance Life of Current Diagrams Data.
5.1 Navigation Publications Data Update Sources .
5.2 Use of Paper Chart Update Information. . . . .
5.3 Navigation Publications Data Update Types . .
5.3.1 Navigation Publications Data Reord Updates.
5.3.2 Publication Updates. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.4 Navigation Publications Data Update Distribution Media.
5.4.1 HO Distribution Media . .
5.4.2 Hardcopy . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.4.3 Castte or Diskette. . . . . . . .
5.4.4 Telecommunications (TBR) . . . .
5.5 Automatic Update Processing (TBR) .
5.5.1 Automatic Processing of Navigation Publications Data (TBR)
5.5.2 Automatic Update Integration (TBR)
5.5.3 (deleted) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.6 Interactive Update Processing. . . . .
5.6.1 Application of Updates Interactively.
5.6.2 Interactive Update Integration . . .
5.6.3 Verification of Interactive Updates. .
5.6.4 User Interface for Navigation Publications Data Update.
5.6.5 (moved to 5.11) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.7 Update Data Maintenance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.7.1 Maintenance of Navigation Publications Change Data Sets
5.7.2 Update Maintenance Life for Navigation Publications Data .. .
5.8 Navigation Publicatitons Update Conversions, Adjustments, Translations.
5.8.1 Navigation Publications Update Conversions . . . . . . . . .
5.8.2 Navigation Publications Update Coordinate Transformations.
5.8.3 Navigation Publications Update Datum Transformations.
5.9 Navigation Publication Update Recording. . . . .
5.9.1 Navigation Publication Update Reord File . . .
5.9.2 Navigation Publications Update Record Content
5.9.3 Non-ENC Update Reord Sorting . .
5.9.4 Update Reord Maintenance Life . .
5.9.4.1 Light List Record Maintenance Life
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5.9.4.2 Coast Pilot Reord Maintenance Life. . . . . . . . . . . .
5.9.4.3 Paper Chart NTM Data Maintenance Life. . . . . . . . .
5.9.4.4 General NTM Data Maintenance Life . . . . . . . . . . .
5.9.4.5 Radio Navigational Aids Publication 117 Maintenance Life
5.9.4.6 Tidal Current Tables Reord Maintenance Life. . .
5.9.4.7 Tidal Current Chart Reord Maintenance Life . .
5.9.4.8 Tidal Current Diagrams Reord Maintenance Life .
5.9.4.9 Tide Tables Reord Maintenance Life . . . . . . .
5.9.4.10 Current Diagrams Reord Maintenance Life . . .
5.10 Navigation Publications Data Update Reporting. . . .
5.11 Navigation Publications Data Update Transaction Logging
5.12 Affect of Navigation Publication Update on ECDIS Operations .
6.1 Radio Navigational Warnings. . . . . . . . .
6.1.1 Radio Navigational Warning Processing. . .
6.1.2 Linkage of Radio Navigational Warning Data
6.1.3 Radio Navigational Warnings Retention.
6.2 NAVAREA Updates. . . . . .
6.2.1 NA V ARA Processing. . . .
6.2.2 Linkage of NA V AREA Data .
6.2.3 NAVAREA Update Retention
6.3. NA VTEX Updates . . . . . .
6.3.1 NAVTEX Processing. . . . .
6.3.2 Linkage of NA VTEX Warning Data
6.3.3 NA VTEX Update Retention . . . .
7.1 SENC Generation Frequency . . .. ...
7.2 Generation of SENC from multiple data sets .
7.3 SENC Projection. . . . . . . . . .
7.3.1 Mercator Projection . . . . . . . . .
7.3.2 Secondary Projections. . . . . . . .
7.3.3 Default Projection Scale Parallel. . .
7.3.4 Definition of Projection Scale Parallel
7.3.5 Chart Projection to Support Radar. .
7.3.5.1 Default Projection for Radar Overlay.
7.3.5.2 Azimuthal Equidistant Projection . .
7.3.5.2.1 Changing to Azimuthal Equidistant Projection.
7.4 SENC Symbolization . . . . . .
7.4.1 Use oflHO Symbols and Colors
7.5 ENC Generalization .
7.6 (deleted) . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.6.1 (moved to 2.5) . . . . . . . . .
7.6.2 (moved to 2.5) . . . . . . . . .
7.7 Generation of Derived Graphics .
7.7.1 Generation of Scale Bar . .
7.7.2 Generation of Latitude Bar . .
7.7.3 Graticule Generation . . . . .
7.7.4 Grid Generation. . . . . . . .
7.7.5 Magnetic Compas Rose Generation.
7.7.6 True Compass Rose Generation
7.8 Adjustment of ENC Depth Data.
7.9 (moved to 13.11) .......
8.1 General Display Requirements
8.1.1 Display Components. . . . .
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8.1.2 Feature Display. . . . . . . . . . . .
8.1.3 Display of Data from Different Sources
8.1.4 Default SENC Display Scale. . . . . .
8.1.5 (deleted due to subjectivity). . . . . .
8.1.6 Level of Chart Display Detail . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
8.1.7 Effective Size ofSENC Chart Display (moved from part 5, 1.2).
8.1.8 Display Visibilty (moved from part 5, 1.3). . . . . . . . . . . .
8.1.9 (deleted). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.1.10 SENC Refresh Rate 2 (moved from part 5, 1.6) . . . . . . . . . .
8.1.11 Similarity ofSENC Display to Paper Chart (moved from part 5, 1.8)
8.1.12 Primary, Secondary, and Auxilary Displays . . . . . . . .
8.1.12.1 Primary Display (moved from part 5, 1.10.1) . . . . . . .
8.1.12.2 Secondary Display (moved from part 5, 1.10.2) . . . . . .
8.1.12.3 Quality of Secondary Display (moved from part 5,1.10.3) .
8.1.12.4 Alphanumeric Display (moved from part 5, 1.10.4) . . .
8.1.12.4.1 Type Style . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.1.12.4.2 Alphanumeric Window on Graphic Display. . . . . . .
8.1.12.4.3 Fonts (moved from 8.14.4) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
8.1.12.5 Primary and Secondary Display Capabilities (moved from part 5, 1.10.5) .
8.1.12.6 Single Display Screen System Configuration (moved from part 5, sec 1.14)
8.1.12.7 Display Interchangabilty (moved from part 5, 1.9)
8.2 Display Content. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.2.1 ECDIS Default Display . . . . . . . . . .
8.2.1.1 Default Display on the Primary Screen. .
8.2.1.2 Default Display on the Secondary Screen
8.2.2 On-Demand Displays . . . . . .
8.2.2.1 On-Demand Primary Display .
8.2.2.2 On-Demand Secondary Display . . .
8.2.3 Minimum Display Content. . . . . . .
8.3 Default Display Access . . . . . . . . .
8.3.1 Single Action Access of Default Display
8.3.2 Continual Access of Default Display
8.4 Default Display Warning
8.5 Display Priorities . . . .
8.5.1 Priority 1 Display Data
8.5.2 Priority 2 Display Data
8.5.3 Priority 3 Display Data
8.5.4 Priority 4 Display Data
8.5.5 Priority 5 Display Data
8.5.6 Priority 6 Display Data
8.5.7 Priority 7 Display Data
8.5.8 Priority 8 Display Data
8.5.9 Priority 9 Display Data
8.5.10 Priority 10 Display Data.
8.5.11 Priority 11 Display Data .
8.5.12 Default Display Priority Data
8.5.13 Relationship of Priority Data .
8.5.14 Priority of non-HO Information Display. . . . .
8.5.15 Priority ofInformation Relative to Ship's Position
8.5.16 Danger Area Display Priority.
8.5.17 Area Feature Display Priority
8.6 Display Units . . . . . . . . . .
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8.6.1 (deleted due to subjectivity) . . 528.6.2 Position Display Units. . . . . 528.6.3 Default Depth Display Units. . 52
8.6.4 Auxilary Depth Display Units. " 528.6.5 Height Display Units . 528.6.6 Distance Display Units . . . . 528.6.7 Spe Display Units. . . . . . 528.7 Display Orientation . . . . . . . 528.7.1 North-up Display ofENC Data. 528.7.2 Default Orientation . . . . . . 53
8.7.3 Course-up Display Orientation. . 53
8.7.4 Generation of Course-up Display. 538.7.5 Course-up Display Alteration . . 53
8.7.5.1 Interactive Course-up Display Alteration. 53
8.7.5.2 Automatic Course-up Display Alteration. 53
8.7.5.2.1 Automatic Course Alteration Defaults . 538.7.5.2.2 User Definition of Course Alteration Default. 538.7.5.2.3 Display of Course Alteration Default. . . . . 53
8.7.6 Indication of North Direction on Course-Up Display 538.7.7 Orientation of Sym bols on Course-up Display 54
8.7.8 (deleted due to duplication by 8.7.5) . 54
8.8 Use of Alphabets and Languages . . . 548.8.1 Display Language. . . . . . . . . . 548.8.2 Gegraphic Names Display Language 548.9 Display Legend . . . . . . . . . 548.9.1 General Requirements. . . . . 54
8.9.2 Legend Depth Display. . . . . . 548.10 Display of Multiple Scale Areas. 558.11 EC Feature Attribute Display . 558.12 (deleted due to duplication by previous requirements) 558.12.1 Feature-Related Text Display 55
8.13 Display of Lines and Symbols . . . . . . . . . . . 558.13.1 General Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 558.13.1.1 (moved to 2.6.2.1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
8.13.1.1 Symbol Angularity (moved from part 5, 1.13.1) . . 55
8.13.1.2 Angular Error of Line Symbols (moved from part 5, 1.13.2) . 55
8.13.1.3 Complex Symbol Size (moved from part 5, 1.13.3). . . . . 55
8.13.1.4 Simple Symbol Size (moved from part 5,1.13.4). . . . . . . 55
8.13.1.5 Line Thickness Determination (moved from part 5, 1.13.5) . 56
8.13.1.6 Viewing Distance (moved from part 5, 1.12). . . . . . . . . 56
8.13.1.6.1 Operational Viewing Distance for Route Planning (moved from part 5, 1.12.1,66
8.13.1.6.2 Operational Viewing Distance for Route Monitoring (moved from part 5,1.12.2568.13.1.6.3 Operational Viewing Distance for Text 568.13.2 Symbol Types . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 568.13.2.1 Simplified Generic Symbols. . . . . . . . . 56
8.13.2.1.1 Simplified Buoy and Beacon Symbols. . . 578.13.2.1.1.1 Simplified Beacon Symbol. . . . . . . . 578.13.2.1.1.2 Simplified Buoy Symbols (Non-cardinal) 57
8.13.2.1.1.3 Simplified Buoy and Beacon Symbols (Cardinal' 57
8.13.2.1.1.4 Display of Buoys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
8.13.2.1.1.5 Description of Buoys and Beacons Command . . 57
8.13.2.1.1.6 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option i) 57
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8.13.2.1.1.7 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 2) . .
8.13.2.1.1.8 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 3) .
8.13.2.1.1.9 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 4) .
8.13.2.1.1.10 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 5).
8.13.2.1.1.11 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 6).
8.13.2.1. 1.12 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 7).
8.13.2.1. 1.13 Display of Buoy and Beacon Characteristics (Option 8). .
8.13.2.1.1.14 Display of All Buoy and Beacon Characteristics . . . .
8.13.2.1.1.15 Display oflndividual Buoy and Beacon Characteristics
8.13.2.1.2 Display of Lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.1 Automatic Addition of Light Flares. . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.2 Interactive Addition of Light Flares. . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.3 Display of Light Flares and Characteristics .
8.13.2.1.2.3.1 Information on Individual Lights. . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.4 Display of Light Sectors (Option 1) . . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.5 Display of Light Sectors (Option 2) . . . . . .
8.13.2.1.2.5.1 Loation of Display of Light Sectors (Option 2)
8.13.2.1.2.6 Display of Light Sectors (Option 3)
8.13.2.1.2.7 Display of Light Sectors (Option 4)
8.13.2.1.3 Isolated Underwater Danger
8.13.2.1.4 Dredged Channel. . . . . . .
8.13.2.1.5 Coastline. . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.2 New ECDIS Symbols. . . . . .
8.13.2.2.1 Indication of Caution Symbol .
8.13.2.2.2 Information Available Symbol
8.13.2.2.3 Scale Boundary.
8.13.2.2.4 Oversale. . . .
8.13.2.2.5 North Arrow . .
8.13.2.2.6 Ramark, Recon .
8.13.2.2.7 Chart Cursor. . .. ... .. ..
8.13.2.3 Symbols Use for Navigational Routines. . . . .
8.13.2.3.1 Specifications for Navigation Lines and Symbols
8.13.2.4ARPAsymbols . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5 ECDIS INTI Symbols. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.1 Use oflHO INTI Section IA (Chart number, Title, MargInal Notes)
8.13.2.5.2 (delete due to duplication by requirement 14.3.1.1)
8.13.2.5.3 Tides and Currents. . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.3.1 Tidal Level Diagram . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.3.2 Tidal Stream Symbol and Table.
8.13.2.5.3.3 Display of Tidal Information . .
8.13.2.5.3.4 Display of Current Information.
8.13.2.5.4 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.2) . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.5 Depth Shading for Rmte Planning .
8.13.2.5.5.1 Depth Shades for Rmte Monitoring.
8.13.2.5.6 Contors and Soundinii . . . . . " ...
8.13.2.5.7 Use ofIHO Seion IJ (Nature of the Seabe).
8.13.2.5.8 Roks, Wreks, Obstnctions . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.9 Offhore Insallations. . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.10 Use ofIHO Seion 1M (Tacks, Route) .
8.13.2.5.10.1 Trafc Separation Zones.
8.13.2.5.11 Leading Lines .
8.13.2.5.12 Fog Signal . . . . . . . .
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8.13.2.5.13 Radar and Rao Stations. . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.14 Display of Elecnic Positionin~ System Lattce .
8.13.2.5.15 Pilot Servce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.2.5.16 Small Craf Facilties . . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.3 (delete due to subjecivity). . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.4 Symbol and Characr Size at Spefied Scales .
8.13.5 Feature Labels. . . . . . . . . . .
8.13.6 Feature Deletion Symbolog . . . .
8.13.6.1 Point Feature Deletion Symbology
8.13.6.2 Line Feature Deletion Symbology .
8.13.6.3 Ara Feature Deletion Symbology
8.13.7 Feature Addition Symbology . . . . .
8.13.7.1 Point Feature Addition Symbology .
8.13.7.2 Line Featu Addition Symbology.
8.13.7.3 Ara Feature Addition Symbology
8.14 Diplay Portayal . . . . . .
8.14.1 (delete due to duplication) .
8.14.2 (delete due to duplication) .
8.14.3 Alphanumeric Characrs .
8.14.4 (move to 8.1.12.4.3). . . .
8.14.5 Ow-Ship Contor Display. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.14.6 (delete due to duplication by reirement 8.13.2.1.1.4)
8.14.7 Ow-Ship and Asiate Symbols .
8.14.7.1 Hull-Shape Ship SymboL.
8.14.7.2 Scale of Ship Symbol. . .
8.14.7.3PastTrackData . . . . .
8.14.7.4 Cors and Spe Vecrs
8.14.8 (renumbere). . . . . . . .
8.14.9 (renumbe). . . . . . . .
8.14:.10 (renumbere) . . . . . . .
8.14.11 Navigator's Charork . . . . . . . . . .
8.14.11.1 Planned Rote and Asate Notations . . . . .
8.14.11.2 Millaneo Navi~ator's Charork and Notations
8.14.12 (replac by 8.14.11.2)
8.14.13 (replac by 8.14.11.2). . .
8.14.14 (replac by 8.14.11.2) . . . . . . .
8.14.15 Radar Information . . . . . . . . .
8.14.15.1 ARA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.14.15.2 Radar Video (move frm 8.15.6.1)
8.14.16 Manufacrer's Information. . . . .. ...
8.14.16.1 Manufacrer's Information - Points & Lines
8.14.16.2 Manufacrer's Information - Aras .
8.15 Application of Shades and Pattrn. . .
8.15.1 General Reirement for Shadin~ . .
8.15.2 General Reirement for Pattmin~ .
8.15.3 (delete) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.15.4 (delet) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.15.5 (delete) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.15.5.1 (delet due to duplication by reirement 8.13.2.5.5)
8.15.5.2 (delete due to duplication by reirement 8.13.2.5.5)
8.15.5.3 (move to reirement 8.13.2.5.10.1). . . . . . . . .
8.15.5.4 (reuirement combined with reuirement 8.13.2.2.4) .
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8.15.5.5 (move to 8.15.6.2) .
8.15.6 (delete) . . . . . . .
8.15.6.1 (move to 8.14.15.2)
8.15.6.2 Dan2er Aras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.15.6.3 (delete due to duplication by preou reirements).
8.15.6.4 (move to 8.14.16.2) . .
8.15.7 General Use Shading. . .
8.15.8 General Use Pattrning .
8.15.9 (delete) . . . . . . . . .
8.16 Display of Derive Graphics
8.16.1 Display of Scale Bar . . .
8.16.2 Display of Latitude Bar. .
8.16.3 Graticule Display. . . . .
8.16.4 Grid Display. . . . . . . . . .
8.16.5 Maøetic Compas Ro Display
8.16.6 Tre Compas Ro Display
8.17 SENC Update Display. . . .
8.17.1 Display of Update. ....8.17.2 In~ate Display . . . . .
8.17.3 ENC Update Differentiation
8.17.4 ENC Update Identification.
8.17.5 ENC Update Priority. . . .
8.17.5.1 Priority oflnteracvely Entere Update.
8.17.6 Display oflnsrton and Deletion Update .
8.17.7 HighlightingofSENC Update. . . . . . .
8.17.7.1 Persistence or Update Feature Highlights
8.17.8 Display oflnteracive Chan2e Data Sets . . .
8.17.9 Display of AmplifYng Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.17.10 Identification of AmplifYng Tex Note in Display.
8.17.11 Display of Notice Duration . . . . . . . .
8.18 Display of Warings, Alert, and Notice. . .
8.18.1 Navigation Hazar Alert and Warin~ . .
8.18.2 Persistence of Navigation Hazar Warin~
8.18.3 Display Scale Alert. . . . . . . . . . .
8.18.4 Lar2er Scale Available Alert . . . . . . . .
8.18.5 Persistence orSENC Scale Alert . . . . . .
8.18.6 Scale Boundar Demaration Line Alert " "
8.18.7 Persistence of Scale Bondar Demartion Line.
8.18.8 ENC Horizontal Datum Waring. . . . .
8.18.9 Persistence of Horizontal Datum Warng
8.18.10 ENC Vercal Datum Notice. . . . . .
8.18.11 Persistence or Vertical Datum Notice .
8.18.12 Char Reliabilty Notice. . . . . . . .
8.18.13 (deleted due to duplication by 8.18.12).
8.18.14 Ship Off-Track Warning-. . . . . . . .
8.18.15 Persistence of Shi p Off-Track Warning- .
8.18.16 Detection of Abnormal or Hazardous Conditions.
8.18.16.1 Abnormal or Hazardous Condition Warning-s and Alarms . . . . .. .
8.18.16.2 Persistence of Abnormal or Hazardous Condition Warning-s and 
Alarms .8.19 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.3).
8.20 (deleted). . . .
8.20.1 (moved to 9.7) . . . .
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8.20.2 (moved to 8.15.5.5) . . . . . . . . . . . .
8.21 (moved to 8.13.2.5.3.4). . . . . . . . . . .
9.1 Removal of Items from Display . . . . . . .
9.1.1. Operator Control of Display Item Removal
9.2 Display Type Manipulations. . .
9.2.1 Relative Motion Display . . . .
9.2.2 True Motion Display. . . . . .
9.2.2.1 Reet of True Motion Display
9.2.3 Indication of Display Mode. . .
9.2.4 Change of Display Type . . . .
9.3 Interactive Change of Chart Area. ..,
9.4 (deleted due to duplication by requirement 11.6.2)
9.5 Display Zom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9.5.1 Increase Display Magnification . . . .
9.5.1.1 Discrete Magnification. . . . . . . .
9.5.1.2 Continuous Increas in Magnification
9.5.2 Decreas Display Magnification . . . .
9.5.2.1 Discrete Magnification. . . . . . . . .
9.5.2.2 Continuou Deas in Maæification .
9.5.3 Symbol Size During Zom . . .
9.6 Generation of Alternate Displays
9.6.1 Daylight Display.
9.6.2 Twlight Display.
9.6.3 Duk Display . . . . . . . . .
9.6.4 Night Display . . . . . . . . .
9.6.5 (move to 9.6) ........
9.6.5 Alphanumeric Display Dimming.
9.6.5.1 (combined with reirement 9.6.5)
9.6.6 Use of Softar Dimming . . . . . .
9.6.7 Display Adjusment Operator Contrls.
9.7 Placment of Flashing Symbols . . . . .
9.7.1 Non-Char Warinø; Symbol . . . . . .. ..
9.7.2 Preliminar NoticetoMarner Waring Symbol.
9.7.3 Temporar NoticetoMarner Waring Symbol
9.7.4 Potential Hazar Deption Symbol
9.8 Placment of Dan~rs Symbol. . . .
10.1 General Reuirement . . . . . . .
10.2 SENC Selecion for Rote Planning .
10.2.1 Selec by User Identification . . . .
10.2.1.1 Input of Cell Number. . . . . . .
10.2.1.2 Selecion frm Available Databas.
10.2.1.3 Selec by Chart Number . . . . . . .
10.2.1.4 Selec by Regular Gegraphic Ara .
10.2.1.4.1 Selec by Regular Gegraphic Ara .
10.2.1.5 Selec by Gegraphic Ara Polygon. . . . . . .
10.2.1.5.1 Selec by Gegraphic Ara Polygon and Scale.
10.2.1.6 Selec frm Store Ara Bondar . . . . . .
10.2.2 Selecion by Index Map. . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.3 Plan Char Content and Configuration. . . . . .
10.3.1 SENC Content Display During Route Planning.
10.3.2 Level of SENC Detail Reuction
10.4 Planned Route Definition. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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10.4.1 Interacive Placment ofWaypints .
10.4.1.1 Placment ofWaypints by Ke-in .
10.4.1.2 Placment ofWaypints by Cursr.
10.4.2 Identify or Name Waypints . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.4.3 Link~ ofWaypints Compriing a Planned Rote.
10.4.3.1 Link~ ofWaypints via Cursr. . .
10.4.3.2 Link~ ofWaypints via Name or il
10.4.4 Identify or Name a Planned Rote . . .
10.4.5. Stor~ of Planned Rote . . . . . . . .
10.4.6 Selecion of &Iing Rote . . . . . .
10.4.6.1 Selec by Rote Identification. . . . .
10.4.6.1.1 Input of Rote il Number or Name.
10.4.6.1.2 Selecon frm Available Rote. . . . . . . . . . .
10.4.6.1.2.1 Li Rote within Reangular Gegraphic Ara .
10.4.6.1.2.2 Li Rote within Gegraphic Ara Polygon
10.4.6.2 Selecion of Rote frm Index Map
10.5 Edt Waypint and Rote Data. .........
10.5.1 Delete Waypint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
10.5.2 Move Waypint. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.5.3 Rename Waypint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.5.4 (reirement delete due to duplication by reirement 11.5.1).
10.5.5 Add Waypint to Rote. . . ...
10.5.6 (delete). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.5.7 Rename Rote . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.5.8CopyWaypints . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.5.9 Link Exting Waypints to Form New Rote .
10.5.10 Delete Rote . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.6 Manag Cors and Distance Data. . . . . . .
10.6.1 Compute Cors and Distance Data . . . . .
10.6.1.1 Selection of Distance Computation Method .
10.6.1.2 Selecion of Cors Computation Method .
10.6.2 Store Cors and Distance Data . .
10.6.3 Display Cors and Distance Data .
10.6.3.1 Selecion of Cors Units. .
10.6.3.1.1 Default Cours Units. . . . .
10.6.3.2 Selecion of Distance Units . . . .
10.6.3.2.1 Default Distance Units . . . . .
10.7 Managment of Wheel-Ovr Points. . . .
10.7.1 Interactive Placment of Wheel -over Points.
10.7.1.1 Placement of Wheel-Ovr Points by Ke-in.
10.7.1.2 Placment of Wheel-Ovr Points by Cursr. . .
10.7.2 Link~ of Wheel-Ovr Points to a Planned Rote
10.7.3 Storag of Linked Wheel-Ov Points.
10.7.4 Edt of Wheel-Ovr Points . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.7.4.1 Delete Wheel-Ovr Point. . . . . . . . . . . .
10.7.4.2 Move Wheel-Over Point. . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . .
10.7.4.3 (reirement delete due to duplication by reirement 11.6.4.41) .
10.7.4.4 Add Wheel-Ovr Point to Route. . . . .
10.7.4.5 Delete all Wheel-Ovr Points on a Route
10.8 Managment of Ship Tum Data .
10.8.1 Interactive Entr ofTum Data.
10.8.1.1 Entr ofTum Radius. . . . .
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10.8.1.2 Computation ofTum Rate
10.8.1.3 Entr ofTum Rate. . . .
10.8.2 Diplay of Tum Rate. . . .
10.8.3 Diplay ofTum Raus. . . . .
10.8.3.1 Graphic Display ofTum Radius .
10.8.3.2 Numerical Display of Tum Raus
10.8.4 Lika of Ship Tum Data. . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.4.1 Link~ of Ship Tum Data to Whæl-Ovr Points .
10.8.4.2 Li~ of Ship Tum Data to Waypints . . . . .
10.8.5 Stor~ of Linked Tum Data. . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6 Edt ofTum Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6.1 DeleteTum Data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6.1.1 Delete Tu Data Linked to a Whæl-Ovr Point
10.8.6.1.2 Delete Tum Data Linked to a Waypint
10.8.6.2 Add Tum Data. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6.2.1 Add Tum Data to a Whæl-Ovr Point . . . . .
10.8.6.2.2 Add Tum Data to a Waypint. . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6.3 Modfy Tum Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.8.6.3.1 Mod Tum Data Linked to a Whæl-Ovr Point .
10.8.6.3.2 Modfy Tum Data Linked to a Waypint
10.9 Store and Manag Operational Parameters.
10.9.1 Ship Spe Data . . . . . .
10.9.1.1 Input Ship Spe Data. .
10.9.1.2 Store Ship Spe Data . .
10.9.1.3 Display Ship Spe Data.
10.9.2 Voyag Star Time. . . . .
10.9.2.1 Input Sta Time. . . . .
10.9.2.2 Store Sta Time . . . . .
10.9.2.3 Chan2e Sta Time. . . .
10.9.2.3.1 Interacve Chan2e of Sta Time.
10.9.2.3.2 Automatic Chan2e of Star Tie
10.9.3 Ship Cruising Rage Data . . . . . .
10.9.3.1 Input Ship Cniisin~ Ra2e Data . .
10.9.3.2 Store Ship Cniisin~ Ra2e Data .
10.9.3.3 Display Ship Cruisin~ Ra2e Data
10.9.4 Ship Fuel Capacity Data . . . . . .
10.9.4.1 Input Ship Fuel Capacity Data. .
10.9.4.2 Store Ship Fuel Capacity Data . .
10.9.4.3 Display Ship Fuel Capacity Data. ..
10.10 Compute Esmate Time of Arval (EA)
10.10.1 Display Estimate Time of Arval (EA)
10.11 Route Plan Development
10.11.1 Compute Rote Plan . . . . .
10.11.2 Display Rote Plan. . . . . . . . . . .
10.11.3 Print Rote Plan . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.12 Manag Planning Support Data. . . . . .
10.12.1 (reirement delete due to duplication). .
10.12.2 Display Light List Data to Support Rote Planning .
10.12.3 Print Light List Data to Support Rote Planning . .
10.12.4 Display Coast Pilot Data to Support Route Piannin~
10.12.5 Print Coast Pilot Data to Support Route Plannin~. .
10.12.6 Display Radio Warin~ Data to Support Route Plannin~
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10.12.7 Prnt Radio Warng Data to Support Rote Planning.
10.12.8 Manag Tide/Currnt Data . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.12.8.1 Display Tide/Currnt Data to Suppo Rote Planning.
10.12.8.2 Print Tide/Currnt Data to Support Rote Planing.
10.13 Significat Danger Data Managment . . . . . . . .
10.13.1 Identify and Tabulate Signifcat Dangers . . . . .
10.13.1.1 Identify Significant Dangers via Ke-in . . . . . .
10.13.1.2 Identify Signifcant Dangers using Cu. . . . .
10.13.1.3 (rerement combined with rerement 10.13.1)
10.13.2 Compute Dange Beargs . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.13.3 Lis of Signifcat Dangers and Danger Bearngs . . . .
10.13.3.1 Store Li of Signifcant Dangers and Danger Bearngs . . .
10.13.3.2 Display Lit of Significant Dange and Danger Bearngs .
10.13.4 Prnt Li of Significat Dange and Dange Bearngs . .
10.14 Perorm Calculations, Tranformations. and Measrements .
10.15 Operator Interacon during Rote Planning
11.1 Automatic Display of Planned Route. . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.2 Highlight Information Vital to Navigation . . . . . . . . . .
11.2.1 Highlight Ow-Ship Contor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.2.2 Highlight Potential Hazar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.2.2.1 Acc to List of Significant Dangers and Danger Bearings .
11.2.2.2 (reirement combined with reirement 11.2.2.1).
11.3.3 Highlight Ow-Ship's Planned Rote
11.3.3.1 Display Rote Plan Summar . . .
11.3.3.2 Print Rote Plan. . . . . . . . . .
11.3,4 Highlight Ow-Ship's Symbol . . . .
11.3.5 Highlight Ow-Ship's Heading. . . .
11.3.6 Highlight Ow-Ship's Velocity Vecr
11.3.7 Highlight Ow-Ship's Past-Track . .
11.3.8 Highlight Obligatory Instrctions . . .
11.4 Display of Char During Rote Monitoring
11.4.1 Display Orentation . . .
11,4.1.1 "North-Up" Orientation.. ....
11.4.1.2 "CorsUp" Orentation . . . . . . .
11,4.1.3 Default Orentation. . . . . . . . . .
11.4.2 Use of Simplified Symbolo~ . . . . . .
11,4.3 Display Point, Line and Ara Feature .
11.4,4 Display Mode. . . . . . . .
11.4,4.1 Relative Motion Display . . . . . . .
11,4,4.2 Tre Motion Display . . . . . . . . .
11.4,4.3 Default Display Mode. . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.4,4,4 Display Mode and Orentation Combinations .
11.4.5 Continuou SENC Display. . . . . .
11,4.5.1 SENC Display Along Rote. . . . .
11.4.5.2 SENC Display Contiguou to Rote .
11.4.5.3 Display Refrh. . . . . . . . . . .
11.4.5,4 Display Refrh Rate. . . . . . . .
11.4.6 Automatic Char Changing. . . . . .. ..
11,4.6.1 Char Changing for Alternate Display Modes. . .
11.4.6.2 Char Changing for Alternate Display Orientation
11,4.6.3 Manual Overrde of Automatic Char Changing.
11,4.7 Display ofSENCs Not Containing Vesl Loation
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11.4.7.1 Display ofSENCs Along Planned Rote. . . . .
11.4.7.2 Display ofSENCs Contiguou to Planed Rote
11.4.7.3Ad-HocDisplayofOn-lineSENCs . . . . . . .
11.4.8 Display of Char on ECDIS Scns . . . . . . .
11.4.9 Display of Char Chan~ Bondar. . . . . . . . .
11.4.9.1 Interacive Modfication of Char Chan~ Bondar
11.5 Uæ of Radar to support Rote Monitoring
11.5.1 Radar Display Modes. . . . . . .
11.5.2 Char Selecon to Support Raar. . . .
11.5.3 UæofARA Tar~ts. . . . . . . . . .
11.5.3.1 Display of ARA Tar~ts. . . . . . .
11.6 Diplay of Ow-Ship Position. . . . . . .
11.6.1 Ow-Ship Position Display Persistence .
11.6.2 Loate Ow-Ship Position . . . . . . . . . . .
11.6.3 (delete due to duplication by reirement 9.4) .
11.7 Determination of Position Within Ara. . . . . .
11.7.1 Determination of Position Relative to Ara . . .
11.7.2 Determination of ETA at Ara . . . . . . . . . .
11.8 Identification of Ship Track Vers Planned Rote . .
11.9 Computations, Retreval, and Display of Track Data.
11.9.1 Display of Time-LabeIs Along Track . . . . .
11.9.1.1 Automatic Diplay of Time-LabeIs . . . . .
11.9.1.2 Heading-UHter to Nex Waypint. . . . .
11.9.1.3 Headng-toter to Nex Wheel over Point .
11.9.1.4 Heading-UHter to Gegraphic Position .
11.9.1.5 DistacetoGo to Nex Waypoint. . . . .
11.9.1.6 DistacetoGo to Next Wheel over Point.
11.9.1.7 DistacetoGo to Gegraphic Position .
11.10 Compute Off-Track Errr . . . . . . . . . .
11.11 Display Movable Elecnic Bearng Lines. .
11.12 Display Varable Ra~ Markers . . . . . .
11.13 Display Fixed Ra~ Markers. . . . . . . .
11.14 Sonding Display During Rote Monitoring.
11.14.1 Soundig Display Relative to Ship's Draf .
11.15 Proing of Tide Information . . . .
11.16 Navigation Relate Data Queres. . .
11.16.1 Char Feature Data Queries. . . . .
11.16.2 Display of Navigation Relate Data.
11.17 (move to 8.18.16) . . . . . . . . . .
11.18 Cors and Spe Vecrs . . . . . .
11.18.1 Default Coræ and Spe Vecr . . .
11.18.2 Uær-Defined Coræ and Spe Vecr . . .
11.19 Pring and Display of Currnt Information
11.19.1 Input Currnt Data. . . . . . . . .
11.19.1.1 Interacve Input of Currnt Data.
11.19.1.2 Automatic Input of Currnt Data
11.19.2 Store Currnt Data . . . . . .
11.19.3 (delete). . . . . . . . . . . .
11.19.4 Display of Currnt Information . .
12.1 Stor~ of Ow-Ship Track Data. . .
12.1.1 Vesl Position Rerding. . . . . .
12.1.1.1 Vesl Position Collection Default.
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12.1.2 Vesl Position Collecon Interval Selecion
. ¡'12.1.3 Vesl Spe Rerdng. . . . . . .
12.1.4 Vesl Cors Rerdng. . . . .
12.1.5 Vesl Rudder Angle Rerdng. .
12.1.6 Char Display Confguation Data
12.1.7 Rerd of Char Update. . . .
12.1.8 Plan Varance Data . . . . . . .
12.1.8.1 Varance in Plan Tex Display .
12.1.8.2 Varance in Plan Tex Report. . . . . .
12.2 Stor~ Interval for Ow-Ship Track Data .
12.3 Preparation of Ship's Log. . . . . . . . . .
12.3.1 Ship Log Summar Report . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.4 Renstrcton of EC Display From Hiry Information
12.5 Renscton of Ow-Ship Track Data. .
13.1 Position Display . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.1.1 Latitude and LonJrtude Position Display.
13.1.2 Prjecion (Grid) Cordnate Display.
13.2 Penorm Prjecon Calcuations
13.2.1 Compute Tne Disce . .
13.2.2 Compute Grid Disance. . . . . . . .
13.2.3 Compute Geetic Azimuth. . . . . .
13.2.4 Tne Bearng. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ... ..
13.2.5 Compute Geaphic Position at Known Azimuth and Distace.
13.2.6 Compute Gegraphic Position at Known Bearng and Distance .
13.2.7 Position Dermination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.2.7.1 Position Determination frm Hypboliæ. . . . . . . .
13.2.7.1.1 Leas Squar Hyberbolic Position Determination . .
13.2.7.2 Position Determination frm Psedo Rage. . . . . .
13.2.7.2.1 Least Squar Psedo Rage Position Determination .
13.2.7.3 Position Determination frm Dead Rekoning
13.2.8 Rhumb Line Calculations. . . . . . .
13.2.9 Convergence Calculations . . . . . . .. ..
13.2.10 Great Circle on a Grid Calculations. . . . . .
13.2.11 True Circle Calculations. . . . . . . . . . . .
13.2.12 Great Circle Calculations . . . . . . . . . .. .
13.2.13 Acrac of Calculations with repe to Rhumb Line
13.2.14 Accrac of Calculations with repe to Great Circle
13.3 Magetic Bearng . . .
13.4 Magnetic Variation. . .
13.5 Arithmetic Calculations
13.5.1 Addition . . .
13.5.2 Subtraction. .
13.5.3 Multiplication
13.5.4 Division . .
13.5.5 Square Rot
13.5.6 Sine . .
13.5.7 Cosine . . .
13.5.8 Tang-ent . .
13.5.9 Arc Sine . .
13.5.10 Arc Cosine
13.5.11 Arc Tangent. .
13.5.12 (requirement deleted because functionality identified as not need'_od).
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13.6 Unit Conversions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.6.1 Feetflenths to FathomslFeet Conversion. .
13.6.2 FeetlFractions to FathomslFeet Conversion.
13.6.3 FeetlFractions to FathomslFractions Conversion
13.6.4 Feetflenths to FathomslFractions Conversion
13.6.5 Meters to FathomslFeet Conversion . . . . . .
13.6.6 Meters to FathomslFractions Conversion. . . .
13.6.7 FathomslFeet to Feetflenths Feet Conversion .
13.6.8 FathomslFractions to Feetflenths Feet Conversion.
13.6.9 FathomslFractions to FeetlFractions Conversion . .
13.6.10 FathomslFeet to FeetlFractions Conversion. . . .
13.6.11 FathomslFractions to Meters Conversion . . . . .
13.6.12 FathomslFeet to Meters Conversion. . . . . . . .
13.6.13 Deimal Degrees to Degrees, Minutes, Seconds Conversion
13.6.14 Degrees, Minutes, Seconds to Decimal Degrees Conversion
13.6.15 Decimal Degree to Degrees and Decimal Minutes Conversion.
13.6.16 Degrees, Minutes, Seconds to Degrees and Decimal Minutes Conversion.
13.6.17 Degrees and Decimal Minutes to Decimal Degrees Conversion.
13.6.18 Degrees and Decimal Minutes Conversion.
13.6.19 Nautical Miles to Statute Miles Conversion
13.6.20 Statute Miles to Nautical Miles Conversion
13.6.21 Knots to Statute Miles Conversion . . .
13.6.22 Knots to Kilometers Conversion. . . . .
13.6.23 Statute Miles to Kilometers Conversion .
13.6.24 Kilometers to Statue Miles Conversion
13.7 Projection Management . . . . . . . . . .
13.7.1 Coordinate Transformation. . . . . . . .
13.7.2 Spheroids. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.7.3 Map Projections and Coordinate Systems.
13.7.4 Horizontal Geetic Datum Transformations. ....
13.8 (requirement deleted due to duplication of requirement 11. 7.7) .
13.9 (requirement deleted due to statement of non-requirement).
13.10 Use ofHO Conversion Tables.
13.11 Validation of Conversions .
13.12 Time Data Man~ment . .
13.12.1 Maintan Internal Tie. .
13.12.2 Display UT (GMT) Time.
13.12.3 Display Loal Time. . . .
13.12.4 Man~ and Update Time Zone Varations
13.12.5 Man~ Temporar Time Zone Varables
13.12.6 Display Time in Selec Zone. . . .
13.12.7 Display Time Bas on Ship Position
13.12.8 Display Time in Selec Position .
13.12.9 Time Zone Alert. . . . . .
13.12.10 Ret Time. . . . . . . .
13.13 Wind Velocity and Direion.
14.1 Char Index . . . . . .
14.1.1 General Reirement. . . .
14.1.2 Display Reuirements . . .
14.1.2.1 Display On-Line System Elecnic Navigation Chart Outlines .
14.1.2.2 Display Off-Line Sysm Electrnic Navigation Chart Outlines .
14.1.2.3 Display On-Line Elecnic Navigation Chart Data Cell Outlinæ- .
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14.1.2.4 Display Off-Line Elecnic Navigation Char Data Cell Outlines .
14.1.2.5 Display Char Outlines. . . . . . .
14.1.2.6 Display Planned Rote . . . . . .
14.1.3 Relate Inforation Display. . . . .
14.1.3.1 Display Relate SENC Information.
14.1.3.2 Display Relate ENC Information .
14:.1.3.3 Display Relate Char Information. .
14.1.3.4 Display Planned Rote Relate Data .
14.1.4 Diplay Generalze Coaslines. . . . .
14.1.5 Index Map ZominJ! . . . . . . . . . .
14.1.6 Display of AnciIlai Data Outlines . . . .
14.1.7 Index Map Quer and Selecon Functons . .
14.1.7.1 Selec by ReJ!lar Fence on Index Map.
14:.1.7.2 Selec by Polygonal Fence on Index Map . . . . . . .
14:.1.7.3 Selec by ReJ!lar Fence and Sce on Index Map.
14.1.7.4 Selec by Polygonal Fence and Sce on Index Map.
14.1.7.5 Selec by Outline. . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.1.8 Maintenance of Index Map. . . . . . . . . .
14:.1.8.1 Load and Store Shoreline Data. . . . . . .
14.1.8.1.1 Replac ExtinJ! Shoreline Data . . . . .
14.1.8.2 Load and Store ENC and Char Outlines. .
14.1.8.2.1 Replac ExnJ! ENC and Char Outlines
14.1.8.3 Generate and Store SENC Outlines. . . . .
14.1.8.3.1 Delete ExtinJ! SENC Outlines. . . . . .
14.1.8.4 Generate and Store User Defined Bondai Polygons.
14.1.8.4.1 Delete Exing Bondai Polygons. . . . . . .
14.1.8.5 Generate and Store User Defined Bondar Lines
14.1.8.5.1 Delete Exin2 Bondar Lines . . . '.
14.1.8.6 Index Map Display Initialization. . . .
14.1.8.7 Index Map Display Color Man~ment .
14.1.8.8 Index Map Symbol Man~ment .
14.1.9 Display ofIndex Map. . . . . .
14.1.9.1 Index Map Display SymboloJ!
14.1.9.2 Index Map Scn Display . . . .
14.2 Catalogs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.2.1 Char CataoJ! . . . . . . . . . . .
14.2.2 (delete due to duplication by reirement 14.1.3.2) .
14.2.3 Coast Pilot Cataog. . . . . . . . . .
14.3 Librares. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.3.1 Prentation Librar. . . . . . . . .
14.3.1. i Prentation Librar Abbreations.
15.1 General Reirement . . . . . . . . .
15.2 Use of SinJ!le Acion Contrls. . . . . . . . . .
15.2.1 Maxmum Number of SinJ!le Action Contrls .
15.3 (delete due to subjecivity) . . . . . . . . . .
15.4 (reirement delete due to duplication) . . . .
15.5 Rote MonitorinJ! Interface. . . . . . . . . . .
15.5.1 Repons to Operator Instrctions DurinJ! Route MonitorinJ! .
15.5.2 Rote MonitorinJ! Function Selecion. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.6 Human Facrs Consideration in Route MonitorinJ! Task Exection
15.7 Display of Alphanumeric Information During Route Monitoring . .
15.8 Use of Windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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15.9 User Interfac Langu~. . . . .
16.1 Navi~ation-Relate Data Inputs .
16.2 Navi~ation-Relate Data Outputs
16.3 Elecnic Interfac Ty . .
16.3.1 IEEE RS232 Interfac . . . .
16.3.2 IE RS42 Interfac . . . .
16.3.3 Loal Ara Network (L . .
16.3.3.1 IEEE 802.3 Stadar LA .
16.3.3.2 IEEE 802.5 Stadar LA .
16.3.3.3 LA Communications Protol .
16.3.3.4 Modem Communications . . . .
16.4 Physica Interfac Stadar . . . .
16.5 Interfac Protol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.6 Man~ment ofNavi~ation-Relate Dece Inputs . .
16.6.1 Configuration ofNavi~ation-Reiate Device Inputs .
16.6.2 Identification of Operational Systems. . . . . . . .
16.6.3 Selecon ofNavi~ation-Relate Device Inputs . . .
16.6.4 Number ofInputs Interfac . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
16.6.5 DelUadation ofNavi~ation Support Equipment Performance .
16.6.6 DelUadation of Ancilar Equipment Performance
16.7 Minimum On-Boar System Configuration. . .
16.8 Reuce-Configuration Operational Conditions .
16.8.1 GPS-Only Interfac. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.8.2 LORA C-Only Interfac. . . . . . . . . . .
16.8.3 DECCA-Only Interfac. . . . . . . . . . . .
16.8.4 TRSIT-Only Interface. . . . . . . . . . . .
16.9 Global P08itionin~ Sysm (GPS) Reiver Interfac
16.9.1 GPS Data Inputs. . . . . . . . . . .
16.9.1.1 Format for GPS Input . . . . . . .
16.9.2 ECDIS Outpts to GPS Reivers . .
16.9.2.1 Format for Output to GPS Reivers
16.9.3 GPS System Alars . . . . . .
16.9.3.1 Format for GPS Alar Input.
16.9.3.2 Persistence of GPS Alars . .
16.10 LORA-C Reiver Interfac . .
16.10.1 LORA-C Data Inputs . . . .
16.10.1.1 Format for LORA-C Input. .. .
16.10.2 ECDIS Outputs to LORA-C Reivers .
16.10.2.1 Format for Output to LORA-C Reivers.
16.10.3 LORA-C Sysm Alars. . . . . .
16.10.3.1 Format for LORA-C Alar Input
16.10.3.2 Persistence of LORA-C Alars
16.11 DECCA Reiver Interface . . . . . .
16.11.1 DECCA Data Inputs . . . . . . . .
16.11.1.1 Format for DECCA Input . . . . .
16.11.2 ECDIS Outputs to DECCA Reivers
16.11.2.1 Format for Output to DECCA Reivers .
16.11.3 DECCA System Alars. . . . . .
16.11.3.1 Format for DECCA Alar Input.
16.11.3.2 Persisnce of DECCA Alars .
16.12 Gyrmpas Interface . . .
16.12.1 Gyrmpas Data Inputs .
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16.12.1.1 Forat for Gyrmpas Input . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.12.2 (reirement delete beaus functonality not neeed) .
16.12.2.1 (reirement delete beus functionality not neeed)
16.12.3 Gyrmpas System Alars. . . . . .
16.12.3.1 Format for Gyrmp88 Alar Input.
16.12.3.2 Persistence of Gyrmp88 Alars . .
16.14 TRSIT Reiver Interfac . . . . . . .
16.14.1 TRSIT Data Inputs . . . . . . . . .
16.14.1.1 Format for TRSIT Input . . . . . .
16.14.2 ECDIS Outpts to TRSIT Reive . . .
16.14:.2.1 Format for Outpt to TRSIT Reivers .
16.14:.3 TRSIT Sysm Alars. . . . . .
16.14:.3.1 Format for TRSIT Alar Input
16.14:.3.2 Perisnce of TRSIT Alars. .16.15 Spe ~ Interfac. . . . . . . . . .
16.15.1 Spe Lo~ Data Inputs . . . . . . .
16.15.1.1 Format for Spe Lo~Input. . . . .
16.15.2 ECDIS Outputs to Spe Lo Dece. . .
16.15.2.1 Format for Outpt to Spe Log Dece.
16.15.3 Spe Lo~ Sysm Alars. . . . . .
16.15.3.1 Format for Spe Lo~ Alar Input
16.15.3.2 Persistence of Spe Lo~ Alars
16.16 Depth Sonder Interfac . . . . . . .
16.16.1 Depth Sonder Data Inputs. . . . .
16.16.1.1 Format for Depth Sonder Input . . .
16.16.2 ECDIS Outputs to Depth Sonder Device . .
16.16.2.1 Format for Output to Depth Soder Device
16.16.3 Depth Sonder Sysm Alars . . . . . .
16.16.3.1 Format for Depth Sonder Alar Input. .
16.16.3.2 Persisnce of Depth Sounder Alars . . .
16.16.3.3 Persistence of Depth Warin~ Alar . . .
16.17 Weather Measrement System Interfac . . .
16.17.1 Weather Measrement System Data Inputs. . . .
16.17.1.1 Format for Weather Measrement System Input . . . .
16.17.2 ECDIS Outpts to Weather Measrement System Device . .
16.17.2.1 Format for Output to Weather Measrement Sysm Device .
16.17.3WeatherMeasrementSysmAlars . . . . . . . . . .
16.17.3.1 Format for Weather Measrement System Alar Input.
16.17.3.2 Persisnce of Weather Measrement System Alars. .
16.18 Rudder Pæition Measrement Interfac. . . . . . . . . . .
16.18.1 Rudder Pæition Measrement Data Inputs. . . . . . . .
16.18.1.1 Format for Rudder Pæition Measrement Input. . . . .
16.18.2 ECDIS Outputs to Rudder Pæition Measrement Dece. . .
16.18.2.1 Format for Output to Rudder Pæition Measrement Device
16.18.3 Rudder Pæition Measrement System Alars . . . . . . . .
16.18.3.1 Format for Rudder Pæition Measrement Alarm Input . . .
16.18.3.2 Persisnce of Rudder Pæition Measrement System Alarms
16.19 Autopilot Systms Interfac. . . . . .
16.19.1 Autopilot Data Inputs. . . . . . . . . . .
16.19.1.1 Format for Autopilot Input . . . . . . .
16.19.2 ECDIS Outputs to Autopilot Device . . .
16.19.2.1 Format for Output to Autopilot Devices .
. .
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16.19.3 Autopilot Alars . . . . . . . . . .
16.19.3.1 Format for Autopilot Alar Input.
16.19.3.2 Persisnce of Autopilot Alars .
16.20 ARA Tar2et Data Input . . . . . . .
16.20.1 ARA Data Inputs . . . . . . . . .
16.20.1.1 Format for ARA Input. . . . . .
16.20.2 ECDIS Outputs to ARA Sysms. . .
16.20.2.1 Format for Output to ARA Systems
16.20.3 ARA SymboloJ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.20.4 (rirement delete beus functionality identified as not neeed)
16.20.5Raar/ARASysmAlars . . . . . .
16.20.5.1 Forat for ARA Alar Input . . . .
16.20.5.2 Peristence of Ra/AR A Alars . .
16.21 Radar Video Input . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.21.1 Forat for Radar Video Input to ECDIS.
16.21.2 ECDIS Outpts to Radar Sysms. . . .
16.21.2.1 Format for Outpt to Raar Sysms . . . .
16.21.3 ECDIS SENC Data Export to Raar Sysms . . . . .
16.21.3.1 Export Format for SENC Outpt to Radar Sysms.
16.21.3.2 SENC SymboloJ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.21.4 (reirement delete beaus functionality identified as not neeed)
16.21.5 Radar Sysm Alars. . . . . . . .
16.21.5.1 Format for Radar Alar Input . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.21.5.2 Persisnce of Raar Alarms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.21.6 Standar Errr of Rage Displays .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.22 Interface of Multi-Src Position Navigation Filtering Device .
16.22.1 Multi-Src Navigation Data Filtering Device Inputs. . . . .
16.22.1.1 Minimum Data Inputs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.22.1.2 Filter Computation Data Inputs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.22.1.3 Format for Multi-Src Navigation Data Filtering Device Data. .
16.22.2 ECDIS Outputs to Multi-Src Navigation Data Filteng Device . .
16.22.2.1 Format for Outpt to Multi-Src Navigation Data Filteing Device
16.22.3 Multi-Src Navigation Data Filterig Device Alars. . . . . . . . . .
16.22.3.1 Format for Multi-Src Navigation Data Filtering Device Alar Input.
16.22.3.2 Persisnce of Multi-Src Navigation Data Filtering Device Alars .
16.23 Satellte Communications System Interface.. ..
16.23.1 Communications System Data Inputs. . . . . . . .
16.23.1.1 Format for Communications System Input . . . .
16.23.2 Communications System Alars . . . . . . . . . .
16.23.2.1 Format for Communications Sysm Alarm Input .
16.23.2.2 Persistence of Communications Alars
17.1 ECDIS Harwar Confguration.
17.1.1 Identify Display Configuration . .
17.1.2 Identify Input Device . . . . . .
17.1.3 Identify Mas StorB2 Device . .
17.1.4 Identify Off-line StorB2 Device .
17.1.5 Identify Printing Device. . . . .
17.2 Initialization of Navigation System Interface
17.2.1 Initialize Navigation System IDs. . . . . .
17.2.2 Identify Navigation System Interface Port .
17.2.3 EnablelDisable Navigation Sysm Input. .
17.2.4 Initialize Navigation System Input Data Rate
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17.2.5 Initialize Navigation Sysm Input Frency . . . . . . . . .
17.2.5.1 Initialize Navigation Sysm Input Pring Freency. . . .
17.2.6 Initialize Navigation System Input Characriics and Format.
17.2.7 Define Navigation Sysm Input Content. . . . .
17.2.8 Define and Store Navigation Sysm Data Ra~
17.3 Alar and Waring Initialization . . . . . . . .
17.3.1 Initialze Waring Mes~ Display . . . . . .
17.3.2 Initialze Warng Mes~ Display Persisnce
17.3.3 Initialize Waring Mes~ Tex . .
17.3.4 Initialize Audible Alar . . . . . .
17.3.5 Initialize Audible Alar Persisnce
17.3.6 Initialize Audible Alar Ty . . .
17.4 Time and Date Initialation . . . . .
17.4.1 Initial System TimelDate . . . .
17.4.2 Initialize Time Zone Bondares . .
17.4.3 Initialize Sysm Tie Zone Deltas .
17.4.3.1 Initialize Daylight/tandar Time Zones
17.5 Default Unit Initialzation
17.5.1 Initialize Position Units
17.5.2 Initialize Spe Units .
17.5.3 Initialize Draf Units. .
17.5.4 Initialize Depth Units .
17.5.5 Initializ Height Units .
17.5.6 Initialize Distance Units .
17.5.7 Azimuth!arng. . . . .
17.5.8 Initialize Turn Rate Units
17.5.9 Initialize Wind Spe Units
17.5.10 Initialize Temperature Units .. ...............
17.5.11 (reirement delete beus functionality identified as not neeed) .
17.5.12 Initialize Time Units . . . . . .
17.6 Display Configuration Initialization
17.6.1 Initialize Display Content . . .
17.6.2 Initialize Display Hierarhy . . .
17.6.3 Initialize Display Confi~ration .
17.6.4 Initialize Display Mode. . . . . .
17.6.5 Initialize Display Alteration Parameters
17.7 Display Color Initialization.
17.7.1 Initialize Daytime Colors .
17.7.2 Initialize Twlight Colors. . . . . . . .
17.7.3 Initialize Duk Colors . . . . . . . . .
17.7.4 Initialize Night Colors . . . . . . . . .
17.7.5 Display Color Man~ment to Support Test
17.8 Display Symbolog Initialization .
17.8.1 Create Symbols. . . . . . . . . . . .
17.8.1.1 Create Point Symbols. . . . . . . .
17.8.1.2 Create Line Symbols. . . . . . . .
17.8.1.3 Create Ara Symbols and Pattrn .
17.8.2 Add Symbols . . . . . . . . . . .
17.8.2.1 Add Point Symbols. . . . . . .
17.8.2.2 Add Line Symbols . . . . . . .
17.8.2.3 Add Ara Symbols and Pattrns
17.8.2.4 Add Text . . . . . . . . . . . .
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17.8.3 Delete Symbols. . . . . . . . . . . .
17.8.3.1 Delete Point Symbols. . . . . . . .
17.8.3.2 Delete Line Symbols . . . . . . . .
17.8.3.3 Delete Ara Symbols and Pattrn .
17.8.3.4 Delete Tex. . . . . . . . . . . . .
17.8.4 Review Symbols and Tex . . . . . .
17.8.4.1 Review Point Symbols . . . . . . .
17.8.4.2 Review Line Symbols. . . . . . . .
17.8.4.3 Review Ara Symbols and Pattrn .
17.8.4.4 Review Tex . . . .. ....
17.8.5 SymbolOl Corron . . . . . .
17.8.5.1 Edt Point Symbols. . . . . . .
17.8.5.2 Edt Line Symbols . . . . . . .
17.8.5.3 Edt Ara Symbols and Pattrns
17.8.6 Symbol Lokup Tables . . . . . . . . . .
17.8.6.1 Creation of Symbol Lokup Table Files .
17.8.6.2 Edt Symbol Lokup Tables Files .
17.9 Sysm Help File Initialization . . .
17.9.1 Create Help Files. . . . . . . . . .
17.9.2EdtingHelpFiles . . . . . . . . .
17.10 Hitory Collecion Initialization. . .
17.10.1 Define Hitory File Input Content.
17.10.2 Define Hitory File Format. . . . .
17.10.3 Define Hitory Data Collecion Rate.
17.10.4 Define Hitory File Update Freency.
18.1 General Backup/Rtore Reirement
18.2 Sysm Backup Data Content . . . . .
18.3 Radar Video Backup .'. . . . . . . . .
18.4 Ty of Sysm Backup/Rtore . . . .
18.4.1 Full Meda System Backup/Rre. .
18.4.2 Incrmental Sysm Backup/Rre. ...
18.4.3 Time/ate Sensitive System Backup/Rtore .
18.4.4 User Selec System Backup/Rtore . . . .
18.5 System Backup Mode. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.6 Effec of Sysm Backup on ECDIS Operations .
18.7 System Backup Freency .
18.8 Freency of Radar Backup
18.9 System Backup Meda .
19.1 Sysm Ar Serity. . .
19.1.1 User Lo2Qn Facilty. . . .
19.1.2 Lo2Qn Privil~ . . . . .
19.1.3 User IDlPasword Maintenance
19.2 Sysm Lo2Qn/2Qff Tranacion Log
19.2.1 Printing of Lo2Qn/2Qff Tranacion Log. . .. .
19.2.2 Maintenance Life of Lo2Qn/2QffTranacion Log .
19.3 Proteion frm Unauthorize or Inadvertnt Acc .
20.1 Primar Power Sorc . . . . . .
20.2 Alternate Power Sorc . . . . .
20.3 Changing Power Sourc. . . . .
21.1 Waring of System Malfunctions.
21.1.1 Starp Failure . . . . . .
21. 1.2 Failure During Operation .
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APPENDIX C: Glosary of Terms and Acronyms
ARA
"
Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
Conventional Nautica Char
A paper chart produced by a National Hydrographic Authority issued to support safe
navigation.
EC
Electronic Chart
ECDB
Electronic Chart Data Base - A master data bas of chart information held in digital form by
the National Hydrographic Authority.
ECDIS
Electronic Chart Display and Information System - A system which displays the ENC in a form
equivalent to a conventional nautical chart and may also display complementary navigational
information and which may combine that data with position information from electronic
navigational aids, collsion avoidance radar information, etc. to asist in the safe navigation of
a ship.
ENC
Electronic Navigational Chart - A subset of the ECDB furnished by a National Hydrographic
Authority held on the ship. It contains suffcient information for navigation that an
appropriate display from it would be considered the equivalent of a conventional nautical
chart.
ENCD
Electronic Navigational Chart Data - The national data for an Electronic Navigation Chart in a
transfer format acceptable to a Regional or Global ENC Coordinator.
ENCDB
Electronic Navigational Chart Data Base - The ENC data in the form of a data bas, i.e.,
within the framework of a data bas management system.
HO
Hydrographic Offce
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mo
International Hydrographic Organization
INAT
International Maritime Satellte Organization
IMO
International Maritime Organization
MSI
Maritime Safety Information
NAVAID
Aid to Navigation
NAVAR
Division of the Long Range Radio Navigational Warnings Broadcasts Service for Mariners
NA VT
International Automatic MSI Broadcast on 518 kHz
NAVINFONE
Navigation Information Network, a US (DMA) automated service for providing Maritime Safety
Information via digital data link at user request.
NT
Notice to Mariner
RTC
Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Services
SENC
System Electronic Navigational Chart - The ENC as transformed by the ECDIS software into
the data bas use by the ECDIS. It is organized for optimum use by thE' ECDIS.
SOLA
Convention on Safety of Life at Sea
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TRCK
The pat.h connect.ing two waypoints is a track.
WAYPOINT
A waypoint may be any signigicant navigation event; it is usually a turning point.
"
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APPENDIX D: SRS Comment Form
The form included in this appendix is provided as a means of commenting on the "
requirements included in the System Requirements Speification. Reviewers are encouraged to
use this form to provide comment on technical requirements inaccuracies, requirements
misstatements, and errors of omission. Completed forms can be submitted to the following
address. Forms may also submitted via FAX to (703) 264-7131.
Intergraph Corporation
2051 Mercator Drive
Reston, VA 22091
c/o David J. Scott
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APPENDIX E: Mapping of DefauIt Diplay Objec to IMO Lit of Default Display Items
Note: See requirement 8.2.1 in reference to Default Display Objects. The IMO List of Default
Display Items is taken from reference 2.1, page II, paragraph 3.2.
1. coastlne
Canal
Canal-bank
Coastline
Lake
Lake-shore
Land area
River
River-bank
Shoreline construction
2. drying line
Intertidal area
Zero-meter contour
3. indication of isolated dangers
Isolated danger symbol
Diffser
Underwater rock
4. own ships safety depth contour, to be selecte out of the depth contours provided for inthe ENC
Own ship's safety depth contour and label
Depth area
5. indication of fixed and floating aids to navigation
Simplified beacon symbol
Simplified buoy symbol
Cardinal buoy or beacon
Fog signal
Tower
6. boundaries of fairways, channels, etc.
Fairway
Dredged area
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7. routeing systems
Deep water route - part u
Deep water route - centerline
Ferry route
Navigation line
Precautionary area
Reommended route-centerline
Reommended track
Reommended traffc lane part
Submarine transit lane
Traffc separation line
Traffc separation scheme - boundary
Traffc separation scheme - crosing
Traffc separation scheme - lane part
Traffc separation scheme - roundabout
Traffc separation zone
Traffc separation scheme - system (compound feature)
Two-way route - part
8. visual and radar conspicuous features
Radar reflector
Any object with a CONRA attribute value = 1 (radar conspicuous)
Any object with a CONVS attribute value = 1 (visual conspicuous)
9. prohibited and restricted areas
Anchorage area
Cable area
Cargo transhipment area
Dumping ground
Incineration area
Miltary practice area
Pipeline area
Restricted area
Seaplane landing area
Spoil ground
10. indication of cautionary notes
Any object with the INFORM attribute
Water turbulence
11. scale bar
12. chart scale boundaries
13. indication of units of depths and heights
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